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This thesis investigates ways of increasing the energy efficiency of photovoltaic power 
(pv) generating plants. It does so by improving models of PV plants connected to the 
electricity grid via space-vector-modulated three-phase inverters. Synergies of soft-
computing techniques are applied to modelling the current-voltage characteristics of 
solar cells and to model-based control of the inverters. 
A novel extension of a radial-basis-function-network model is reported. The model is 
unique in that it incorporates a new grid-interpolation data pre-processor, which for the 
first time has allowed the network to be trained with real solar-cell data. Furthermore, 
the model provides greater accuracy compared to the industry standard model. 
Coordinate translation of solar-cell characteristics has been incorporated into a neuro-
fuzzy model of solar cells. Significantly, it enables neural-network models of plants to 
be trained with far fewer data and with greater resilience to model imperfections than 
has hitherto been possible. Important applications include the modelling of new plants. 
Soft-computing control strategies were developed that removed the need for expert 
knowledge in parameter tuning: (i) a genetic algorithm for optimising the gains of the 
conventional PI controller; (ii) a genetic algorithm for optimising the parameters of a 
fuzzy logic controller; and (iii) a neural network for optimising the parameters of a fuzzy 
logic (ANFIs) controller. The ANFIS controller provided the best transient and steady-
state behaviour. 
The models and control strategies were combined together to form model-based 
controllers that were more accurate and resilient than existing solutions. Increased 
power production was demonstrated of 1.5% for a plant well characterised by the 
conventional model, and 8.6% for a plant poorly characterised by the conventional 
model, with no requirement for expert knowledge. 
The results are believed to be important for application in developing countries because 
of the improved efficiencies and the ability to design and install systems without 
needing expensive resources. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 THE NEED TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCIES OF PHOTO VOLTAIC PLANTS 
In the current climate of rising energy costs, fuel-supply uncertainties, and increased 
public awareness of environmental issues, energy conservation is becoming an 
increasingly important issue. Attention is once again focusing upon renewable energy 
sources, including photovoltaic (pv) systems. The energy source of pv power plants is 
free, but costs and efficiencies remain major concerns. 
The high capital cost of pv modules means that harnessing the power of sunlight with 
solar cells is relatively expensive. Although, according to Caamano and Lorenzo 
(1995), government policy towards environmental energy issues will playa key role in 
the long-term costs of PV installations, Byrne et at. (1995) concluded that PV power 
could be cost-effective as long as modest targets for improved solar radiation to 
electrical power conversion efficiency of solar cells, and cost reductions in PV modules 
are met. Recent trends towards pro-renewable energy policies by the leading 
industrialised nations have contributed to a significant reduction in PV manufacturing 
costs (Maycock, 1997). In light of these developments, there is a need to re-examine the 
question of PV power generation, and in particular, the role it can play in supplementing 
domestic and commercial power requirements. 
Many approaches to reducing energy costs by increasing the efficiency of PV power 
generating plants are possible, and although the performance of individual components 
has greatly improved, opportunities still exist to increase the unit efficiency of PV power 
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plants by maximising their operational energy outputs. One such opportunity is the use 
of advanced modelling techniques to improve the accuracy of the models of the solar-
cell current-voltage characteristics that are used in both plant design and PV controllers. 
Another is the use of intelligent systems to control PV power plants in an optimal manner 
and reduce wastage. Yet another is to use advanced power-conditioning techniques such 
as space-vectored modulation because these are more efficient than those conventionally 
employed in PV power generating plants. The aim of this research is to determine 
whether these techniques can increase efficiencies and so help maximise the operational 
energy output of PV power plants. 
1.2 PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANTS 
Photovoltaic power plants contain arrays of solar cells, control systems, and power 
conditioning units. Solar cells are non-linear devices that convert the energy in sunlight 
into electrical energy using the photovoltaic effect. Their current-voltage characteristics 
are primarily functions of cell temperature and solar radiation, both of which vary in a 
highly non-linear manner and exhibit unpredictable daily and seasonal cycles. 
Pv power generating methodologies in use today include stand-alone systems with local 
energy storage, grid-connected systems (these have an energy interchange with the 
electricity grid), and so-called peak-shaving systems designed to reduce the power 
drawn from the grid during peak-load times. The work described in this research is 
applicable to small- to medium-scale PV power plants connected to the electricity grid, 
as well as those in a combined grid-connect peak-shaving role, and is of particular 
relevance to retrofitting existing PV power generating plants with advanced energy 
efficient controllers and to new installations. 
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1.3 CHALLENGES IN MODELLING AND CONTROL STRATEGIES 
The modelling and control strategies developed herein employ the following intelligent 
techniques: 
• Neural networks (NN) - these map input vectors onto output vectors using data 
acquired from a system (Jang et aI., 1997)~ 
• Fuzzy logic (FL) - these enable input-output mappings to be made based on 
linguistically expressed expert knowledge of how a system works (Zadeh: 1965, 
1975a, 1975b);and 
• Genetic algorithms (GA) - which are designed to search problem domains for 
global solutions without becoming stuck in local minima (Goldberg, 1989). 
More powerfully, FL and NN can be used synergistically in a loosely integrated manner, 
with one acting as pre-processor or postprocessor for the other. For example, a NN may 
be used as a smoothing filter that maps numerical measurements to a fuzzy controller's 
feature space. FL and NN can also be tightly integrated using concepts such as fuzzy 
neurons, where fuzziness can be applied to any or all of the workings of the artificial 
neurons. However, integrating GA within the FL-NN synergy provides what is arguably 
the most powerful hybrid soft-computing combination, as it combines the benefits of FL 
and NN with the ability to carry out near-global optimisations on any problem for which 
a realistic objective function can be defined. Tsoukalas and Uhrig (1997) suggest that if 
every step of a complex problem were to be tackled using such techniques then 
significant improvements should be possible. 
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The non-linear nature of solar cells, along with the various interactions between their 
fundamental parameters and the stochastic variations in solar radiation and cell 
temperature, makes operating PV power plants a challenging control problem. It is a 
control problem ideally suited to soft-computing techniques, since the non-linear 
processes can be described linguistically, and input-output data is readily available. 
Therefore, the inherent numeric capabilities of NN and the symbolic capabilities of FL 
can both be exploited. 
Advanced control systems work on data supplied by models. System improvements can 
be obtained by improving both the model and the control system. However, deficiencies 
in the model will ultimately limit the accuracy that can be obtained by the control 
system. Chapter 4 reviews existing models that are used for solar cells. It is discovered 
that improvements are required in dealing with ill-conditioned data; plants with few data 
points, such as new PV plants~ and with dealing with variations in the characteristics of 
solar cells from manufacturers' data. New modelling techniques are developed that 
address these challenges using soft-computing techniques. 
The advanced power conditioning for the PV power plant developed in this work is 
based around the technique of space-vector modulation. Space-vector modulation is an 
advanced type of pulse-width modulation with the advantages of easier microprocessor 
implementation, lower harmonic content, and an increased output fundamental voltage 
of nearly 15% (Handley and Boys, 1990; Zhang et al., 1994). 
To the best of the author's knowledge, the literature shows that although the different 
soft-computing techniques have been considered individually in the fields of PV 
modelling and PV control, there has been no significant effort to apply them in a 
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coordinated manner along the soft-computing philosophy, and they have not been used 
in conjunction with advanced power-conditioning techniques. 
1.4 OBJECTIVE AND OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
The objective was to determine how the operational energy production of PV power 
generating plants can be improved using advanced modelling and control techniques. 
The work broke down into the following distinct tasks: 
• A literature survey on soft-computing modelling and control relevant to PV power 
plants is presented in Chapter 2. 
• Chapter 3 summarises existing soft-computing techniques used in the thesis. 
• A detailed introduction and investigation of the characteristics and modelling of 
solar cells is presented in Chapter 4. New soft-computing solar-cell models that 
address deficiencies found in conventional models when used with real-world 
systems are developed. These are assessed with respect to currently accepted 
conventional solar-cell models and measured data. Significant improvements are 
presented that deal with the challenges of modelling plants with ill-conditioned 
data, few data points, training new plant, and with dealing with variations in the 
characteristics of solar cells from manufacturers' data. 
• New soft-computing solar-cell control strategies are developed and integrated with 
the advanced power-conditioning techniques in Chapter 5. These are assessed 
with respect to conventional solar-cell control strategies. 
• New intelligent model-based control strategies are developed by integrating the 
new soft-computing models with the new soft-computing controllers and advanced 
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power conditioning. The results presented in Chapter 6 demonstrate the 
effectiveness of using these new techniques in terms of accuracy and energy 
efficiency. 
• The work is drawn together in Chapter 7 and recommendations are made for 
further work. 
1.5 GLOSSARY 
The following industry standard abbreviations are used throughout this thesis. 
ANFIS Adaptive network based fuzzy inference system 
BP Back propagation (a neural network training method) 
EMF Electro·motive force 
FL Fuzzy logic 
GA Genetic algorithm 
IAE Integral of the absolute value of the error criterion 
ISE Integral of the square of the error criterion 
ITAE Integral of time multiplied by the absolute value of the error criterion 
I-V Current-voltage (as in the I-V characteristic of solar cells) 
LSE Least squares estimation 
MPP Maximum power point (on the I- V and p-V characteristic) 
MPPT Maximum power point tracking (the control function) 
NN Neural network 
PV Photovo1taic 
P-V Power-voltage (as in the P-V characteristic of solar cells) 
PWM Pulse width modulation 
RBFN Radial basis function network 
RMS Root mean square 
SSE Sum squared error 
STC Standard test conditions (for characterising solar cells) 
SVM Space vector modulation (an advanced fonn of PWM) 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents a summary of previously published work forming a background to 
the present work; namely, the synergy of various soft-computing modelling and control 
techniques applied to photovoltaic (pv) power generating systems. 
The literature review shows that the published research covers three activities: 
• Solar cell modelling - in which soft-computing models of solar cells are 
developed and compared to conventional parametric models. 
• Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) - in which the soft-computing solar-cell 
models are used to identify the maximum power point (MPP) of solar-cell modules. 
The papers describe how tracking controllers use the estimated MPP as the 
reference set point, enabling solar cells to be maintained at their optimum 
operating point. All controllers described were conventional proportional-integral 
(PI) controllers supplying the control signal to a power converter. 
• Solar cell control - The final activity is the converse of the second, in that 
conventional solar-cell models supply the reference set point to a soft-computing 
controller usually configured as a direct replacement for a conventional PI 
controller. 
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2.2 PUBLISHED RESEARCH 
Hiyama et al. (1995a) used a neural network (NN) to help identify the MPP of a PV power 
system. The current at the MPP was calculated from the short-circuit current of the solar 
cells and an empirical constant, since there is an approximately linear relationship 
between two currents. The voltage at the MPP was estimated with a three-layer feed-
forward NN trained using back propagation (BP). Inputs to the network were the open-
circuit voltage of a PV monitoring cell and a parameter derived from the time of day. 
The network output was found to give good correlation to measured MPP values. 
Hiyama et al. (1995b) described how their NN based MPP estimator could be 
incorporated into an MPP tracking controller. The NN was used to identify the optimal 
operating voltage of a PV system and a PI controller, tuned by sequential search, was 
used in the control loop. They found the PI control loop to give satisfactory results. 
Hiyama and Kitabayashi (1997) used a NN to estimate the MPP of a PV module. The 
network was trained with the back-propagation algorithm (BP) using inputs of 
irradiation, temperature, and wind velocity. The network gave highly accurate 
predictions compared to the conventional multiple regression model. 
De Medeiros Torres et al. (1998) described the training of a NN to identify the voltage at 
the MPP of a PV system that they proposed to connect to a utility grid. The NN had inputs 
of the open-circuit voltage of a PV monitoring cell and a time parameter. They proposed 
to use the output of the network as the set point for a PI controller generating the duty-
cycle for a dc-ac converter, and to use an independently controlled pulse width 
modulated (PWM) three-phase inverter to connect the plant to a utility grid. 
• 
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Altas and Sharaf (1992, 1993, 1994) replaced PI controllers with FL based controllers in 
laboratory tests of a chopper controlled permanent magnet dc motor drive, and a PWM 
inverter fed three-phase induction motor. The set point for the controllers was the 
voltage at the MPP and was found using a conventional model of a PV array. The PV 
array was emulated using a computer and dc power supply. They concluded that 
satisfactory results could be obtained with both types of controller and that the FL design 
could be extended to power system stabilisers. 
Hilloowala and Sharaf (1992) used a fuzzy PI controller to control the output power of a 
PWM inverter in a PV energy conversion interface scheme. The power error and the rate 
of change of error were used as inputs to the FL based controller, and the FL output was 
the change in analog set point for the PWM inverter. The FL control scheme was found to 
give good power tracking performance. 
Mashaly et al. (1993) presented simulation results of a FL based MPP tracking controller 
for a PV array interfaced to an electric utility grid via line-commutated inverter. The 
simulation gave satisfactory results and had fairly close agreement with experimental 
results. 
Mashaly et al. (1994a) compared a FL based MPP tracking controller for a PV array to a 
conventional PI controller. The array was interfaced to an electric utility grid via line-
commutated inverter. The controller gave satisfactory results compared to the 
conventional controller. 
Mashaly et al. (1997) used a fuzzy PI controller, i.e., a FL controller configured as a 
velocity format PI controller, in the simulation of a stand-alone energy scheme. The 
controller was used to adjust the duty cycle of a converter used as the interface between 
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PV array and load. The MPP of the array was found using a conventional model. The 
fuzzy PI controller was found to be robust and to give satisfactory results under various 
levels of solar insolation. 
Won et al. ( 1994) proposed a fuzzy PI controller based on coarse and fine modes to 
control a step-up converter. The coarse mode was to improve tracking speed and the 
fine mode to decrease power fluctuations. Inputs to the controller were the power error 
and change in power error, and the output was the change in boost-converter PWM duty 
cycle. A "hill-climbing" algorithm determined the set point for the controller. The FL 
controller was shown to be better than control based upon the hill climbing method. 
Gwon J ong Yu et al. (1996) proposed a MPPT controller based on FL to control a step-up 
chopper power conditioning circuit for an air conditioning system. The controller was 
studied in simulation, and was used to control the duty cycle of the boost converter. 
Simoes et al. (1998) and Simoes and Franceschetti (1999) described the analysis, 
modelling and implementation of a FL based MPPT for a PV system. Simulations were 
based around an analytical model of a solar cell based on manufacturer characteristics. 
The FL rule base implements a fuzzy hill-climbing method to adjust the PWM duty cycle 
of the boost converter model. 
Mashaly et al. (1994b, 1994c, 1994d), describe laboratory implementations of a NN 
based MPP tracking controller. The controller tracks the maximum power of a solar 
array connected to the utility grid by changing the firing angle of a line-commutated 
inverter. Off-line training to identify the inverse dynamic characteristics of the system 
was followed by on-line weight updates of the NN using power mismatch error. The NN 
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controller was found to be robust, and to gIve better results than a well-tuned PI 
controller, especially under dynamic conditions. 
Mashaly (1997) described the simulation and analysis of a MPP tracking scheme to create 
a constant dc voltage power supply from a PV source. The PV voltage was connected to 
the load through a dc chopper. A NN was trained on-line to regulate the duty cycle of the 
dc chopper using voltage mismatch error. 
In Su Cha et al. (1996, 1997) investigated the possibilities in using a NN trained with the 
BP algorithm in general control scheme for MPP tracking of a PV plant. The system was 
studied by simulation to control the duty ratio of an IGBT boost converter used in a PV 
powered air conditioning unit. 
Ohnuki et al. (1997), demonstrated the usefulness of the simple genetic algorithm in a 
MPP tracking controller of a PV generator's power converter. The controller found the 
optimal duty factor of a step-up chopper circuit in a battery charging system. 
2.3 SUMMARY 
The three main areas for the research interest in this field are solar cell modelling, MPPT, 
and controller design. The literature search that has been carried out showed that, to the 
best of the author's knowledge, soft-computing solutions using synergetic combinations 
of NN, FL, and GA techniques, have not been applied to solar-cell modelling or to the 
control problem of MPPT. In addition, optimisation of controller parameters and 
structure has not been reported. 
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The value of this literature review is to show how much work has been done at the 
component level using single methods. It also demonstrates the range of possible 
solutions to the problem and the difficulties that may be encountered. 
Additional literature (in which specific modelling, control, or mathematical techniques is 
addressed) will be reviewed as appropriate when used in support of this work. 
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Chapter 3 
Soft Computing Techniques 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter outlines the soft computing techniques of fuzzy logic (FL), neural networks 
(NN), and genetic algorithms (GA), which are used in the design and optimisation of the 
modelling and control strategies developed in later chapters. The various strengths and 
weaknesses of each method are mentioned, as well as their use in complimentary 
manners to realise powerful design techniques. 
3.2 Fuzzy LOGIC 
3.2.1 Background 
Fuzzy logic, an extension of traditional set theory, was developed by the mathematician 
Lotfi Zadeh (1965). In classical set theory, membership of an element x in set A, 
where x EX, and A c X is defined by the characteristic function of A as 
(3.1) 
This says that jl A (x) = ° if and only if x ~ A, and 1 if and only if x EA. In other 
words, an element x is either a member of a classical set A or it is not. In fuzzy logic the 
valuation set {O,I} is replaced by the interval [0,1], and the mapping ofXto the interval 
is defined by the membership function for the fuzzy set A as 
(3.2) 
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The difference between Equations (3.1) and (3.2) is that in Equation (3.2), J.1 A (x) can 
take any of the infinite number of possible values between 0 and 1, i.e., J.1A (x) = m 
where 0 < m < 1. This flexible mapping allows an element's degree of set membership 
to be based on its compatibility with the concept encapsulated by the set, instead of 
restricting it to a binary "member" or "non-member status". 
Fuzzy logic uses the concept of linguistic variables, defined as variables whose values 
are words or sentences in a natural or artificial language (Zadeh, 1975). Each linguistic 
variable is decomposed into a number of named overlapping fuzzy sets; the range of a 
fuzzy set being its domain. The collection of fuzzy sets describing a variable's total 
problem space is called its term set, and this space, from the smallest to the largest 
value, is referred to as its universe of discourse. Figure 3.1 illustrates this with seven 
commonly used linguistic fuzzy sets. 
NB NM NS AZ PS PM PB 
~ 
'3: 0.8 
a. Term Sets :.c 
~ 0.6 NB Negative Big CD 
.c NM Negative Medium E 
CD NS Negative Small ::iE 0.4 
-
AZ About Zero 0 
CD PS Positive Small CD 6, 0.2 PM Positive Medium 
CD 
0 PB Positive Big 
0 
0 
!+-oomain of AZ~ 
I- Universe of Discourse ·1 
Figure 3.1. Linguistic variables decomposed into seven membership functions. 
As in classical set theory, a number of operations can be performed on fuzzy sets. While 
a number of alternative approaches to fuzzy set operations have been developed (Lee, 
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1990a, 1990b), the conventional fuzzy logic operations for sets on the same universe of 
discourse, initially defined by Zadeh are: 
Complement: ~ A = ,ul(x) = 1- ,uA(X) (3.5) 
3.2.2 Fuzzy Decision Making Systems 
Conventional input-output mapping of a system is described mathematically and may be 
computationally straightforward to implement. However, it frequently happens that the 
required relationship between a system's inputs and outputs is unknown or is too 
complicated to describe and implement mathematically; typical of such systems are 
control systems requiring skilled manual operators. Fuzzy logic can be used in these 
processes by enabling experts to embed a linguistic description of their knowledge into a 
fuzzy decision making system. 
Such systems consist of one or more input and output linguistic variables, membership 
functions describing the fuzzy sets that make up the variables, rules defining the 
relationships between the membership functions, and the modelling paradigm adopted. 
They take crisp (non-fuzzy) inputs, use fuzzy algebra to implement expert knowledge, 
and return crisp outputs. 
Fuzzy rules are a series of IF-THEN logical statements with the general form, IF (a IS B) 
AND (c IS D) THEN x IS Y, ELSE ... There is typically one rule for each possible 
combination of input variable membership function. Thus, a two-input one-output 
system with each variable decomposed into seven fuzzy sets would have 7 x 7 = 49 
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rules. One of the strengths of FL is that the linguistic expression of the rules allows 
experts to specify relations using their heuristic knowledge of processes. To ensure that 
a rule fires for every set of inputs, the universe of discourse must encompass all possible 
values that a variable can take, and the term sets must fully cover the problem space. 
Fuzzy decision making systems produce fuzzy solution spaces from crisp input values. 
The fuzzy space is generated by the application of fuzzy rules to the inputs. The output 
of the system is a scalar that best represents the composite structure of the fuzzy space. 
Rules with no degree of truth in their premise do not contribute to the outcome. 
The non-linear mapping from input to output space is achieved in the following steps. 
Fu==ification: The crisp input values are assigned degrees of membership in the 
input fuzzy sets. This is done by evaluating the level of truth of each part of all the 
predicate propositions (these are expressed in the form x IS A, where x is a scalar 
from the domain and A is a fuzzy set on the linguistic variable Y) using the transfer 
function f.J A ~ (x E Y) . 
Application of fuzzy rules: The predicate truths (i.e., degrees of membership 
evaluated for each antecedent during fuzzification) are correlated with one another 
to give a premise truth-value for each rule. 
Implication: The premise truths are correlated with the rule consequents to give a 
solution fuzzy set for each rule. 
Aggregation: The solution fuzzy sets are aggregated into a single output fuzzy 
space for the series of propositions. 
Defuzzification: A process in which crisp output values are found from the output 
fuzzy sets. 
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Various fuzzy decision making systems have been proposed; two of the most common 
are the Mamdani fuzzy system (Mamdani and Assilian, 1975), and the Sugeno1 fuzzy 
system (Sugeno, 1985). 
Mamdanijuzzy system 
The Mamdani fuzzy decision-making system uses Zadeh's fuzzy connective definitions 
when applying the fuzzy rules. The implication operator is MIN, where each rule with a 
non-zero premise truth (PT) generates a solution fuzzy set (SFS) by truncating a copy of 
its consequent fuzzy set (CFS) at the value of its premise truth for each point i in its 
domain: 
(3.6) 
The aggregation operator is MAX, where the output fuzzy set (OFS) for a series of n rules 
is created by taking the maximum value of each of the solution fuzzy sets over its 
domain using 
Finally, centre-of-gravity defuzzification (Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997~ Jang et aI., 1997) 
is used to produce a scalar output by dropping a line perpendicular to the weighted mean 
of the output fuzzy set onto the underlying domain: 
n L d; J.JOUT (d; ) 
d = ....:....;=....::...0 ___ _ 
n 
(3.8) 
LJ.JOUT (d;) 
;=0 
1 Also known as the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method of fuzzy inference. 
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where di is the i th domain value and j.i(di ) is the truth membership value for that point. 
A Mamdani system for the rules, 
Rule 1: IF a IS AZ AND b IS PS THEN cIS NS 
Rule 2: IF a IS NS AND b IS AZ THEN cIS PS 
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The output fuzzy set is f.lour(c) = f.lNSI(C) V f.lPSI(C) , where 
(1) Fuzzification 
f.lCa) f,l(b) 
Rule 1 
(2) Fuzzy Operator 
(AND = MIN) 
f,l(c) 
(3) Implication 
(MIN) 
f,l(c) 
PS 1 -----------·-1 1 (4) Aggregation (MAX) 
----- --.--- --~~=:~~~-.--- -.~ ~~-.. -----~---- .. f,l(c) 
0 0 
f,l(a) f,l(b) 
1 NS 
Rule 2 
0 0 
I 
I 
Input scalar a Input scalar b 
0 
f,l(c) f,l(c) 
___ ] 1 
PS 
-...--... _-- _. __ ._-
.. -. 
0 0 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i t--· 
I 0 
.....---,..... PS' . _____ -' 
Figure 3.2. Modus operandi of the Mamdani fuzzy system. 
Sugeno fuzzy system 
; , 
~ 
(5) Deffuzification 
(Centre-of-Gravity ) 
Output scalar c 
Input fuzzification and the application of the fuzzy operator in the Sugeno method of 
fuzzy inference are the same as in the Mamdani method. However, in the Sugeno 
system the consequent membership functions are linear or constant singletons. The 
implication method is always mUltiplication and acts as a variable gain on the function, 
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the aggregation operator includes all of the singletons into the output fuzzy set, and the 
scalar output is found by weighted average of the output fuzzy set: 
(3.9) 
A typical fuzzy rule in a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model has the form IF a IS X AND b IS 
Y THEN c = =, where X and Yare antecedent fuzzy sets and c is a crisp consequent 
constant in the form of a singleton spike. 
A two rule zero order Sugeno system for the rules: 
IF a IS Xl AND b IS Y 1 THEN c IS z 1 
IF a IS X2 AND b IS Y2 THEN c IS z2 
is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
(1) Fuzzification 
jl(s) jl(b) 
Rule 1 
(2) Fuzzy Operator 
(AND = MIN) 
jl(c) 
(3) Implication 
(MIN) 
Jl(c) 
_ ..... _ ... __ ] 1 
Z1 
._-_ .... _ ....... _-- -_ .. __ ._ .... . 
(4) Aggregation 
(MAX) 
Jl(C) 
-"-, 
o 0 '----1..L-_ _+ : j 
! 
Rule 2 --';';--"J' 1 ~+ 0 L..-L-IfL-'---
I 
. __ . ...1 . __ . __ ._ ._. __ ._ .. ___ . Z2' 
o '---_~ __ 
o L--'-L __ 
Input scalar 8 Input scalar b 
Figure 3.3. Modus operandi of the Sugeno fuzzy system. 
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(5) DefIuzification 
(Weighted Average) 
Output scalar c 
The more general first-order Sugeno fuzzy model has rules of the fonn if a IS X and b IS 
Y THEN c = pa + qb + r where p, q, and r are all constants. In effect, the rules define the 
location of a "moving singleton" that moves around in a linear fashion in the output 
space. 
Sugeno fuzzy systems are often used as gaIn schedulers and interpolate between 
multiple linear controllers of dynamic non-linear systems, each controller being 
responsible for one set of operating conditions. They are also used to interpolate 
between multiple linear models of non-linear systems. 
3.3 GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
Genetic algorithms can be used to search any space for a global solution without the 
restriction of other methods, since they do not nonnally become stuck in local minima. 
GA are not guaranteed to find the absolute best solution, but because their scope is 
global, they can be expected to find areas of interest that can be investigated further 
should greater precision be required. They do this by emulating one of the observed 
mechanisms of biological genetics, namely, reproduction based on an element of 
randomness, and the use of the 'survival of the fittest' concept. 
Typically, a variable is represented as a bit string, where each bit on the string takes the 
value 0 or 1 (Goldberg, 1989). Therefore, a string of length I will decode to the 
unsigned integer values x E l 0, 21 J. The decoded integer is then linearly mapped to an 
interval [Umin, Umax] with a precision, 
(3.10) 
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For multi-variable optimisations, each variable is mapped with its own Umin, Umax, and 
string length I, and the strings thus coded are concatenated to form the working string 
known as an individual. 
It is necessary to run the algorithms for several generations, where each generation 
consists of a finite population of individuals, and each individual is a bit string 
representing an alternative scenario. A variable always occupies the same position in 
each string and is coded in the same way. 
These bit strings are analogous to chromosomes, and the individual coded variables to 
genes. Although the individuals in the first generation are often randomly generated, 
GAS do not depend on pure chance to find the optimal solutions. Each individual is 
assessed according to some predefined criteria in a fitness function ji, and the measure of 
suitability that determines the probability that an individual will be selected for 
reproduction P s, is given by 
(3.11 ) 
Pairs of individuals are randomly selected for reproduction in a process somewhat 
analogous to picking names from a hat, but because the number of times any particular 
individual is chosen is proportional to its fitness function, those with high scores are 
likely to be chosen for reproduction more often than those with low scores. 
The actual reproduction process itself involves swapping 'genetic' information between 
the pairs. A bit position within the string is randomly selected as the crossover location, 
and the individuals then swap bits from that point to the end of the string; for example, if 
parent A = 11111 and parent B = 00000, and the randomly generated crossover position 
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was 3, then the offspring would be A' = 11000 and B' = 00111. These new scenarios, 
with characteristics inherited from increasingly better scoring individuals, become 
members of the next generation. 
Goldberg (1989) recommends a high crossover probability, a low mutation probability, 
and a moderate population size. As crossover depends on the probability of crossover 
Pc, it may not actually take place, although usually Pc = 1, especially at the start of an 
investigation. The probability that mutation will take place is defined by Pm. This is 
usually set low to start with, or disabled completely, because higher values imply that 
GA optimisation is a strongly random process; Goldberg recommends values of 0.001-
0.1. Mutation involves flipping a randomly selected bit, i.e., from 0 to 1 or vice-versa. 
Therefore, even when the GA has homed in on a promising region, occasional random 
genetic variations help ensure that the solution space continues to be widely 
investigated. 
3.4 NEURAL NETWORKS 
3.4.1 Background 
An artificial neural network (NN) is a computationally simple data processing system, 
inspired by the structure of the cerebral cortex of the brain. It is able to model complex 
non-linear behaviour without any specialised knowledge from the user. 
The basic building block of a NN is the artificial neuron, which consists of input 
connections, weights, processing element, and output connection. Figure 3.4 shows a 
schematic representation of a typical neuron2. Inputs to neuron j, as represented by the 
2 Elements of an artificial neuron have their analogues in biological neurons, such that input paths == 
dendrites, weights == synaptic junctions, processing elements == soma, and output paths == axons. 
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constant bias Xo and signals (x}, Xi, '" x n), are modified by weights (wiO, wj1, Wii, ... wj1,). 
In the processing element, the inputs are multiplied by the weights and the sum of the 
weighted inputs I:o WjiX i , is passed through an activation function <1>(-), gIVIng a 
neuron output y. = <1>/~1l W .. x.) 
J \l..i=O Jl I • 
Summation 
Figure 3.4. Structure of an artificial neuron. 
Activation 
Function y 
A NN is an organised structure of processing elements, usually organised into layers, 
with full or partial connections between the layers. Typically, there will be an input 
layer3, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. In a fully connected feed-
forward neural network, such as that shown in Figure 3.5, there is a connection between 
each of the neurons in a given layer to every neuron in the next layer, and no lateral 
connections between neurons on the same layer or feedback connections to a previous 
layer. For clarity only the weights emanating from Xi andYi are labelled. 
The network in Figure 3.5 is referred to as an n-p-q network, meaning that it has n 
neurons in its input layer Fx, p neurons in its hidden layer Fy, and q neurons in its 
output layer Fz. Neurons within a given layer, Fv, are designated VI, where VI is both the 
name of the neuron and the output from the neuron, and I is the index of the neuron 
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within its layer. The result of the summation is represented internally by VI, and of the 
activation by <I>(~). The output from the layer is the column vector 
v = [Vmin , ... , v/, ... ,vmaxf. 
Information is distributed throughout NN in the form of individual weights. The number 
of layers, number of neurons within each layer, choice of activation functions, 
interconnection strategy, and learning algorithm, all influence the performance of a 
neural network and its suitability to a given task. 
Figure 3.5. 
Input Layer 
Fx 
Bias = 1 
· 
· 
· 
Hidden Layer 
Fy 
Bias = 1 
Fully connected feed-forward network. 
Output Layer 
Fz 
3 There is no consensus in the neural network literature regarding the input layer. Since its nodes have 
neither weights nor activation functions, it is not a neural computing layer, and some authors do not count 
it when describing networks. 
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3.4.2 Back-Propagation Network 
Back-propagation is a systematic technique for training multi-layer feed-forward 
networks. The technique was independently discovered by Werbos (1974), Parker 
(1982), and (Rumelhart et aI., 1986). 
A typical back-propagation network is shown in Figure 3.5. It is a three-layer fully 
connected feed-forward network, with a non-linear hidden layer followed by a linear or 
non-linear output layer. The linear activation function <I>IC.), has an output linearly 
proportional to its input. Common fully differentiable non-linear activation functions 
are the logistic function <I>i·) and the hyperbolic tangent function <I>tC.), with outputs in 
the range [0,1] and [-1,1] respectively. The functions and their derivatives are: 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
During normal on-line operation, the network input consists of patterns of discrete real-
time data and derived values, presented as column vectors 3, where element aj is the 
input into F x layer neuron Xi (1 < i < n). The input to neuron Xo is a constant bias of 1. 
F x acts as a unity gain buffer and distribution structure, with an output column vector 
Vector x is the input to each neuron Yj in the hidden layer Fy , where it is multiplied by 
the F x to F y connection weight row vector Uj from the p x n matrix U. Element uji is 
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the weight between neurons Xi and Yj (0 S; i < n, 1::;; j < P ), and neuron Yo is the bias. 
Neurons in Fy always apply non-linear activation functions to the sum of their weighted 
inputs. The output from Fy is the column vector y = ~o'YI""'Yj"",Ypr, where 
n 
Yj = <l>(Yj ) and Yj = L XjU ji = xu j (0 < j ::;; P ). 
1=0 
Vector y, the input to each neuron =k in the output layer Fz, is mUltiplied by the Fy to Fz 
connection weight row vector Wk from the q x p matrix W. Element Wkj is the weight 
between neurons Yj and =k (0 < j ::;; p, 1 < k ::;; q). The layer has no bias neuron because 
each of the neurons in F z corresponds to a network output. F z neurons can apply linear 
or non-linear activation functions to the sum of their weighted inputs. The layer output 
p 
is the column vector z = [ZI,,,,,Zk, ... Zqr, where Zk = <l>(Zk) and Zk = Lyjw/q' = YWk' 
j=O 
During off-line training, the input pattern to the network is column vector ah, where 
element ahi is the input to neuron Xi and h is an index into the n x m matrix A 
( 1 S; h < m ), a fully representative data set covering the entire input problem space. The 
desired network outputs for inputs A are held in target vector B, where each ah has a 
corresponding output bh. An output error value for each input can be calculated using 
&k = bk - <l>(Zk)' giving a sum-sQuared-error for output k of &; = [bk - <l>(Zk)j , and for 
the entire training set of: 
(3.15) 
Networks are trained in order to minimise the difference between input and output. The 
inter-layer connection weights are adjusted according to their contribution to the error, 
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until the error is below a certain predetermined threshold. Weight updating can either be 
carried out vector by vector, or in a computationally more efficient method at the end of 
each data set, or 'epoch'. 
Using back-propagation to update output layer weights 
Figure 3.6, a subset of the network shown in Figure 3.5, depicts a single neuronYi from 
hidden layer F y connected to a single neuron Zk from output layer F z, and considers the 
case where Y; = <l>s(Yj) and Zk = <I>/(Zk)' The delta rule (Widrow-Hoff, 1960), in 
which weights are changed proportional to the rate of change of the squared error with 
respect to the weights (a minimisation and therefore a negative gradient), has the form 
(3.16) 
where TJ is a learning coefficient with values between 0 and 1 the function of which is to 
limit the movement of individual weights. 
Expanding using the chain rule of differentiation gives: 
as; as; a<I>/(Zk). aZk 
awkj = a<I>/(Zk) aZk awkj 
(3.17) 
Evaluating the partial derivatives USIng Zk = Wkj<l> s(Yj ) and separating the error 
contributing terms from the input, gives an error term for the delta rule: 
(3.18) 
Substituting into the delta rule leads to a weight update equation: 
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W"~W = old _ s: m. (Y ) 
/g Wig 17w u lg'V s j (3.19) 
When neuron =k has mUltiple inputs, a value of w;ew must be calculated for each}. 
Zk ... Comp .. ~ ~ 
-~ 
Ek ... 
.... 
Figure 3.6. Network fragment to derive output layer weight updates. 
Using back-propagation to update hidden layer weights 
An extended network fragment, in which a single hidden neuron Yj has a single input 
<I>(X;) from F x, and whose output <I> s (Yj) is sent to multiple neurons in F z, is shown in 
Figure 3.7. Calculating new values of wkj for each k is carried out using the method 
described above. However, because the error term required to calculate new values of 
Uji has no target, the error contribution of all output neurons must be considered. 
In this case, the squared error for Yj is found by: 
£~ } 
q 
= I [b k - <I> I (Z k )] 2 (3.20) 
k=l 
Therefore, the delta rule takes the form: 
(3.21) 
Expanding using the chain rule for differentiation gives: 
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a<l> I (Z k ) az k a<l> s (Yj ) a Yj 
aZk • a<l> s (Yj r aYj • au ji (3.22) 
Evaluating the partial derivatives and separating the error contributing terms from the 
input gives an error term for the delta rule: 
(3.23) 
Comp b1 
w1j E1 
~UJj Zk Comp bk 
Wqj Ek 
Comp bq 
Figure 3.7. Network fragment to derive hidden layer weight updates. 
Substituting into the delta rule leads to a weight update equation: 
(3.24) 
3.4.3 Radial Basis Function Network 
The radial basis function network (RBFN) was independently proposed by Broomhead 
and Lowe (1988), Lee and Kil (1988), Niranjan and Fallside (1988), and Moody and 
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Darken (1989a, 1989b), and has been proven to be a universal function approximator 
(Park and Sandberg, 1991). 
The RBFN is a fully connected feed-forward network consisting of an input layer, a 
single hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer distributes the inputs to the 
hidden layer - there are no weights between the input layer and the hidden layer4. The 
hidden layer contains radial basis function neurons, and thus produces localised, radially 
symmetric, non-linear Inappings, where the activation decreases rapidly with distance 
from the function's centre. A commonly used function is the Gaussian function is 
defined by 
= j (x) = ex{_llx - ": II' l' j = 1, 2, ... , P 
2cr j 
(3.25) 
where x is an n-dimensional input vector, J.1j is a vector with the same dimensions as x 
and is the centre of the receptive field of the jth radial basis function z/·), CJj is the width 
of zi'), and P is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. 
Equation (3.25) implies that Zj has an appreciable value only when the Euclidian 
distance Ilx - J1 j II is smaller than the width CJj, and has a maximum when input vector x 
is at the centre J.1j. An input vector lying between two receptive field centres, but within 
their widths, will partially activate both neurons. 
4 Although most sources state that there are no weights between the input layer and the hidden layer, some 
sources (for example; Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997) consider fJ.j (see Equation (3.25» to be weights, since 
they modify all inputs to every neuron; albeit by addition rather than multiplication. 
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Neurons in the output layer sum the weighted activations from the hidden layer neurons. 
Therefore, given an input vector x, the output of the RBFN is the Q-dimensional vector y 
whose kth component is given by 
p 
Yk(X)= LWkiZ"j(X), k= 1,2, ... ,Q. 
j=1 
where wk;· is the weight from the jth hidden neuron to the kth output neuron. 
(3.26) 
The degree of accuracy is therefore controlled by the network's free parameters; the 
number of basis functions (P), their locations (Jl), their widths (0'), and the output layer 
weights (w). 
Typically, a global value of (J" is chosen such that the receptive fields overlap and cover 
the entire input space, while ensuring that no one function covers the entire input space. 
Moody and Darkin (1989a) suggest a globally applied width (J" = (IIJi; - Ji/ll), which 
represents a global average of over all Euclidean distances between the centre of each 
basis function i, and that of its nearest neighbour I. 
One approach to determining the location of the basis function centres is to set them 
equal to the input patterns (Jl = x). To achieve an exact mapping of sample to target, the 
number of basis functions can be set equal to the number of input patterns, so that each 
zi·) is a maximum since all Jlj = Xi. However, P can often be substantially reduced, 
while still meeting the minimum error solution, by using techniques such as that of 
successive approximation (Kadirkamanathan et aI., 1991). Alternatively, algorithms 
such as k-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967; Anderberg, 1973), or learning vector 
quantisation (Vogt, 1993), can be used to set locations for J.I. with minimum P, subject to 
the above constraints for 0: 
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Once the non-linear parameters (Uj) have been fixed, the linear parameters (output 
weights) can be determined in several ways. The least-squares method and gradient 
descent method are described in Jang et al. (1997). The modelling work in Chapter 4 
uses the pseudo inverse method (Broomhead and Lowe, 1988) to calculate directly the 
weights between the basis function and the output layer using 
(3.27) 
where: t = [tl tn '" tN]T, are the target outputs, R = [f1 fn ... fN] is a J x N matrix, and rn 
is the hidden layer output for input vector Xn. 
3.5 HYBRID SYSTEMS 
3.5.1 Overview 
Both FL and NN can represent non-linear systems based on bounded continuous 
variables~ the NN quantitatively, and FL qualitatively. FL should be used when sufficient 
expert knowledge about a system is available. When sufficient process data is available 
then a NN should be used. On the other hand, FL, as described above, is not capable of 
automated learning, and a NN is not able to represent knowledge. 
In common with NN, GA is a self-learning method that requires no knowledge of the 
underlying task domain. However, in contrast to the inductive learning of NN with its 
reliance on examples, GA uses deductive learning and requires feedback from an 
objective fitness function that evaluates its manipulation of a coded representation of 
system parameters. 
In recent years, hybrid solutions to a wide range of problems have been achieved using 
the soft-computing methods FL, NN, and GA. A common synthesis of GA with NN is to 
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use a GA to find the values of the individual weights during training. The GA can also be 
used to optimise the network structure, including the number of layers, nodes per layer, 
and types of function. In the fusion of GA with FL, the GA can typically be used to 
optimise the number and location of the (overlapping) fuzzy sets, and the fuzzy rule 
base. Schaffer (1994), Buckley and Hayashi (1994), and Takagi (1993) have published 
reviews of hybrid GA-FL and GA-NN applications. Hybrid FL-NN systems have also been 
developed, and a description of one, an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system, 
fonns the remainder of this section. 
3.5.2 Ada ptive N etwork-Based Fuzzy Inference System 
Jang (1993) proposed a new neuro-fuzzy method that he termed an adaptive network 
based fuzzy inference system (ANFIs). His neuro-fuzzy based system is an adaptive 
network that is functionally equivalent to a first-order Sugeno fuzzy inference system. 
The ANFIS uses a hybrid learning rule combining back-propagation gradient-descent and 
a least-squares algorithm to identify and optimise the Sugeno system's parameters. 
ANFIS is sometimes referred to as a neuro-fuzzy network in this thesis, for example, 
where the context is meant to be broad. 
The equivalent ANFIS architecture of a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model with two rules is 
shown in Figure 3.8. The fuzzy IF-THEN rule set, in which the outputs are linear 
combinations of their inputs, is: 
Rule 1: IF x IS Al AND Y IS BI TIffiN It = PIX + QlY +'1 
Rule 2: IF X IS A2 AND Y IS B2 TIffiN 12 = P2 X + Q2Y + '2 
The model has five layers and O[,i is the output of the ith node in the fh layer. All nodes 
in the same layer have similar functions. A description of the layers follows: 
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xy 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 
Figure 3.8. Architecture of an ANFIS equivalent to a first order Sugeno fuzzy model 
with two inputs and two rules. 
Layer I - Generate membership grades based upon premise parameters 
Each node in this layer is an adaptive node that generates the membership grade of a 
linguistic label, using any appropriate parameterised membership function such as the 
generalised bell function, 
1 
0u = ,uAi(X) = ----2-b; (3.28) 
where x is the input to node i, Ai is a linguistic label ("small", "large", etc) from fuzzy 
set A = {A}, A2, B1, B2} associated with the node, and {ai, bi, Ci} is the premise parameter 
set used to adjust the shape of the membership functions using the back propagation 
algorithm. 
Layer 2 - Generate the firing strengths 
Each node in this layer is a fixed node labelled IT representing the firing strength of each 
rule. The output of the node is the fuzzy AND (product, or MIN) of all the input signals. 
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(3.29) 
Layer 3 - Normalise firing strengths 
Each node in this layer is a fixed rule labelled N. The output of the lh node is the ratio 
of the i
th 
rule's firing strength to the sum of all the rules' firing strengths. The outputs of 
this layer are referred to as the normalised firing strengths. 
Wi 0 3 , = W. = i-I 2 ,J I ,- , 
WI +W2 
(3.30) 
Layer ..J - Calculate rule outputs based upon consequent parameters 
Every node in this layer is an adaptive node with the function 
(3.31) 
where Wi is a normalised firing strength from layer 3, and {Pi, qi, ri) is the consequent 
parameter set of node i updated using a least-squares estimation. 
Layer 5 - Calculate overall system output from sum of node inputs 
There is only a single node in this layer. The node has a fixed label, L, that calculates 
the sum of its input signals. The output of this layer is the overall ANFIS output. 
(3.32) 
Training the ANFIS is a two-pass process over a number of epochs. During each epoch 
of the forward pass, the node outputs are calculated up to layer 4, where the consequent 
parameters are calculated using a least-squares regression method. The output of the 
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ANFIS is then calculated and in the backward pass, the errors propagate back through the 
layers in order to determine the premise parameter (layer 1) updates using gradient 
descent. 
3.6 SUMMARY 
This chapter introduced the concept that Lotti Zadeh (1994) termed soft computing. The 
principles of several soft computing techniques were outlined, including the symbolic 
capabilities of fuzzy logic (FL), the numeric capabilities of neural networks (NN), and the 
ability of genetic algorithms (GA) to conduct rapid searches in complex domains. 
Some contrasting yet complimentary characteristics of the methods were mentioned. 
The weakness of one is often the strength of another, and their synergetic use to realise 
powerful and flexible hybrid design techniques highlighted. 
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Chapter 4 
Improvements in the Modelling of Solar Cells 
This chapter describes some significant advances in the modelling of solar cells. The 
new models are more accurate than existing models, can cope with sparse data, noisy 
data, and require little or no device-specific information. The performance of the 
models is compared in a table in the discussion at the end of the chapter. The new 
models are used in Chapter 6 for the model-based controller. First, a review of solar 
cells is presented. 
4.1 REVIEW OF SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY 
4.1.1 The Photovoltaic Effect 
Perhaps the best-known device exhibiting the photovoltaic effect is the solid-state 
silicon solar cell. The fundamental building block of the solar cell is the p-n junction. A 
characteristic of the p-n junction is the barrier potential that forms across a non-
conducting depletion region as a result of majority carrier recombination. 
Figure 4.1 shows the structure of a solar cell. The upper part of the cell is n-type silicon 
covered in an antireflective coating upon which a fine metallic contact grid is laid down. 
The lower part of the cell is p-type silicon coated with a metallic back contact. Under 
dark conditions, thermal equilibrium exists and all thermally generated electron-hole 
pairs quickly recombine. When light is applied, photon absorption generates an excess 
of minority carriers inside the depletion region, and the barrier potential causes them to 
oppose the flow of the majority carriers. Consequently, electrons flow into the n-type 
region and holes into the p-type region, resulting in a potential difference between the 
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contacts. The current that flows when a load is connected between the positive and 
negative contact grids is the photovoltaic current. 
The basic unit of solar cell deployment is a 'module' consisting of a 'string' of series 
connected cells, or a number of 'series strings' connected in parallel. A number of 
electrically connected modules mounted in a frame are called a 'panel', and panels 
connected together are called 'arrays' 5. The series-parallel wiring of panels and arrays is 
application specific. 
Contact grid (-) ---;--_/ 
Antireflective coating -_/ 
n diffused --
Depletion region --
p substrate --
Back contact (+) __ 
Conventional 
current flow 
Load 
Figure 4.1. Structure of a solar cell (adapted from Green, 1982). 
4.1.2 Sunlight and Solar Cells 
Solar energy is attenuated at all wavelengths by at least 300/0 during its passage through 
the earth's atmosphere. Some energy is absorbed by air molecules and water vapour, 
and some is scattered by aerosols and dust. For terrestrial applications, the amount of 
solar radiation received on a surface is a function of its orientation (azimuth and tilt) and 
the length of the light path through the atmosphere. The distance travelled depends on 
the position of the sun in the sky with respect to the surface. Solar energy has a diurnal 
non-linear variation caused by the rotation of the earth upon its axis, and an annual non-
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linear variation caused by the orbit of the earth about the sun. The effect these daily and 
seasonal variations have on received solar radiation is shown in Figure 4.2 (a), which 
cOlnpares measurements of the incident solar radiation received on a horizontal surface 
at the Solar Village6 on clear days in 1998. 
Sunlight striking a surface consists of a combination of direct, diffuse, and reflected 
solar radiation. The magnitude and ratio of each component is highly non-linear, 
location dependent, and varies according to season and weather conditions. The effect 
of weather conditions on the composition of incident solar radiation measured at the 
Solar Village in a single week during winter 1998 is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b). On a 
clear day, the dominant form is direct radiation, and on an overcast day, the dominant 
form is diffuse radiation. The figure also shows how the ratio of direct to diffuse 
radiation can change rapidly and unpredictably on a day of intermittent cloud cover. 
The amount of current generated by a solar cell is a function of cell characteristics, solar 
radiation, cell operating temperature, cell area, and load characteristics. The effect solar 
radiation has on a cell's short-circuit current Isc and open-circuit voltage Voc is illustrated 
in Figure 4.3 (a), and that of cell operating temperature in Figure 4.3 (b). The figures 
show that for at any constant cell temperature, the short-circuit current is proportional to 
solar radiation, and apart from the non-linear relationship at low solar radiation levels, 
that the open-circuit voltage has a small linear variation. The short-circuit current and 
open-circuit voltage are shown to be proportional to cell temperature. 
5 Unless a distinction needs to be made, this work refers to all physical deployments of solar cells, 
modules, panels, and arrays as solar cells; the term photovoltaic is r~se~ed for th~ effect itself. , 
6 The Solar Village is the applied research station for King Abdu~azlz City f~r SCle~ce and Technology s 
Energy Research Institute, and is located about 50 km north of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
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Solar cells are characterised by their current-voltage (1- v) relation, or their power-
voltage7 (p-v) relation, for specified weather conditions. Figure 4.4 depicts typical I-V 
and P-v characteristic curves, and shows the cell's short-circuit current and open-circuit 
voltage. Also shown are the current Imp, voltage Vmp, and power P mp at the maximum 
power point. The maximum power point (Imp, Vmp) is the preferred operating point to 
which loads should be matched for optimum performance. 
Changes in solar radiation and cell temperature affect the values of V, I and P; however, 
the shape of the curve remains substantially the same. In Figure 4.5 I-V and P-V curves 
over the solar radiation operating range are shown at a constant cell operating 
temperature of 25°C. The figures show that while current and power increase 
proportionally with solar radiation, the solar radiation has little effect on voltage except 
at low radiation levels. Likewise, the maximum power point changes linearly with solar 
radiation except at low levels of solar radiation. 
Figure 4.6 shows the I-V and P-v curves over the cell temperature operating range at a 
constant solar radiation of 1000 W/m2. While temperature has a small influence on 
output current, increasing cell temperature causes a linear decrease in cell voltage, and a 
corresponding linear decrease in the maximum power point. 
Although received solar radiation and the operating temperature of solar cells can vary 
extensively, manufacturers of solar cells usually supply responses taken under standard 
test conditions (STC) of G = 1000 W/m2 and Tc = 25°C. For system design purposes, 
performance predictions must be made over a wide range of operating and weather 
conditions. I-v and P-V models of solar cells can be used to obtain the required 
responses of the solar cells under non STC conditions. 
7 From Ohm's law; P = IV 
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Figure 4.6. Effect of variations in cell temperature on solar-cell characteristics. (a) I-
v curves. (b) P- v curves. Solar radiation is constant at 1000 Wlm2• Increase in cell 
temperature causes linear decrease in cell voltage and maximum-power curve. 
4.2 CONVENTIONAL SOLAR CELL MODEL 
Many different solar cell models have been proposed, ranging from detailed models of 
the internal physical processes involved, to simple idealised models, (Rauschenbach, 
1980). While detailed models can be used for system design purposes, it has been found 
that simple models work well (Duffie and Beckman, 1991). 
In what follows, the industry standard single-exponential five .. parameter model 
( conventional model) is described. This type of model has been used by many 
researchers; for example, Braunstein et al. (1977), Green (1982), Townsend (1989), 
Eckstein et al. (1990), Khouzam et al. (1991), Duffie and Beckman (1991), Appelbaum 
et al. (1991), Krenzinger et al. (1992), and Lawrence and Wichert (1994). One reason 
for its widespread use is that it can calculate the current, voltage, and power 
relationships of cells over expected operating ranges, using minimum information. 
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Another reason is that it is able to model individual cells, modules, panels, and arrays, 
connected in any series or parallel combination. 
4.2.1 Equivalent Circuit and Model Equation 
Figure 4.7 depicts the electrical equivalent circuit of the single-exponential model. The 
model equations and parameter estimations are summarised from Duffie and Beckman 
(1991). 
The light generated current Ie is a function of incident solar radiation and cell operating 
temperature. The diode current Id represents the current flowing internally across the 
p-n junction and is a function of the reverse saturation current 1o, which is strongly 
temperature dependent. The shunt current Ish represents internal leakage across the p-n 
junction and around the edge of the cell, and the output current I is the difference 
between the light generated current and the diode and shunt currents. 
v 
Figure 4.7. Equivalent circuit for the five-parameter single-exponential model. 
Parameters are Ie light generated current, Id diode current, Ish shunt current, Rs series 
resistance, and Rsh shunt resistance. I and V are the output current and voltage. 
The governing equations for the equivalent circuit are found using Kirchhoff slaw: 
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1 = la -I -I d sh (4.1) 
The diode current is found from the ideal diode law: 
(4.2) 
and the shunt current using Ohm's law: 
(4.3) 
where V is the terminal voltage, Rs is the series resistance, and Rsh is the shunt resistance. 
The term A is a dimensionless curve fitting parameter, A = m kT / q , m is a nonideality 
factor, k is Boltzman' s constant, T is absolute temperature, and q is electric charge. 
Substituting Equations (4.3) and (4.2) into Equation (4.1) gives the solar cell model 
equation in the form: 
(4.4) 
4.2.2 Parameter Estimation 
In the single-exponential model there are five unknown parameters (IG, 10 , A, Rs, RSh). 
Solar cell manufacturers specify three typical sets of I-V curve coordinates; the short-
circuit current (0, Isc), the open-circuit voltage (Voc, 0), and the maximum power point 
(Vmp, Imp). They also specify the typical short-circuit current temperature coefficient 
IlIsc,Tc, and the open-circuit-voltage temperature coefficient IlVoc,Tc. A major problem is 
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that these data are not always made available and are never supplied on an individual 
cell basis. 
Modern solar cells are manufactured to very high tolerances and the internal leakage 
current (Ish) arising from internal defects have been minimised. Therefore, with no loss 
of accuracy, the shunt resistance can be considered infinite and can be neglected. 
The solar cell model therefore reduces to four parameters and is expressed by: 
(4.5) 
Under short-circuit conditions, the diode current is zero. Under open-circuit and 
maximum-power conditions the exponential term in Equation (4.5) is much larger 
than unity. Therefore, with no loss of accuracy, the 1 can be eliminated. Solving the 
equation at (0, Isc), (Voc, 0), and (Vmp, Imp) yields: 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Substituting Equation (4.6) for IG and Equation (4.7) for 10 into Equation (4.8), leads to 
an expression that relates Rs to A. 
R =_1 [Aln(I- Imp J+V -V ] S I I oc mp 
mp sc 
(4.9) 
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Differentiating Vac in Equation (4.7) with respect to Tc, and using the definitions of the 
short-circuit-current temperature coefficient f.1 /sc,Tc = a1 sc / aT c' and the open-circuit-
voltage temperature coefficient /I = av jaT 
rVoc,Tc oc c ' 
relationships developed by Townsend (1989): 
leads to an independent equation in terms of A: 
A _ f.1Voc,Tc Tc,re! - voc,re! + e N c rej-
f.1 /sc,Tc Tc,re! _ 3 
1 G,re! 
along with the following 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
where e is the energy bandgap for silicon, Nc is the number of cells connected in series, 
and the subscript ref indicates parameter measurements at reference conditions. 
Scaling cell parameters to modules and arrays 
Manufacturer supplied I-V coordinates and parameters usually describe data pertaining to 
typical modules, hence "standard" arrays can be modelled by scaling the parameter 
values. It is important to emphasise here that real-world arrays will usually be non-
standard and will vary from device to device, and each device will have characteristics 
that vary with time and operational use. Obviously, it would be uneconomic to measure 
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each panel, and thus sensitivity to device variation will be important to address in the 
model. 
Since voltages in series and currents in parallel are additive, a desired output voltage can 
be obtained by connecting a string of Ns modules in series, and an output current by 
connecting Np module strings in parallel. The model assumes modules have identical 
characteristics; therefore, manufacturer supplied currents should be multiplied by Np 
( 1:;a>' = N p 1 ;;mJe, 1 ~rroy = N p l':;dule), and manufacturer supplied voltages by Ns 
(varray = N V module Va"ay = N V module) oc soc' mp s mp . 
Numerical solution method 
Since V is a function of 1, solar cell Equation (4.5) is a non-linear implicit function. In 
this work, values for 1 are calculated using the Newton-Raphson method of successive 
approximation. The method is described in Press et al. (1995) and elsewhere, and its 
defining equation is: 
(4.14) 
where I is a function of x, and f is the first derivative of I with respect to x. 
Applying the method to Equation (4.5) gives: 
(4.15) 
81' R 1 [ (V + IR )] I' = ;1 = 1 + ~ 0 exp A s (4.16) 
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Cell operating temperature 
To maximise the output of solar cells the operating temperature should be kept to a 
minimum. The actual cell temperature is determined by an energy balance involving a 
number of factors including the level of solar radiation, array solar absorption, and 
thermal losses. For a passively cooled system, the thermal losses are a function of 
location, materials and construction, ambient temperature, and the cooling effect of wind 
speed and direction. According to Green (1982), open frame mounted modules typically 
rise 30 °C above ambient temperatures at a solar radiation of 1000 W 1m2. 
Duffie and Beckman (1991) gave the following method to derive the cell operating 
temperature from ambient temperature. 
An energy balance on a passively cooled unit area of module can be written as 
(4.17) 
where ra is the transmittance-absorption product of the cell cover, VL is the heat loss 
coefficient, Ta is ambient temperature (OC), Te is cell temperature (OC), G is solar 
radiation (W 1m2), and 'Ie is the efficiency of the cell in converting incident radiation into 
electrical energy per unit area S given by: 
IV 
'Ie = SG 
(4.18) 
The ratio ra/U
L 
can be found by measurements of Te, Ta, and G, under open-circuit 
conditions: 
(4.19) 
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Assuming ra / [1 L to be constant, Tc at any other operating and weather conditions can 
be found by 
(4.20) 
With no loss of accuracy (Duffie and Beckman, 1991), a reasonable estimate for the 
term ra with clean covers is 0.9, since the term 1] c / ra is very small compared to unity. 
4.2.3 Conventional Model Simulation 
Conventional model validation at standard test conditions 
As part of this research, the conventional mathematical model described above was 
validated against two sets of PV module data obtained from manufacturers' characteristic 
curves at STC. The modules are designated Module A and Module B. Curves at 
conditions other than STC were not provided by either module manufacturer. 
Characteristic data at STC for each module are presented in Table 4.1; the data were used 
to run the conventional model to generate the I-V and P-V curves for Modules A and B. 
The solar radiation and ambient temperature were at the standard test conditions (STC) of 
1000 W/m2 and 25°C. Results are presented in Figure 4.8 for Module A and in Figure 
4.9 for Module B. The results for each module are compared to the 1-v and P-v curves at 
STC obtained from the manufacturers' specification sheets. While Module A simulation 
results closely follow the manufacturer's results, Module B simulation shows an offset 
from the manufacturer's results. The fact that Module A provided a good fit whilst 
Module B did not was serendipitous, as it was this difference that provided the impetus 
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for the research on model improvement described in this thesis. Interestingly, of about 
15 modules tested, approximately half had characteristics at least as poor as Module B. 
The dimensionless normalised error metric, 1], is introduced to quantify two P- V curves 
with the same number (1) of data and a common x-axis. 1] is defined as 
"J (p~asured _ p~imulaled)2 £...J,.=l ) } 
1] ~ . J P measured 
max power 
(4.21 ) 
Using 1] to quantify the conventional model P-v curves with respect to the 
manufacturers' P-vcurves, gives 1] = 0.008 for Module A, and 1] = 0.852 for Module B. 
Table 4.1. Manufacturers' data for Module A and Module Bat STC. 
Parameter Module A ModuleB 
Number of cells in series 40 36 
Short-circuit current (A) 2.41 4.80 
Open-circuit voltage (V) 22.4 22.00 
Current at maximum power (A) 2.20 4.40 
Voltage at maximum power (V) 17.45 17.00 
Short-circuit-current temperature coefficient (AlK) 0.0015 0.0004 
Open-circuitvoltage temperature coefficient (V /K) -0.09 -0.0024 
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Figure 4.8. Manufacturer's data compared to conventional model for Module A at 
STC. (a) J-Vcurve. (b) P-Vcurve. Manufacturer's data are shown by the solid lines, and 
modelled data by the dashed lines. Model shows good agreement with manufacturer's 
data. 
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Figure 4.9. Manufacturer's data compared to the conventional model for Module B at 
STC. ( a) J-V curve. (b) P- v curve. Manufacturer's data are shown by the solid lines, and 
modelled data by the dashed lines. Model shows poor agreement with manufacturer's 
data. 
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Conventional model validation at conditions other than standard test conditions 
Since manufacturers' specified data at STC are obtained from a typical device(s) under 
carefully controlled laboratory conditions, a model specifically designed to make use of 
such data may be expected to give acceptable results. Therefore, a more pertinent test is 
to compare the model with data obtained from actual devices, or better still, from actual 
plants under field conditions. 
The conventional model was validated against two sets of PV array data. The data set for 
Array A (which gives a good fit with the conventional model) is for a single module 
manufactured by AEG; the module being located in southern Germany. The data set for 
Array B (which gives a poor fit with the conventional model) is for a panel of 14-series 
by I-parallel Siemens modules located in the Solar Village. The characteristic data for 
the arrays at STC are the same as those presented in Table 4.1. 
Data for Array A consist of hourly I-V curves taken over a two-year period between 
October 1989 and September 1991 (KACST 1999). This is a rich data set supplied by 
the Energy Research Institute at KACST to enable temperate climatic conditions to be 
modelled; as such data are not available in Saudi Arabia. Each 1-V curve is made up of 
30 I-V pairs and instantaneous values of solar radiation and cell temperature. Data from 
Array B consist of I-V curves collected by the Author during October and November 
1999; between 10 and 200 I-V curves were taken each day; hourly, half-hourly, and 5-
minute interval data sets were obtained. A 16-bit analogue to digital converter was 
used; therefore, the magnitude of error is small. Each 1-V curve consists of 100 1-V pairs 
and instantaneous values of solar radiation, ambient temperature, and cell temperature. 
Henceforth these data sets will be referred to as the master data set for Array A and the , 
master data set for Array B. 
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The validation data set for Array A consists of 100 I-V curves taken from its master data 
set. Likewise, the validation data set for Array B consists of 100 1-V curves taken from 
its master data set. The I-V curves in each validation data set are randomly distributed 
throughout the data collection periods, and fully cover the range of solar radiations and 
cell temperatures experienced during those times. For Array A, solar radiation ranged 
from 187 W/m2 to 839 W/m2, and cell temperature from 7.5 °C to 43°C. For Array B, 
solar radiation ranged from 22.4 W/m2 to 969 W/m2, and cell temperature from 21.4 °C 
to 42°C. The I-V curves were checked to ensure that no I-V curves with measurement 
defects (i.e., irregular curves, having no physically accepted explanation) are included in 
the validation data sets 
A subset of four I-V curves is drawn from each of the validation data sets for 
presentation purposes, such that presentation data c validation data c master data. The 
criterion for selecting a presentation I-V curve from the validation data set is to select 
equally spaced I-V curves across the range of short-circuit currents. For Array A with an 
lsc,max = 2.084 Amps, I-V curves with lsc = (0.510, 1.024, 1.509, 2.038) Amps are 
selected, and for Array B with an lsc,max = 3.955 Amps, I-V curves with Isc = (1.001, 
2.075,3.003,3.955) Amps are selected. 
Simulations of the conventional solar-cell model were run for each of the solar radiation 
and cell temperature conditions in the validation data sets, and I-V and P-v curves were 
generated. The normalised error 1] was used to quantify the modelled P-V curves with 
respect to the measured P-V curves (i.e., the difference between the curves). For Array 
A, 94% of the modelled P-v curves had values of 1] < O.l. Values of 1] ranged from 
0.004 to 0.155, with an TJrms of 0.054. For Array B, 1] ranged from l.3 to 66.5, 1]rms was 
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28.31, and 470/0 of curves had 17 < 10. A comparative histogram of 17 is shown in Figure 
4.10 for Array A and in Figure 4.12 for Array B. 
Results are presented in Figure 4.11 for the presentation data set for Array A and in 
Figure 4.13 for the presentation data set for Array B. Table 4.2 summarises the results 
for both plants. The results for each simulation are compared to the measured /-v and P-
v curves from each plant. When the model is applied to Array A, a good match is found 
with the measured data; however, when applied to Array B the model significantly 
overestimates the actual outputs, and shows a large offset from the measured data. 
These results show that using the conventional, single-exponential, solar-cell model with 
typical data supplied by photovoltaic-module manufacturers has mixed results. With 
Array A, the single-exponential model was fairly accurate over the expected problem 
space, but when applied to Array B, its performance appeared unacceptably poor. Given 
that it would be uneconomic to characterise each module, there is a demonstrable need 
to develop a modelling technique that is able to cope with device variations, either 
across batches and suppliers, or in time. 
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Table 4.2: Normalised errors between measured and conventional model P-v curves. 
Curve # Solar Radiation Cell Temperature Normalised Error (W/m2) eC) ( 11) 
Array A 
6 837.6 37.0 0.006 
55 626.1 27.8 0.008 
80 425.2 26.6 0.038 
73 210.4 32.9 0.094 
A"ayB 
57 968.6 39.9 55.381 
31 744.4 31.7 14.734 
21 518.5 28.5 5.611 
15 242.8 25.1 8.723 
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Figure 4.10. Conventional model normalised error histogram for Array A. The 
predominately low to middle-valued normalised errors indicate an acceptable fit. 1]rms 
= 0.054. 
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Figure 4.11. Conventional model compared to measured data for Array A. (a) I-V 
curve. (b) p-vcurve. Measured data are shown by the solid lines, and modelled data by 
the dashed lines. The # identifies the curves within the plant's data set. Good 
agreement is obtained 
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Figure 4.13. Conventional model compared to measured data for Array B. (a) I-V 
curve. (b) P-v curve. Measured data are shown by the solid lines, and modelled data by 
the dashed lines. The # identifies the curves within the plant's data set. Poor agreement 
is obtained 
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4.3 MODELLING SOLAR CELLS WITH SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES 
The application of soft-computing techniques to model solar cells has not found 
widespread acceptance in the industry. The reasons for this are unclear, especially in 
view of the increased accuracies obtainable by their use, but may perhaps be due to 
inertia caused by the historical use of industry standard methods, a phenomena that has 
parallels in many industries, past and present. 
The literature shows that Hiyama and Kitabayashi (1997) used a back-propagation (BP) 
neural network to predict the maximum power output of solar cells using inputs of solar 
radiation, ambient temperature, wind velocity, and a function of time. De Medeiros 
Torres et al. (1998) described a BP NN to identify the MPP of a PV proposed grid-connect 
system. Al-Amoudi (1999) showed that a radial basis function network (RBFN) applied 
to simulation data generated by a mathematical model of solar cells, trained faster, and 
had an accuracy comparable to a BP network model trained with the same data. 
Soft computing models based on neural networks need data. Data generated from 
precise mathematical models using random inputs are free from measurement noise and 
are spread homogenously throughout the problem space. As AI-Amoudi (1999) 
demonstrated, such J- v curve data lead to networks that train quickly and interpolate 
accurately. However, since data obtained from field measurements may not cover the 
entire problem space, and will almost certainly be neither homogenous nor noise free, it 
may be difficult or even impossible to train a NN over the full range of expected 
operating conditions using raw measured data. Measurement data from both Array A 
and Array B have one or more of these drawbacks, and alternative modelling strategies 
to previous NN solutions are therefore required. 
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4.3.1 Radial Basis Function Network Model 
Grid-interpolation technique 
A common method of measuring I-V curves is to sweep between open-circuit and short-
circuit conditions while sampling the current and voltage at a set rate. When a number 
of I-V curves taken under a range of solar radiation conditions are plotted together, 
vertical banding becomes apparent, widely spaced near short-circuit conditions, and 
progressively denser towards open-circuit conditions. Figure 4.17 show examples of the 
banding effect, and the non-uniform distribution of data, for Array A and Array B. It 
has proven difficult to train neural networks using such data, since calculating the 
\veights between hidden and output layers using the pseudo inverse method (Broomhead 
and Lowe, 1988) (Equation 3.27), causes RTR to become nearly singular as the number 
of basis function centres increases, resulting in matrix [RTRr l being ill-conditioned. 
Applying various techniques, such as varying the training parameters, changing the size 
and composition of the training data, and averaging or adding noise to the training data, 
does not materially change the outcome. The problem is that the preponderance of 
readings taken under very similar environmental conditions (in this case low solar 
radiation at low temperatures) and the time-sliced nature of the data-acquisition method, 
leads to over representation of some regions of the data space, while other regions have 
few or no data. Because RBFN are local networks, they only produce valid outputs from 
inputs near receptive fields; therefore a non-uniform coverage of the data space results 
in a network unable to generalise I well for all values of V. Using a data set with 
uniform coverage of the data space should mean that less data will be required to train 
the RBFN, problems with ill-conditioned matrices during training will be avoided, and 
valid values of I will be obtainable for all values of V. In this subsection, a solution to 
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the training problem is developed; however, further details, including a discussion of 
alternative approaches to training with ill-conditioned data are given in Abdulhadi [aka 
Varnham] (2003). 
The author has devised a novel grid-interpolation technique to overcome the problem of 
banding and variable data density in measured I-V curve data and the resultant ill-
conditioned matrices (Abdulhadi [aka Vamham] 2003). The method is used to compile 
data sets consisting of patterns for training and testing neural networks. Each pattern in 
a data set has four fields: the measured cell temperature, the measured solar radiation, 
and an I-V datum pair. First, the cell-temperature-solar-radiation space is divided into a 
grid and a single measured G-Tc pair, along with the I-V curve measured at the same 
time, is assigned to each cell in the grid by finding the G-Tc pair with minimum 
Euclidean distance from the centre of the cell. The pattern consists the G-Tc values and 
an I-V datum pair. The values of 1 and V for the data set are not found by randomly 
selecting a measured I-V curve datum pair, but by randomly generating a voltage within 
the limits of the measured I-V curve and interpolating for the current between measured 
values on the I-V curve. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.14. If the measured data 
does not cover the entire G-Tc space, then not every cell in the grid will be populated. 
The effectiveness of the grid-interpolation technique is illustrated in the next part of this 
section where it is used to prepare data sets for training RBFN models of Arrays A and B 
from measured data. 
The measured I-V curve data for Array A in Figure 4.15 (a) shows the distinctive vertical 
banding and non-uniform coverage of the voltage-current space due to the use of 
industry standard I-V curve measuring equipment. The banding is caused by the time-
sliced nature of the data acquisition process, and the non-uniform coverage corresponds 
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to the preponderance of low light levels in the data sets (two long low periods per day, 
morning and afternoon, versus one high at midday). The chart in Figure 4.15 (b) shows 
how the grid interpolation technique has effectively eliminated the vertical banding, and 
has created a much smaller data set with uniform coverage of the voltage-current space. 
The technique also provided uniform coverage of the solar-radiation-cell-temperature 
space. Figure 4.16 (a) shows the measured G-Te data, and Figure 4.16 (b) shows the G-
Te space after applying the technique. The original measured data consists of 1203 I-V 
curves with associated G-Tc measurements ranging from 7.2 to 860.5 W/m2 and 0.0 to 
46.4 °C. Array A therefore has a substantial body of data from which to select patterns 
for the data sets and its G-Te space is comprehensively populated over the expected 
range of operating conditions. A grid of 0-900 W 1m2 x 0-50 °C was applied to the G-Te 
space. The cell size was 25 W/m2 x 5 °C giving a total of 360 cells. The first stage of 
the grid-interpolation technique is selecting which G-Tc pairs and associated I-V curves 
to use. Only one I-V curve is assigned to a cell, and as is apparent from Figure 4.16, not 
all cells are populated. Cell assignation reduced the data set from 1203 to 162 I-V curves 
(i.e., 162 cells were populated), from which 500 patterns were generated for the RBFN 
training data set. Each pattern consisted of the measured G-Tc pair assigned to a 
randomly chosen cell, a randomly generated V within the range of the associated 1-v 
curve, and an interpolated value of I (Figure 4.14). 
For Array B, the measured I-V curve data with vertical banding and non-uniform 
coverage is shown in Figure 4.17 (a). The result of the grid interpolation technique is 
shown in Figure 4.17 (b). The vertical banding is eliminated, the data set is smaller, and 
the voltage-current space has uniform coverage. Figure 4.18 (a) shows the measured G-
Te data, and Figure 4.18 (b) shows the G-Te space after applying the grid interpolation 
technique. Unlike Array A, which had comprehensive G-Tc space coverage, Array B is 
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less comprehensively populated since it has much less measured solar radiation and cell 
temperature data to draw upon; however, the resultant coverage is equivalent. A 
consequence of this low population density upon model accuracy becomes evident later 
in this section. The original measured data consists of 381 1-V curves with associated G-
Tc measurements ranging from 224.1 to 991.9 W/m2 and 23.0 to 45.9 °C. A grid of 0-
1000 W/m2 x 0-50 °C was applied to the G-Tc space. The cell size was 25 W/m2 x 5 °C 
giving a total of 400 cells. Selecting which G-Tc pairs and associated I-V curves to use 
reduced the data set from 381 to 70 I-V curves (i.e., 70 cells were populated), and 500 
patterns were generated for the RBFN training data set. The patterns consisted of the 
measured G-Tc pairs assigned to a randomly chosen cell, together with randomly 
generated voltages within the range of the associated I-V curves, and interpolated values 
of I (Figure 4.14). 
Figure 4.14. Pattern generation for RBFN training from the solar-radiation-cell-
temperature (G-Tc) space using the grid-interpolation technique. Patterns consist of 
measured G-Tc data, and from each associated measured I-V curve, a randomly 
generated voltage V, and an interpolated current 1. 
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eliminated New data set is smaller and is seen to provide equivalent coverage. 
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Radial basis function network model architecture 
Array A and Array B were modelled using the radial basis function network (depicted in 
Figure 4.19), which performs the mapping: 
F(X)=Z (4.22) 
where the input to the network is X = [G Tc V Y , and the output is Z = I. The nth 
input pattern Xn corresponds to output Zn (1 < n < N), and r j (.) is the jth Gaussian basis 
function, where 1 < j < J ~ N . 
In the previous section, data sets comprising G, Tc, V and I for training RBFN models of 
Arrays A and B were prepared from measured data using the grid-interpolation 
technique. The test, training, and validation data sets for both arrays are independent; 
i. e., they obey the relationships; training data c master data, test data c master data, and 
training data 9t test data 9t validation data. 
The training data set of N = 500 patterns for Array A, prepared using the grid-
interpolation technique from 162 I-V curves, is shown in Figure 4.15 (b) and Figure 4.16 
(b). The measured data from which the I-V curves are taken, are from Array A's master 
data set for the period January to June 1990. The RBFN model for Array A was trained 
to a sum-squared error target of 0.005 with a global width (spread constant) (J = 0.5. 
The model has the network architecture shown in Figure 4.19, and has J = 137 basis 
functions. 
The training data set of N = 500 patterns for Array B, prepared USIng the grid-
interpolation technique from 70 I-V curves, is shown in Figure 4.17 (b) and Figure 4.18 
(b). The measured data from which the I-V curves are taken, are from Array B's master 
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data set for the period October 1999. The RBFN model for Array B was trained to a sum-
squared error target of 0.005 with cr = 0.3. The network architecture is that of Figure 
4. 19 and has J = 237 basis functions. 
bias 
\ -----..~® ~. I 
Figure 4.19. Architecture of the radial-basis-function-network model. G is solar 
radiation, Tc is cell temperature, V is terminal voltage, I is output current. For Array A, 
J = 137;for Array B, J = 237. 
RBFN nwdel validation 
Simulations of the RBFN models were run for each of the solar radiation and cell 
temperature conditions in the validation data sets for both Array A and Array B, and J-v 
and P-v curves were generated. The normalised error metric 1] was used to quantify the 
modelled P-v curves with respect to the measured P-v curves. The results show that the 
RBFN model for Array A closely follows the measured data. Values of 1] for Array A 
range from 0.000 to 0.067 with 1]rms = 0.022. 46% of curves had 1] < 0.01, and 100% 
with 1] < 0.1. Results for RBFN model for Array B, show that the model is unable to 
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follow the measured data with an acceptable degree of accuracy. Values of "range 
from 0.576 to 325 with 17rms = 61.97. In this case, 3% of the modelled P-Vcurves show 
1] < 1, 29% of curves show 17 < 10. A normalised error histogram of 17 is shown in 
Figure 4.20 for Array A and in Figure 4.22 for Array B. 
Results for Array A's presentation data set are shown in Figure 4.21 and in Figure 4.23 
for the data set for Array B. The figures compare each simulation from the presentation 
data sets to their corresponding measured I-V and P-v curves. Table 4.3 summarises the 
presentation data set results in terms of environmental conditions and normalised error. 
Using the normalised error metric to compare models, the results show that 74% of the 
P-Vcurves from the validation data set for Array A, and 52% from the validation data set 
for Array B, have lower normalised errors with the RBFN models than with the single-
exponential model (Figures 4.20 and 4.22). 
The new RBFN model for Array A performed much better than the conventional model. 
Moreover, the grid interpolation technique has successfully solved the problem of noisy, 
non-homogenous data obtained from solar cells. 
With Array B, the results of the RBFN model only gave comparable performance to the 
conventional model (see for example, curves 57 and 15 from Figure 4.23). The poor 
results clearly demonstrate a consequence of having insufficient data when training 
neural networks. It is not possible to say how many data a neural network model of 
solar cells requires to train successfully since the capacity of the plant, the expected 
range of environmental conditions, and the spread and quality of the data are all factors 
influencing the size of the required data set. 
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Although abundant data may be available at an existing plant, historical data are not 
available in new installations since it may take several seasons to obtain sufficient data 
to fully populate the data space over the full range of expected environmental 
conditions; thus, any test and commissioning data are likely to be limited. The problem 
of modelling newly installed plants, or plants with few historical data, over the full range 
of expected operating conditions still needs to be addressed, and is the subject of the 
next section. 
Table 4.3. Normalised errors between measured data and RBFN modelp-vcurves. 
Solar Radiation Cell Temperature Normalised Error Curve # (W/m2) (OC) (T/) 
A"ayA 
6 837.6 37.0 0.018 
55 626.1 27.8 0.003 
80 425.2 26.6 0.004 
73 210.4 32.9 0.008 
A"ayB 
57 968.6 39.9 28.346 
31 744.4 31.7 2.521 
21 518.5 28.5 2.919 
15 242.8 25.1 48.749 
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Figure 4.20. RBFN model normalised error histogram for Array A. The low values of 
normalised errors indicate an excellent fit. lJrms = 0.022. The RBFN model (light) is 
much improved against the conventional model (dark). 
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4.3.2 Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference System Model 
Coordinate translation technique 
Ideally, the shape of I-V curves as determined by the exponent of Equation (4.5) is 
constant, although its position in the coordinate system varies according to operating 
conditions. The constant shape of I-V curves is exploited by Wolf and Rauschenbach 
(1963), who describe a method of predicting the I-V characteristic of solar cells at 
unknown light intensities using one-variable coordinate translation. The method 
involves two translations of a known I-V curve. The first is a translation parallel to the 
current axis by an amount equal to the difference in light generated current on the 
current axis, and the second is parallel to the voltage axis by an amount equal to the 
product of the internal series resistance and the difference in light generated current on 
the voltage axis. Note that the all-important second variable (cell temperature) remains 
a constant in their method and the two corresponding translations are not performed. 
Their one-variable translation equations are derived from solar cell Equation (4.5) by 
introducing two irradiance levels Gl and G2, with corresponding light generated currents 
IGI and IG2, and choosing values for the independent variable V: 
IG2 =IG1 - MG (4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
[ j V2 + 12 Rs ) ] 12 = I Gl - M G - 10 eXl'l A-I (4.26) 
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Subtracting Equations (4.25) and (4.26) gives the first translation of the coordinate 
system parallel to the current axis: 
(4.27) 
Equations (4.24) and (4.28) give 
(4.28) 
which describes the second translation of the coordinate system parallel to the voltage 
aXIS: 
(4.29) 
These one-variable coordinate translations are illustrated in Figure 4.24, which shows 
the two translations performed in response to a decrease in solar radiation of ilG with 
cell temperature remaining constant. 
A senous limitation of the one-variable coordinate translation technique is the 
assumption of constant cell temperature. No equivalent coordinate translation is 
performed for cell temperature changes, yet Figure 4.6 shows that solar cells are 
strongly temperature dependent. In addition, knowledge of the value of Rs is required. 
Manufacturers rarely supply this information for typical devices, yet alone from device 
to device. Although methods of estimating Rs exist, (for example, Equation (4.9), which 
is one of the conventional model equations), they are basically exercises in curve fitting. 
It is possible to find many values of A and Rs to satisfy the conditions and accurately 
model an I-V curve, including the physically meaningless cases where Rs is negative. 
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Figure 4.24. One-variable coordinate translations in response to a decrease in solar 
radiation with constant cell temperature. 
In what follows, the one-variable coordinate translation method is adapted and extended 
to provide a two-variable coordinate translation method. This is then used to predict the 
1-v characteristics of solar cells at both unknown light intensities and cell temperatures, 
without requiring knowledge of their apparent series resistances. 
Neuro-/uzzy model architecture 
Improving efficiencies of real-life photovoltaic plants requires predicting the response 
(I-V curve) of solar cells with characteristics that vary from device to device, over time, 
and over a wide range of environmental conditions. The new two-variable coordinate 
translation method is based on the observation that the shape of the 1-v curves remains 
essentially unchanged for different operating conditions. The position of a curve on the 
I-V coordinate system is defined by the intersection of the curve on the x-y axes; i.e., 
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open-circuit-voltage and short-circuit-current conditions. It will be shown later in this 
section that a NN can be trained to predict Isc and Voc from environmental data, and 
coordinate translation on a reference I-V curve can be used to obtain the response. 
Any I-V curve having a 'good' appearance8 can be used as the reference I-V curve upon 
which coordinate translation is perfonned. (The reference I-V-curve will have known 
values of solar radiation G rej, cell temperature Tc,rej, short-circuit current Isc,rej, and open-
circuit voltage T"oc,ref Generalising Equations (4.28) and (4.30) and using Voc and Isc as 
the working coordinates gives the offsets to be applied to each point on the reference 
curve: 
M = I sc,re! - Isc (4.30) 
(4.31) 
The ANFIS (adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system - described in Section 3.5.2) 
is used to predict Voc and I sc, in preference to RBFN or BP neural networks. This was 
chosen because its structure lends itself to the inclusion of a priori knowledge should 
there be insufficient measured data. 
A block diagram of the model's architecture is shown in Figure 4.25. The model 
incorporates two ANFIS subsystems: the first network predicts the short-circuit current 
from inputs of cell temperature and solar radiation, and the second predicts the open-
circuit voltage from inputs of cell temperature and the natural logarithm of solar 
radiation. 
8 I.e., not exhibiting signs of partial shading, noticeable noise, or varying solar radiation intensity, which 
under clear sky conditions will be a large percentage of those measured. 
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Figure 4.25. Block diagram of ANFIS models with two-variable coordinate translation. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this method, two plants were modelled; Array A has 
abundant data, a wide range of measured operating conditions, and has been successfully 
modelled with other techniques. Conversely, Array B has sparse data, a narrower range 
of measured operating conditions, and has not been successfully modelled with any 
acceptable degree of precision. 
Simulating Array A (many data) 
The data sets for Array A were obtained from the measured I-V curves previously 
assigned to the solar-radiation-cell-temperature problem space grid by the RBFN model 
in Section 4.3.1. The data sets consist of measured solar radiation and cell temperature, 
but the random voltages and interpolated currents used by the RBFN model are replaced 
with the I-V curves' short-circuit currents and open-circuit voltages. The measured I-V 
reference curve (upon which subsequent coordinate translations are performed) was 
randomly selected from I-V curves with suitably large Isc and Voc. The reference curve 
was not included in the training, testing, or validation data sets. 
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The inputs to the lsc ANFIS subsystem are measured solar radiation and cell temperature, 
and the output is the short-circuit current. The ranges of the training data set are 
G = [12.0, 858.7] W/m2, Tc = [2.4,46.4] °C, and lsc = [0.028, 2.071] Amps. These data 
are shown in Figure 4.26 (a) and (b), and consist of 162 patterns. The same data are 
applied as inputs to the Voc ANFIS subsystem, but the natural logarithm of solar radiation 
is calculated before applying it to the network; the output of the subsystem is the open-
circuit voltage. The ranges of the training data are log( G) = [2.48, 6.76] log(W/m2) and 
v~c = [16.07, 21.75] volts. The data are shown in Figure 4.26 (c) and (d). All variables 
were normalised prior to training the networks to the range [0.1, 0.9], for a universe of 
discourse of [0, 1]. 
The architecture of each ANFIS network is the 2-input, I-output, example shown in 
Figure 3.8. The input variables are the ANFIS membership functions. Each membership 
function has 2 rules, giving a total of 4 rules for each network. The resultant 12 non-
linear premise parameters are found by back-propagation and the 12 linear consequent 
parameters by least squares. Both ANFIS networks were trained over 100 epochs with an 
initial step size of 0.1. Training the lsc ANFIS gave an initial RMSE (root mean squared 
error) value of 1.790 x 10-3 A - that being the result of using LSE (least squares 
estimator) for the first time (i.e., after the first epoch) - and a final RMSE value of 
1.748 x 10-3 A. The Voc ANFIS had an initial RMSE value of 6.300 x 10-3 V and a final 
value of 5.645 x 10-3 V. Although the significance of these values is subjective, the 
small differences between the starting and finishing RMSE values, mean that the network 
was fairly well trained after the first epoch; indicating that the data were well prepared 
and provided uniform coverage of the G-Tc, space. 
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Figure 4.26. ANFIs model training data for Array A. At top, short-circuit current 
against (a) solar radiation and (b) cell temperature. At bottom, open-circuit voltage 
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Simulations of the ANFIS coordinate-translation model were run for each of the solar 
radiation and cell temperature conditions in the validation data set for Array A, and /-v 
and p-v curves were generated. The normalised error metric 1] was used to quantify the 
modelled P-v curves with respect to the measured P-v curves. The results show that the 
ANFIS model closely follows the measured data. Values of 1] range from 0.002 to 0.082 
wi th 17rms = 0.031, of which 24% of curves show 1] < 0.01. The comparative histogram 
of 1], shown in Figure 4.27, shows an improvement over the conventional model. 
Results for Array A's presentation data set, shown in Figure 4.28, give good agreement 
between model and measured data; the simulation results are compared to the measured 
/-T'and P-Vcurves and the results are summarised in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4. 
Array A. 
Curve # 
6 
55 
80 
73 
Normalised errors between measured data and ANFIS model P-v curves for 
Solar Radiation Cell Temperature Normalised Error 
(W/m2) (OC) (11) 
837.6 37.0 0.024 
626.1 27.8 0.002 
425.2 26.6 0.030 
210.4 32.9 0.022 
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Figure 4.27. ANFIS model nonnalised error histogram for Array A. The mainly low 
values o/normalised errors indicate a goodfit. 1]rms = 0.031. The ANFIS model (light) is 
improved against the conventional model (dark). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.28. ANFIS model compared to measured data for Array A. (a) J-vcurves. (b) 
p-v curves. Measured data are shown by the solid lines, and modelled data by the 
dashed lines. The # identifies the curves within the plant's data set. Good agreement is 
obtained. 
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Sinlulating Array B (few data) 
Unlike the data sets used for training Array A, the sets for Array B were not taken from 
the measured J-v curves used by the RBFN model. This is because the measured data for 
this plant do not fully cover the expected range of operating conditions, and the 
consequent poor performance of the RBFN model was because extrapolation beyond the 
bounds of a neural-network's training data cannot be guaranteed to return valid outputs. 
The situation is the same with an ANFIS network: depending on the spread and density of 
coverage of the training data, the ANFIS modelling surfaces may be characterised by 
abrupt changes, and simulation results in those areas will be poor. To overcome this, a 
method is developed that uses measured data, manufacturer's data, and the theoretical 
response of solar cells to changes in solar radiation and cell temperature, to increase the 
accuracy of the returned outputs in areas not fully represented by the training data. 
Expert knowledge about solar cells includes the theoretical relationships Isc oc G, Isc oc 
Tc, Voc oc 10g(G), and Voc oc Tc (Figure 4.3). Theoretically then, the ANFIS models can be 
visualized as three-dimensional spaces bisected by planar modelling surfaces, where the 
slopes of the surfaces perpendicular to the axes are the short-circuit-current coefficients 
of cell temperature and solar radiation, and the open-circuit-voltage coefficients of cell 
temperature and solar radiation. Using such a priori knowledge to estimate theoretical 
values at the extremities of the universe of discourse, and adding the values obtained to 
the training data, can lead to smoother modelling surfaces, both in regions with few data, 
as well as outside the boundaries of the measured data. 
Using the short-circuit-current coefficients of solar radiation and cell temperature and 
the open-circuit-voltage coefficients of solar radiation and cell temperature, nine values 
of Isc and Voc were estimated and added to Array B' s training data. The coefficients of 
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cell temperature were inferred from the manufacturer's data sheet, and the coefficients 
of solar radiation were estimated using least squares fit on measured values of lsc and Voc 
from the training data set, with closely matching cell temperatures. The inferred 
coefficients of cell temperature are f..lIsc.Tc = 0.4 X 10-3 AIK and f..lVoc.Tc = -1.21 VIK, and 
the estimated coefficients of solar radiation are f..lIsc.G = 4.1 X 10-3 AlWm-2 and f..lvoc.log(G) 
= 11.438 V/log(Wm-2). The results of the least squares fit on the measured data are 
shown in Figure 4.29. The nine values of lsc and Voc that were estimated and added to 
the training data for each array were for Tc.roin [Groin, Gmid, Gmax] , Tc.mid [Groin, Gmid, 
Gmax], and Tc•max [Groin, Gmid, Gmax]. Figure 4.30 shows the modified training method. 
In addition to the nine calculated pairs and their environmental conditions, the data sets 
for Array B consist of measured solar radiation and cell temperature, and the measured 
short-circuit currents and open-circuit voltages from the I-V curves obtained 
simultaneously with the environmental data. The data were measured at half-hourly 
intervals. More data for the array were available, but the number of data were 
deliberately limited in order to evaluate the modelling method more fully. The 
measured I-V reference curve (upon which subsequent coordinate translations are 
performed) was randomly selected from I-V curves with suitably large lsc and Voc. The 
reference curve was not included in the training, testing, or validation data sets. 
The final data set consisted of 30 training patterns, 21 of which were measured data, and 
nine of which were derived using a priori knowledge. The training data are shown in 
Figure 4.31. Each part of the figure shows how the nine a priori calculations define a 
much larger area of the data space than the measured data. The result is a smoothing to 
the extremities of the modelling surface, which leads to a more accurate prediction when 
extrapolating beyond the training data. 
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Figure 4.29. Finding Array B coefficients of solar radiation from measured data. (a) 
Short-circuit-current coefficient of solar radiation. (b) Open-circuit-voltage coefficient 
of solar radiation. The coefficients are the slope of the solid lines found with least 
squares fit. In (a), all the training data is used in the calculation. In (b), the calculation 
uses measured data where values of Isc and Voc have closely matching cell temperatures 
(stars). 
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Figure 4.31. ANFIs model training data for Array B. At top, short-circuit current 
against (a) solar radiation and (b) cell temperature. At bottom, open-circuit voltage 
against (c) natural logarithm of solar radiation and (d) cell temperature. Data calculated 
from a priori knowledge is shown as stars, measured data as crosses. The a priori 
calculations extend the coverage of the data space. 
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The inputs to the lsc ANFIS subsystem are measured solar radiation and cell temperature, 
and the output is the short-circuit current. The ranges of the measured data are 
G = [37.3, 957.8] W/m2, Tc = [2l.8, 40.6] °C, and lsc = [0.20, 3.93] Amps; these are 
extended by the a priori calculations to G'= [4.9, 1051.7] W/m2, Tc'= [11.7, 59.8] °C, 
and r~c' = [0.04, 4.31] Amps. These data are shown in Figure 4.31 (a) and (b). The same 
data are applied as inputs to the Voc ANFIS subsystem with the natural logarithm of solar 
radiation pre-calculated before applying it to the network; the output of the subsystem is 
the open-circuit voltage. The ranges of the measured data are 10g(G) = [3.62, 6.86] 
" 10g(W/m-) and Voc = [263.1,287.1] volts; they are extended by the a priori calculation 
to 10g(G)'= [1.59,6.96] log(W/m2) and Voc'= [253.7,315.1] volts. These data are 
shown in Figure 4.31 (c) and (d). All variables were normalised prior to training the 
networks to the range [0.1, 0.9], for a universe of discourse of [0, 1]. 
The architecture of each ANFIS network is the 2-input, 1-output, example shown in 
Figure 3.8. The 2 input variables are the membership functions: each has 2 rules, giving 
a total of 4 rules for each network. The resultant 12 non-linear premise parameters are 
found by back-propagation and the 12 linear consequent parameters by least squares. 
Both ANFIS networks were trained over 100 epochs with an initial step size of O.l. 
Training the lsc ANFIS for Array B, gave a first epoch RMSE value of 4.495 x 10-3 A, and 
a final RMSE value of 3.747 x 10-3 A. The Voc ANFIS had an initial RMSE value of 
2.759 x 10-3 V and a final value of 2.425 x 10-3 V. As with Array A, interpretation of 
these values is subjective. Since there is, however, only a small difference between the 
starting and finishing RMSE values, it can be inferred that the network was fairly well 
trained after the first epoch. 
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Simulations of the ANFIS-coordinate translation model were run for each of the solar 
radiation and cell temperature conditions in the validation data set for Array B, and /-v 
and P- v curves were generated. The normalised error metric 1] was used to quantify the 
modelled P-T' curves with respect to the measured P-v curves. The results show that the 
ANFIS model closely follows the measured data. Values of 1] range from 0.032 to 12.403 
with 1]rms = 2.50. 10% of the modelled P-v curves show 1] < 0.1, 64% of curves show 
,,< I, and 990/0 of curves show 1] < 10. 
The comparative histogram of 1], Figure 4.32, shows a significant improvement over the 
conventional model. Results are shown in Figure 4.33 for the presentation data set for 
Array B. Each simulation from the data set is compared to its corresponding measured 
I-V and P-Vcurves. Table 4.5 summarises the presentation data set results. 
Table 4.5. 
Array B. 
Normalised errors between measured data and ANFIS modelp-vcurves for 
Solar Radiation CeU Temperature Normalised Error Curve # (W/m2) eC) (11) 
57 968.6 39.9 0.042 
31 744.4 31.7 0.371 
21 518.5 28.5 0.302 
15 242.8 25.1 1.402 
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Figure 4.32. ANFIS model normalised error histogram for Array B. The predominantly 
low normalised errors indicate a very good fit. 1]rms = 2.50. The ANFIS model (light) is 
significantly improved against the conventional model (dark). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.33. ANFIs model compared to measured data for Array B. (a) I-V curves. 
(b) p-V curves. Measured data are shown by the solid lines, and modelled data by the 
dashed lines. The # identifies the curves within the plant's data set. The results show 
substantial improvements compared to those of Figure 4.13 (conventional model) and 
Figure 4.23 (RBFN model). 
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Using the normalised error metric to compare the models for Array A, the results show 
that 700/0 of the P-V curves from its validation data set have lower normalised errors with 
the ANFIS model than with the conventional single-exponential model. Comparing the 
models for Array B, the results show that 930/0 of the P-V curves from its validation data 
set have lower normalised errors with the ANFIS model than with the conventional 
single-exponential model, and additionally, 99% have lower normalised errors than with 
the RBFN model. 
The ANFIS models in conjunction with the new extended two-variable coordinate-
translation technique successfully modelled both Array A and Array B. The method of 
combining measured and a priori data allowed a plant with few data to be modelled far 
more accurately than has been hitherto possible. The method was also able to model a 
plant with abundant data with accuracies better than the conventional model. 
4.3.3 Genetic Algorithm Optimisations 
In the preceding parts of this section, an RBFN solar cell model incorporating a grid 
interpolation pre-processor, and a neuro-fuzzy solar-cell model with two-variable 
coordinate translation were developed. The RBFN model was shown to be more accurate 
than the conventional model for a plant with abundant data in 74% of validation cases, 
and the ANFIS model was shown to be more accurate for plants with sparse data in 93% 
of validation cases. Despite these greatly improved accuracies over the conventional 
model, there is still room for improvement. 
Following the premise of Tsoukalas and Uhrig (1997), who suggested that significant 
improvements to complex problems should be possible using synergies of soft-
computing techniques, the remainder of this chapter examines whether more accurate 
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RBFN and ANFIS solar-cell models can be obtained with genetic algorithms. The use of 
GA is now a well-established technique for optimising difficult non-differentiable 
functions (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1992) and has not been applied to RBFN and ANFIS 
solar-cell modelling. 
RBFN based model optimisation 
Two algorithms are typically used to train RBFN; each has its advantages and 
disadvantages. The first algorithm uses a one-pass algorithm to centre a basis function 
on every input vector in a data set; this method is fast and simple, especially with small 
data sets, but for large data sets with many input vectors, it can lead to extremely large 
networks. The second algorithm incrementally adds basis functions from the input 
vectors until the training error meets a preset goal. The basis function selected is the one 
that leads to the greatest reduction in error in each pass. The advantage of this approach 
is that it can lead to smaller networks, but its disadvantage is that it only examines one 
solution - that of a pre-selected basis function width and a single linear pass to select the 
function centres. 
For any given problem, however, many different solutions to training an RBFN exist. 
Each solution can have a different radial basis width and a different selection of input 
vectors upon which to locate the basis functions centres. Valid solutions will have basis 
function widths that overlap neighbouring functions but do not cover the entire input 
space, with a maximum number of basis function equal to the number of input vectors, 
and a minimum number equal to a function of error tolerance and mapping complexity. 
Clearly, the more nodes in the hidden layer of a neural network, the greater the number 
of possible functions it can express. This means that more complex mappings and 
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smaller tolerances require more basis functions. Real world data, however, are often 
noisy and sparse and a NN with too many hidden layer nodes may lead to over fitting. 
Large basis function widths can sometimes give good results for data with no noise, but 
may not generalize well if noise is present. 
The RBFN used in the solar cell model developed earlier in this chapter uses the second 
(incremental) training algorithm. An important characteristic of the method is that while 
every basis function in the network is centred on a training pattern, not all patterns in the 
training data set have basis functions centred upon them. Considering the value of each 
weight, the location of each basis centre, and the value of each individual spread 
constant, is computationally very expensive when contemplating GA optimisation of an 
RBFN. A more cost effective method, and the one developed here, is to find a global 
value for the radial basis function spread constant, and to reduce the complexity of the 
network by selecting which input vectors from a data set should provide the location of 
the basis function centres. Having selected a subset of input vectors from a data set, the 
faster (one pass) training algorithm can be used without incurring the drawback of large 
network size. 
In the optimisation that follows, the GA chromosomes have the form 
ill = (PI' "', P j' . ", P J' a), where Pi is a binary pointer to the /h basis function, and a is 
the global spread constant value 0 < a < 1. The value of binary pointer Pi determines 
whether basis function j should be included in the network. A fully populated network 
would have one basis function for each training pattern. 
In the fitness function, each individual from the population was decoded and an 
evaluation data set formed according to the status of the binary pointers. A network was 
constructed with as many hidden neurons as there were patterns in the evaluation data 
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set, and trained by forming an exact mapping of inputs to output. The trained network 
was evaluated by running simulations of the evaluation network for each of the solar 
radiation and cell temperature conditions in the test data set. The fitness of the 
individual network was based on the sum-squared error (SSE). The SSE is used because it 
both minimises errors and favours a small number of basis functions. The fitness (F) is 
calculated using 
(4.32) 
where n is the current simulation from the test data set of N patterns, In is the pattern 
output, and Yn is the network output. 
Each individual evaluated causes an input pattern to be passed through the hidden layer 
radial basis functions of width (J. Preliminary trials showed that the matrix output of the 
hidden layer is often rank deficient. Individuals with a rank deficient matrix often have 
a value of a approaching unity and tend to have low sum-squared errors. The resultant 
high fitness causes them to dominate the population after a few generations. However, 
they generalise poorly since each basis function covers the entire input space. To 
counteract this, rank deficient individuals are arbitrarily given minimum fitness values, 
which effectively minimises the probability that they will be selected for reproduction 
and propagate into the next generation. 
The GA optimisation of an RBFN (GA-RBFN) was demonstrated with Array A, using the 
RBFN architecture described by Equation (4.22) and Figure 4.19 (page 67). The GA 
optimised model is not trying to improve an existing RBFN model by optimising its 
parameters; rather, it is making a new model while using the same data sets as the grid-
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interpolation RBFN model (the original RBFN model) developed earlier in the chapter, so 
that a direct comparison between models can be made. The training data set contained 
500 patterns and the GA sought a subset of the patterns such that the resultant RBFN 
model trained with the single-pass training method met the error target. The GA used 
binary string encoding, and following Goldberg (1989), used a population of 200 
individuals, standard two-point crossover, a probability of crossover of 1, and a 
probability of mutation of 0.01. To ensure that optimisation runs started from different 
initial conditions, the values for the first generations were randomly generated from a 
random seed. 
The GA optimisations generated subsets of the training data set of similar size, with 
resultant RBFN models of similar accuracy. The network reported here used 253 patterns 
from the original 500 pattern training data set, and had a global spread constant cr = 
0.216; a radial basis functions was centred on each pattern. 
Simulations of the GA-RBFN model were run for each of the solar radiation and cell 
temperature conditions in Array A's validation data set, and I-V and P-v curves were 
generated. The normalised error metric 1] was used to quantify the modelled P-V curves 
with respect to the measured P-v curves. The results show that the model closely 
follows the measured data. Values of 1] range from 0.002 to 0.431, with 1]nns = 0.057. 
15% of modelled P-v curves had 1] < 0.01, and 96% had 1] < 0.1. Full results in terms of 
1] are shown as a normalised error histogram in Figure 4.34. 
Results for Array A's presentation data set are shown in Figure 4.35. The figure 
compares each simulation from the presentation data sets to its corresponding measured 
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I-f" and P-v curves. Table 4.6 summarises the presentation data set results in terms of 
environmental conditions and normalised error. 
Using the normalised error metric to compare the GA-RBFN model against other models, 
the results show that 63% of the P-v curves from the validation data set have lower 
normalised errors with the GA-RBFN model than with the single-exponential model. 
However, 74% of the P-v curves for the original RBFN model, developed earlier in the 
chapter, had lower normalised errors than the single-exponential model. Therefore, 
although the GA-RBFN model performs better than the single-exponential model, it shows 
no improvement over the original RBFN model, trained from the same data, but by 
incrementally centring basis functions on input vectors until a preset error goal is met. 
The poor performance of the GA-RBFN model compared to the original RBFN model 
suggests that further work in this field could be to find alternatives to the sum-squared 
error term used in the GA's objective fitness function. 
Table 4.6. Normalised errors between measured data and GA optimised RBFN model 
p-v curves for Array A. 
Solar Radiation Cell Temperature Normalised Error Curve # (W/m2) eC) ( 7]) 
6 837.6 37.0 0.047 
55 626.1 27.8 0.003 
80 425.2 26.6 0.017 
73 210.4 32.9 0.008 
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Figure 4.35. GA optimised RBFN model compared to measured data for Array A. (a) I-
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ANFIS based model opdmisadon 
Previously in this chapter, it was shown that if insufficient data are available to train an 
RBFN model, then an ANFIS model (demonstrated with Array A) can be tried. If, 
however, the quantity and spread of data are insufficient to produce a well-trained ANFIS 
model (as was the case with Array B), then a priori knowledge can be used to generate 
additional training patterns at the extremities of the expected operating conditions. 
The ANFIS based models can be visualised as three-dimensional spaces bisected by 
planes, where the y-axes are Tc, the x-axes are G or loge G), and the z-axes Isc or Voc. The 
bisecting planes are the modelling surfaces and their slopes are the short-circuit current 
and open-circuit-voltage coefficients of cell temperature and solar radiation. These four 
coefficients were used with Array B to generate the addition training patterns, thus 
enabling the network to be trained. 
The coefficients of cell temperature are usually supplied by the manufacturer of the solar 
cells. However, it is possible that the values supplied will differ somewhat from the 
actual values of the particular solar cells being modelled. The coefficients of solar 
radiation can be found using least-squares estimation, but they may be based on very 
few data. The value of Jl.Isc,G is straightforward to estimate, since theoretically, data at all 
values of Tc fall on a straight line. The situation with Jl.voc,log(G) is different because 
although the coefficient is theoretically constant, the data at different values of Tc do not 
fall on a straight line. Therefore, the least squares estimation requires values of Voc and 
10g(G) at a constant value of Tc, which may be difficult to obtain. In finding the value of 
Jl.voc,log(G) in the ANFIS based model developed earlier in the chapter, four datum points 
with a spread of 2 °C were used. Clearly, the possibility of error existed, and there is 
therefore, scope for improvement. 
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One strategy for optimising an ANFIS based model in which additional training patterns 
need to be generated, is to optimise the short-circuit current and open-circuit-voltage 
coefficients of cell temperature and solar radiation. To utilise the coefficients in 
positioning the modelling surfaces, the values of Isc and Voc at a reference condition are 
required. In this work, STC (G = 1000 W/m2 and Tc = 25°C) are used as the reference 
conditions. 
Each ANFIS was optimised separately. The GA chromosomes had the form 
9l = (.u Isc.Tc' J..i Isc,G ,I sc,ref ) and 9l = luVOC,TC ,J..ivoc,log(G)' Voc,ref)' The problem was optimised 
using a GA with binary string encoding, and the values suggested by Goldberg (1989): a 
population size = 100~ two point crossover~ a probability of crossover = 1~ and a 
probability of mutation = 0.01. To ensure each optimisation run started from different 
initial conditions, the first generation was populated with random values generated from 
a random seed. The training, test, and validation data sets were those used in the 
previous models. 
In the fitness function, each individual was decoded and evaluated using: 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
V GA = J.!Voc,Tc (Tc - Tc,ref )+ J.!voc,G (log( G) -log( G ref) )+ Voc,ref (4.35) 
(4.36) 
where Isc is a vector of measured short-circuit currents, Voc a vector of measured open-
circuit voltages, and G and Teare vectors of corresponding input conditions. IGA is a 
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vector of short-circuit currents calculated from the input conditions, and V GA is a vector 
of open-circuit voltages calculated from the input conditions. 
The GA optimisation of an ANFIS based model was demonstrated with Array B. The 
results of the optimisation were JLVoc.Tc = -1.123 VIK, JLvoc.log(G) = 12.213 V/log(Wm-2), 
Voc.rej= 296.4 V, JLIsc.Tc = 0.3 X 10-3 A/K, JLIsc.G = 4.2 X 10-3 A/Wm-2 and Isc.rej= 4.128 A. 
The GA optimised values are comparable to the values used by the original ANFIS model 
developed earlier~ the two sets of coefficients, along with the open-circuit voltage and 
short-circuit current reference values, are compared in Table 4.7. The optimised 
coefficients and reference values were used to calculate nine additional datum points, 
and the ANFIS was trained in exactly the same manner as before. 
Simulations of the GA optimised ANFIS model were run for each of the solar radiation 
and cell temperature conditions in the validation data set for Array B, and I-V and P-v 
curves were generated. The normalised error metric 17 was used to quantify the 
modelled P-v curves with respect to the measured P-v curves. The results show that the 
model closely follows the measured data. Values of 17 range from 0.035 to 15.361, with 
17rm3 = 2.77, and with 11 % of modelled P-V curves showing 17 < 0.1, 650/0 showing 1] < 1, 
and 990/0 showing 17 < 10. Full results in terms of 1] are shown as a normalised error 
histogram in Figure 4.36. 
Simulation results are presented in Figure 4.37 for Array B's presentation data set. Each 
simulation from the data set is compared to its corresponding measured I-V and P-V 
curves. Table 4.8 summarises the presentation data set results in terms of environmental 
conditions and normalised error. 
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The normalised error metric is used to evaluate the performance of the GA-ANFIS model. 
The results show that 930/0 of the P-V curves from the validation data set have lower 
normalised errors with the GA-ANFIS model than with the single-exponential model. 
This is the same percentage achieved by the original ANFIS model developed earlier in 
the chapter. These results demonstrate that GA optimisation of the short-circuit current 
and open-circuit voltage references and coefficients of cell temperature and solar 
radiation allows an accurate ANFIS model to be trained when manufacturer's data is not 
available. 
Although the ANFIS with two-variable coordinate-translation can model arrays with 
abundant data nearly as well as an RBFN model, its main strength is that it enables plants 
with very few data to be modelled simply and accurately. GA optimisation of the 
coefficients used to generate additional data prior to training the ANFIS model, extends 
the two-variable coordinate-translation technique to those cases when least squares 
estimation of the coefficients is not possible, and when manufacturer supplied 
coefficients model poorly. 
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Table 4.7. Solar-cell reference values and coefficients used to generate additional 
data for Array B. 
Parameter 
Open-circuit voltage coefficient of cell 
temperature, j.JVoc. Tc (V /K) 
Open-circuit voltage coefficient of solar radiation, 
j.JJ·oc.iog(G) (V/log(Wm-2» 
Short-circuit CWTent coefficient of cell 
temperature, j.J/sc.Tc (NK) 
Short-circuit CWTent coefficient of solar radiation, 
j.J]sc,G (AlWm-2) 
Open-circuit reference voltage, Voc,ref (V) 
Short-circuit reference cWTent, Isc,ref (A) 
a Scaled from manufacturer's data sheet. 
b Estimated using least squares fit on measured values. 
ANFIS Model 
0.004 a 
0.0041b 
308.0 a 
4.80 a 
GA Optimised 
ANFISModel 
-1.123 
12.213 
0.003 
0.0042 
296.4 
4.128 
Table 4.8. Normalised errors between measured data and GA optimised ANFIS model 
P-Vcurves for Array B. 
Solar Radiation Cell Temperature Normalised Error Curve # (W/m2) (OC) (11) 
57 968.6 39.9 0.055 
31 744.4 31.7 0.300 
21 518.5 28.5 0.360 
15 242.8 25.1 1.266 
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Figure 4.36. GA optimised ANFIS model normalised error histogram for Array B. The 
predominantly low normalised errors indicate a good fit. 17rms = 2.77. The GA ANFIS 
model (light) is much improved against the conventional model (dark). 
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Figure 4.37. GA optimised ANFIS model compared to measured data for Array B. (a) 
I-V curves. (b) P-V curves. Measured data are shown by the solid lines, and modelled 
data by the dashed lines. The # identifies the curves within the plant's data set. The 
results show substantial improvements compared to those of Figure 4.13 (conventional 
model) and Figure 4.23 (RBFN model) but no noticeable improvement over Figure 4.33 
(unoptimized ANFIS model). 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
This Chapter has described the modelling of two arrays: 
• Array A, located in Germany, was characterised by accurate manufacturing data. 
Rich environmental data that was ill-conditioned (i.e., noisy, banded, and non-
uniformly distributed) was provided over a wide range of environmental 
conditions~ and 
• Array B, located in Saudi Arabia, was characterised by inaccurate manufacturing 
data. Relatively few data were available over a fairly narrow environmental 
range. 
In many ways, the data for Array B were more typical of those found in industrial 
applications. If modelling technology is to become economically viable for improving 
efficiencies on a wide industrial scale, then it is important to have models that can cope 
with sparse (i.e., Array B) and ill-conditioned data (i.e., Array A). 
Table 4.9 summarizes the main results from analysing the data with the various models 
developed in this chapter. 
It is of paramount importance for the widespread adoption of the technology that models 
can cope with typical variations in manufacturing tolerance, environments, and 
measurement errors. As seen from Table 4.9, the conventional models were found to 
fall short in this respect. However, the new RBFN and ANFIS models learn from actual 
data, and the results show that they are robust enough to cope with such variations. 
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Table 4.9. Summary of modelling results. 
Section and Model 
4.2.4 
Conventional Model 
Array A 
Acceptable fit. 
100 
80 
60 11rms = 0.054 
40 ~ 1,1,.,.,.,-, 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 >0.10 
Poor fit. 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
Array B 
11rms = 28.31 
o +----,---,-
2 4 6 8 10 >10 
4.3 .1 
RBFN 
Networks failed to learn because of ill-conditioned (banding, non-
tmifOIm distribution) or insufficient data. 
4.3.1 
RBFN with a new grid-
interpolation pre-
processor 
Network trained. Good fit. 
100 
80 
60 11 rms = 0.022 
40 
20 
0 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 >0.10 
Network trained. Poor fit. 
100 
80 
60 11rms = 61.97 
40 
20 
0 
2 4 6 8 10 >10 
4.3.3 
GA optimized RBFN with 
new grid-interpolation 
pre-processor 
Network trained. Acceptable fit. (No analysis performed.) 
No improvement. 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
o 
11rms = 0.057 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 >0.10 
4.3 .2. Network trained. Good fit 
New ANFIS model with 2- 100 
variable coordinate 80 
translation 60 
40 
20 
o 
11rms = 0.031 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 >0.10 
4.3.3 (N 0 analysis performed.) 
GA optimized ANFIS with 
2-variable coordinate 
translation 
Network trained. Good fit. 
100 --
80 l~ 60 
40 {r 20 
11rms = 2.50 
0 
~;;} 
2 4 6 8 10 >10 
Network trained. Good fit. 
No improvement. 
1 00 
80 ~~ 60 40 
20 ~ 0 
-------------- .. --1 
11 rms = 2.77 1 
2 4 6 8 10 >10 
Charts show histograms of 1] and are miniatures of charts presented earlier. Conventional model's results (dark) are 
shown in each chart as a comparison against the new soft-computing models' results (light). 
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The unique RBFN models incorporating the new grid-interpolation pre-processor that 
were developed as part of the research presented here, enabled the RBFN models to be 
trained with real data. It is believed that Abdulhadi (aka Varnham) et al. (2003), in 
which these results were presented, was the first report of such training with solar cells. 
Furthermore, the model was found to provide greater accuracy for Array A compared to 
modelling using the conventional model. However, the fit for Array B provided no 
improvement over the conventional model. This is believed to be the result of 
insufficient data. Attempts to improve the fit further using GA for Array A were not 
successful. 
The new two-variable coordinate translation method was developed to solve the problem 
of network training in the presence of insufficient data. The coordinate translation of 
solar-cell characteristics was incorporated into a neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) model. It enabled 
the neural network models for both Array A and Array B to be trained. Significantly, 
the fit was far better for Array B (which had insufficient data) than had hitherto been 
obtainable by any method. The new method was shown to have greater resilience to 
model imperfections, including imperfections in manufacturer data (if supplied)~ sparse 
data; and lack of environmental data, than any other known method. The results, 
Abdulhadi (aka Varnham) et al. (2004), are believed to be the first report of network 
training of solar cells with sparse data. Important applications include the training of 
new plants, particularly those in remote locations, where it is important that the plant 
becomes operational as efficiently as possible in as short a time as possible. Attempts to 
improve the fit further using GA for Array B were not successful. 
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The new modelling methods described in this chapter are based on soft-computing 
techniques and allow solar cells to be accurately modelled with little or no specific 
device information and with few measurement data. The results are believed to have 
relevance for improving the efficiency of PV plants in an economic and practical manner 
as the methods are resilient to variations from device to device, device ageing, and 
variations with environment. The models will be combined with control functions in 
Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 
Controlling Solar Cells 
This chapter describes some advances in controlling solar cells with soft-computing 
techniques. In particular, techniques to avoid having to use trial and error in setting 
control parameters are developed. The performance of the new controllers is tabulated 
and charted in the discussion at the end of the chapter. The new control techniques 
developed here will be combined in Chapter 6 with the models developed in Chapter 4 
for the model-based controller. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Solar cells can be used to power both dc and ac loads, and are usually connected in three 
basic configurations: direct coupled, battery buffered, and via power converters. Of 
these, only the latter can ensure maximum power point (MPP) operation, which is 
achieved by means of a controller known as a maximum power point tracker (MPPT). 
The MPPT has two stages~ in the first stage, the MPP is identified, and in the second, a 
tracking controller generates the control signal for the power converter. The power 
converter uses pulse width modulation (PWM), or similar technique, to match the solar 
cells with their loads. 
The I-V and P- V characteristics of solar cells are non-linear and the position of the MPP on 
them is a function of load current, solar radiation, and temperature, all of which may 
vary unpredictably. There are two approaches to identifying the MPP: The first is to hunt 
for it by continuously comparing changes in measured output power and adjusting the 
modulation index accordingly. Examples of this include Wasynczuck (1983), who 
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describes an incremental conductance (IncCond) method (this works by comparing the 
incremental and instantaneous conductance of solar arrays)~ Bose et al. (1985), who 
implemented a microprocessor based perturbation and observation (p&Q) method (this 
tries to find the MPP by periodically increasing or decreasing the converter's operating 
point); and al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998a, 1998b), who developed a NN based p&o 
technique. The advantage of these approaches is their simplicity: their drawback is that 
they cause the output to oscillate around the operating points and can have poor tracking 
performance under rapidly changing environmental conditions. The second approach is 
to calculate its position using a model of the solar cells, such as those discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Having calculated the location of the MPP, the conventional approach is to use 
proportional-integral (PI) controllers, either to generate a modulation index directly, or 
indirectly by generating inputs to a modulation index algorithm. 
The literature review in Chapter 2 dealt with previously published approaches to soft 
computing based MPPT. To summarise, it was shown that neural network (NN) models 
have been used to determine the MPP reference point for PI controllers; this has been 
reported for single- (Hiyama et al., 1995) and three-phase PWM inverters (de-Medeiros-
Torres et al., 1998), as well as for three-phase space vector modulation (SYM) inverters 
(al-Amoudi and Zhang; 1998a). It was also shown that fuzzy logic (FL) and NN 
controllers have been used as direct replacements for PI controllers with the MPP being 
estimated by conventional models; these have been reported for dc-dc converters (Atlas 
and Sharaf, 1992), and dc-ac PWM inverters (Mashaly et al., 1994a). 
In all the preceding cases, it was reported that the tuning of both the PI gains and the FL 
inference systems (FIS) were accomplished on a trial and error basis. 
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This chapter proposes and describes the development of new soft computing controllers 
for connecting solar cells to the electricity grid using SVM voltage source converters. 
After summarising the theory of SVM, the plant used in the simulations is described and 
the simulation procedures are outlined. In the remainder of the chapter, hybrid FL and 
NN control techniques and GA optimisation techniques are applied to three-phase SVM 
inverters, simulation results are presented to verify the validity of the proposed control 
methods, and the new controllers are compared to a conventional controller. 
The overall theme of this chapter is control methods that will enable the efficiency ofpv 
power plants to be improved. Setting control parameters using trial and error 
approaches is acceptable for scientific or laboratory based work. However, it will 
prevent the widespread and rapid take-up of pv technology with the improved 
efficiencies because of limitations to expert resources. This will be particularly so in 
developing countries. 
An improved approach is described in this chapter, where it is proposed for the first time 
to optimise the parameters using synergetic applications of soft computing techniques 
such as genetic algorithms (GA). New approaches will also be reported based on 
controlling the three-phase SVM inverters with FL and NN controllers. Robust techniques 
not requiring expert inputs lend themselves to mass-produced low-cost controllers and 
thus to the widespread global adoption ofpv controllers with improved efficiency. 
5.2 REVIEW OF SPACE VECTOR MODULATION 
This section introduces the technique and terminology of space-vector modulation and 
its use with grid-connected voltage-controlled inverters. 
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5.2.1 Advantages of Space Vector Modulation 
Space-vector modulation is an advanced type of PWM. It has a number of advantages 
over traditional PWM including easier microprocessor implementation, lower harmonic 
content, and an increased output fundamental voltage of nearly 15%. In addition, 
wavefonns are very nearly loss minimised, and it is easy to compensate for current zero-
crossing distortion (Handley and Boys, 1990; Zhang et al., 1994). 
5.2.2 Theory of Space Vector Modulation 
Complex space vectors can be used to describe three-phase voltages and currents, and a 
single rotating space vector can represent a set of three-phase wavefonns. SVM uses this 
concept to approximate a reference voltage Vs in space-vector fonn of a balanced three-
phase voltage in the a-f3 stationary coordinate system using the eight constant-voltage 
vectors Uo to u, realizable by a six-pulse inverter. The input to the space vector 
modulator is the reference voltage vector in the d-q rotating coordinate system; this 
generalises the governing equations, and in addition, provides dc quantities for 
measurement and control purposes. The modulation algorithm ensures that the time 
average of the switching space vectors over a sampling interval is equal to the reference 
vector (Holtz and Bube, 1991). 
In a generalized six-pulse inverter, valid SVM switching positions set the output voltages 
(va, Vb, vc) to either -Vdc or Vdc. Of the eight possible output voltage states shown in 
Figure 5.1, U1 to U6 are active voltage vectors, and because no current flows when 
Va = Vb = vc, the remaining two, Uo and u" are null vectors. Figure 5.2 shows that when 
Uo to u, are projected onto the a-f3 plane, the active voltage vectors are each spatially 
displaced by 7th radians and the null vectors lie at the origin; the area between contiguous 
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vectors is called a sector. The mapping of the switch states in Figure 5.1 to the voltage 
vectors on the a-B plane in Figure 5.2 reflects the requirement that only the voltage 
vectors adjacent to the reference vector are used when changing from one null state to 
the next (Zhang et al., 1994; van der Broeck, 1988). 
If (va, Vb, Ve) are instantaneous three-phase voltages, and the phase shift operators of 21t;3 
and 4'(3 radians are represented by a = ej±21t/3 and 0.2 = ej±41t/3, Vs can be defined by 
(Zhang et al., 1994): 
VJ i 
uC i 
~-~----........ -
t 
! 
I 
, 
v . 
de 
So = 000 
-------+---......---------+---------~--
~~-
1 
~ 
( r 
(5.1) 
v 
+--+--t-- a 
t---+-- Vb 
>-- V 
c ( 
~ 
S7 = 111 
Figure 5.1. Inverter switching states. Inverter outputs are [va, Vb, Vel. Switch 
combinations s are in courier with a representing the dc supply low state and 1 its high 
state. Corresponding voltage vectors Uo and U7 are null, and vectors Uj-U6 are non-
zero. 
In balanced sinusoidal three-phase voltages, v s has constant amplitude and rotates with 
constant angular velocity, rot. When projected onto a two-dimensional a-B plane using 
the transform 
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-1/2 
13/2 (5.2) 
v s will lie in one of the six sectors. Because the switching vectors and sectors are 
symmetrical, the calculation of the three-phase voltages can be generalised through a 
further transformation of v s into the d-q rotating coordinate system to give 
Figure 5.2. 
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(5.3) 
Space vector representation of inverter output voltage on the a-f3 plane. 
Null vectors Uo and U7 are at the origin. Non-zero vectors U}-U6 are each spatially 
displaced by ~ radians. 
The two transformations-from Vabc = [va Vb V c] T (three-phase coordinates) through 
Vaj3 = [va Vj3]T (stationary reference frame) to Vdq = [Vd vq]T (synchronously rotating 
reference frame )--are known as the Park Transform. The same transform can be used 
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to transform the three-phase currents iabe = [ia h ic]T through ia.~ = [ia. ipf to 
idq = [id iq]T. 
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Figure 5.3. Generalised sector. The angular position (r) of a desired vector Vs is 
determined by the ratio ta:tb, and its magnitude by the time spent at the origin. The 
switching sequence shown is from (j) to @, anticlockwise around the sector. 
The drawing of a generalised sector in Figure 5.3 shows how the switching cycle 
sequence Uo-Ua-Ub-U, starts from the null voltage vector at <D, and proceeds 
anticlockwise around the sector to the null voltage vector at ®. The drawing also 
illustrates how the time-integral value of Vs can be approximated by the sum of the 
voltage vectors (uo, Ua, Ub, u,) and their time widths (to, ta, tb, t7) (van der Broeck, 1988): 
t3 to to+ta to+ta+tb Is f vsdt = f uodt+ f uadt+ f ubdt+ f u 7dt (5.4) 
o 0 to to+ta to+ta+tb 
If ts is very short, v s and the required modulation can be assumed constant for the 
duration of a switching cycle; therefore, 
(5.5) 
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By describing the d-q synchronously rotating space vectors in rectangular coordinates, 
the time widths can be found from the modulation index M, and angular position of v s in 
radians, 0 < y < 'Y3, using the following three equations (al~Amoudi and Zhang, 1998b): 
where 
and 
ta =t,MSin(; -y) 
( -f -( 
t -( - s a b 0- 7-
2 
A = tan -1 ( Vq,ref J + co( 
Vd,ref 
M= {3 fJ V2 Vdc 
(S.6) 
(S.7) 
(S.8) 
(S.9) 
(S.10) 
SVM generation strategy is to apportion the modulation time between the output voltage 
vectors. Figure S. 3 shows how the time spent on the active voltage vectors Ua and Ub 
determines the required phase displacement of v s; and because no current flows in the 
null vectors, the time spent on the null voltage vectors 00 and U7 determines its 
magnitude (Handley & Boys, 1990). 
Each output pulse requires two inverter switching cycles, with each cycle starting and 
finishing on a null voltage vector. However, the requirement that only the voltage 
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vectors adjacent to Vs can be used when changing from one null state to the next, means 
that the switching sequences for odd numbered and even numbered sectors differ. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates modulation time apportioning by showing example switching 
sequences for an odd and an even numbered sector with an initial null state of Uo. 
During the first cycle in the even numbered sector, vectors switch in an anticlockwise 
direction around the a-~ plane, and during the second, they switch clockwise, giving 
Uo-Ua-Ub-U7 followed by U,Ub-Ua-UO. In the odd numbered sector, the directions 
reverse-i.e., clockwise followed by anticlockwise-giving Uo-Ub-Ua-U7 and U,Ua-Ub-
Uo· 
5.3 THE GRID CONNECTED PLANT 
5.3.1 Plant Description 
Figure 5.5 is a functional block diagram of the grid connected pv power generating plant 
used in the simulations in this chapter. 
A solar cell array provides dc power to a three-phase inverter. D is the reverse flow 
power diode; Cdc is the smoothing filter capacitor to compensate for sudden changes in 
voltage. As both the inverter and the grid act as stiff voltage sources there is a need for a 
grid side filter between the two. The simplest and most common filter is the L-filter, 
which consists of three series-connected inductors and is usually implemented by a 
three-phase transformer. Together, the L-filter and the grid comprise the load with 
impedance R + jroL. Although the grid inductance varies with time, Draou et al. (1995) 
argue that as its rate of change is slow compared to a fast sampling rate, for simulation 
purposes it can be considered constant. 
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The two transform blocks implement the three-phase to a-J3 transform, and the a-J3 to d-
q transform to provide dc representations of the three-phase currents as inputs to the 
controller. Phase errors between the reference and controlled currents are eliminated by 
setting the q-component of the command current vector to zero~ Iq,rej= 0 (al-Amoudi and 
Zhang, 1998a). The other inputs to the controller are the measured dc output voltage 
from the solar cell array and a dc reference voltage, which is the MPP from the measured 
data. 
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Example pulse-timing patterns. ( a) An odd numbered sector. (b) An 
even numbered sector. Switching states are shown in courier, cycle period ts is 
constant, and t' indicates that individual switching times are recalculated each cycle; 
i.e., pulse symmetry is not assumed. 
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Figure 5.5. Functional block diagram of plant. The components and variables are 
used in all new controllers designed in this chapter. 
5.3.2 Equivalent Circuit and Mathematical Model of the System 
An equivalent circuit schematic of the grid-connected PV plant is shown in Figure 5.6. 
The dc side of the equivalent circuit consists of the PV plant modelled as a dc power 
source Vdc(t), and a dc-link capacitor Cdc. The output current from the dc power plant is 
Idc(t) and the dc-link current-the current flowing to the dc-ac voltage source inverter-
is IvCt). On the ac side, the output of the inverter is connected to a balanced three-phase 
load, comprising the L-filter with impedance Rs + jroLs, and the grid with emfs 
The phase voltages of the inverter are 
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v (t)-+ Cic + Vb(t) Rs Ls 
ib(t) 
--. 
de I 
Vc(t) Rs Ls ic(t) 
---. 
---
~) 
-
Figure 5.6. Equivalent circuit schematic of the grid-connected PV system. Vde and Ide 
are the solar-cell output voltage and current. Iv(t) is the de link current. Rand L 
comprise the grid-Side filter. The inverter three-phase voltage and current are v(t) and 
i(t), and e(t) is the grid emf 
From Figure 5.6, the inductor currents in space-vector form are 
~i(t) = ~(v(t)- i(t)Rs -e(t)) 
dt Ls 
(5.11) 
. 2n J±-UJI 
where e( t) = Ee 3 is the space vector of the grid, rot is the angular frequency of the 
grid used as the waveform template, and E is the grid rms voltage. 
The three phase voltages and currents in Equation (5.11) can be expressed by state-space 
vectors (Svenson, 1998) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
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where the switch states for each of the eight switch combinations are 
Sa -1 1 
Sb - -1 -1 
Sc -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 
1 1 
-1 -1 
1 
1 
-1 1 
-1 -1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
The voltage across the dc-link capacitor in Figure 5.6 is 
d 1 
-v --(1 -1) dt de - C de v 
de 
where the dc-link current is 
I v (t) = Sa (t )i a (t) + S b (t )i b ( t ) + S e (t )i e (t ) 
and Vde and Ide are obtained from the I-V characteristics of the solar cells. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
5.4 CONTROLLER DESIGN AND SIMULATION USING SOFT COMPUTING 
The function of MPPT controllers is to ensure that solar cells operate at their MPP despite 
the continuous non-linear changes in weather conditions and load. This is achieved in 
PWM converters by dynamically altering the modulation index (M). Investigations into 
various conventional and novel MPPT implementations are described throughout the 
literature; for example, Cha et al. (1997), al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998a, 1998b), Altas 
and Sharaf (1993, 1994), de Medeiros Torres et al. (1998), Hiyama and Kitabayashi 
(1997), Hiyama (1995a, 1995b), Mashaly et al. (1993, 1994 b, 1994 d, 1997), Won et al. 
(1994), Yu et al. (1996) 
Many possible MPPT control strategies are available, from feed-forward open-loop 
control schemes to closed-loop regulation. Feed forward could be adopted as a cost 
effective solution but is unsuitable for solar cells since they are subject to significant 
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disturbances from G and Te. There are numerous ways in which feedback control could 
be implemented, from the simplest algorithms to the most sophisticated adaptive, 
predictive, and multi variable controllers; but although MPPT of solar cells is a complex 
non-linear control problem and could arguably benefit from the latter methods, they are 
probably not justified, as they would result in overly complicated and expensive 
solutions. The widely used PI algorithm is well understood and efficient and has been 
used extensively in PV applications; however, according to Mamdani (1993), fuzzy 
based control may be preferred for dynamical systems, even if traditional methods can 
be used, as they are often less susceptible to noise and system parameter changes. 
Current research into MPPT of solar cells has focused almost exclusively on PI control 
and its derivatives such as fuzzy-PI hybrids, and has shown encouraging results. Recent 
investigations into the PWM control of dc-dc converters as a means to deal with the 
system non-linearity in stand-alone PV energy schemes, found that FL and NN based 
controllers had faster transient response and improved tracking compared to 
conventional PI controllers (Carrasco, 1994; Mahmoud, 1998). Based on the previous 
research, it was thought that replacing the conventional PI controller used by Amoudi 
and Zhang (1998b) with hybrid soft-computing PI controller derivatives would prove a 
more effective and robust scheme. The SVM three-phase inverter model described by al-
Amoudi and Zhang (1998b) was used for this work to enable a direct comparison. In 
addition, it should be capable of being integrated into the plant with minimal cost and 
effort. This latter point is important because the motivation for the present work is to 
provide robust solutions that will enable efficiencies of PV plant to be improved on a 
widespread basis. 
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In this section, the research effort in the field of MPPT for PV systems and the control of 
SVM three-phase inverters is extended by investigating the use of hybrid soft-computing 
PI controller derivatives in the control and optimisation of SVM dc-ac three-phase 
converters in a grid-connect context. Three new hybrid control schemes are developed. 
In the first, a GA is developed that seeks to improve control of the system by optimising 
the gains of the conventional PI controller. The remaining two are hybrid fuzzy-PI 
solutions. One uses a GA to tune the parameters of a Mamdani type FIS; and the other 
uses a NN to tune the parameters of a Sugeno type FIS. The focus of the work is to 
obviate the need for trial and error tuning. 
5.4.1 Simulation Procedures 
The new controllers are tested in simulation using two, equal and opposite, step changes 
in weather conditions and the results evaluated quantitatively. Each step change results 
in new I-V and P-v characteristics, and consequently, in a change in MPP. The initial set 
of weather conditions are applied to the system until the dc-link capacitor is charged and 
a new system steady state response has been achieved. The second set of weather 
conditions is then applied for 40 mains cycles, which is sufficient to ensure that a steady 
state is reached. The initial weather conditions are then applied for a further 40 cycles to 
reach a steady state response again. The weather conditions and corresponding PV array 
characteristics are shown in Table 5.1. 
The weather data and corresponding I-V curves were measured at the Solar Village, 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia by the author. They were recorded with a five-second sample rate 
on a windy day of patchy cloud cover. The data used for the simulations are the worst-
case conditions recorded on that day. 
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Table 5.1. Weather conditions and PV characteristics. 
Simulation Step 
1 2 3 
Weather Condition 
Solar radiation (W 1m2) 597.50 454.00 597.50 
Ambient temperature eC) 29.80 37.00 29.80 
Pv Ch aracteristics 
Short-circuit current (A) 5.76 4.38 5.76 
Open-circuit voltage (V) 649.00 619.00 649.00 
Current at max power point (A) 5.28 3.99 5.28 
Voltage at max power point (V) 514.50 490.80 514.50 
The PV array consists of four parallel strings of 30 modules; each module consists of 40 
cells. Values for the model in Section 5.3.2 and Figure 5.5 are dc-link capacitor 
Cdc = 5,000 f.lF, three-phase transformer resistive and inductive components Rs = 0.4 n 
and Ls = 0.002 H, grid voltage E = 220 V, grid frequency 1m = 50 Hz, and inverter 
switching frequency Ic = 3150 Hz. 
The simulations are evaluated with a number of quantitative measures of control 
performance. The integral of the absolute value of the error criterion (IAE), which 
accounts for all deviations from the set point, and the integral of the square of the error 
criterion (ISE), which penalises large errors, are reported for the steady-state region of 
the responses. For the transient region of the responses, the integral of time multiplied 
by the absolute value of the error criterion (ITAE), which penalises long duration 
transients and persistent errors, is reported. 
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00 
ISE = J e2 (t)dt 
o 
00 
IT AE = J tle(t)ldt 
o 
where e = VdcCt) - Vmp(t). 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
In addition to the error integrals, the following metrics are reported: the elapsed time 
after the step input to the peak of the first overshoot, the overshoot error as the 
difference in amplitude between the response and the reference, the steady state ripple, 
and the elapsed time to achieve the steady state ripple. The integrals and other metrics 
are tabulated for each controller as well as in the discussion at the end of this chapter. 
5.4.2 The Conventional Approach - PI Control 
As a baseline against which the performance of the new controllers can be evaluated, the 
conventional control approach is simulated. The conventional control configuration 
used here is the PI controller for an SVM inverter by al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998b) who 
tuned the controller by expert knowledge (Le., trial and error). 
Figure 5.7 shows the implementation of the control block from Figure 5.5. The control 
block has non-linear dynamic inputs Vdc,ret{k), Vdc(k), Ilk), and Iq(k); dynamic outputs 
Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k); and consists of three PI controllers. The outputs of the individual 
controllers are: 
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/ d,ref = K p,lde (Vdc,ref - VdC )+ Kj'vae f (Vdc,ref - Vdc )dt (5.20) 
Vd,ref = K P,/a (/ d,ref - / d )+ KUa f (/ d,ref - / d )dt (5.21) 
Vq,ref = K p,lq (1 q,ref -1 q)+ Ki,lq f (1 q,ref - / q )dt (5.22) 
As the first step in removing the need for tuning the six PI controller gains by trial and 
error, a modified form of the Ziegler-Nichols continuous cycling method (Ziegler and 
Nichols, 1942) was attempted, by setting all integral gains equal to zero and sequentially 
incrementing each proportional gain. However, it did not prove possible to obtain a 
state of sustained oscillation. The Zeigler-Nichols process-reaction-curve method 
(Ziegler and Nichols, 1943) also failed to produce usable values. Accordingly, the gains 
used in the following simulation are unchanged from those reported for this system by 
al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998b), in which the gains were set using expert knowledge; the 
gains used are listed in Table 5.2. 
Results of the simulations to the step inputs in weather conditions show that the 
controller is able to track the changes accurately in MPP reference voltage; a chart 
showing the responses to the step inputs is shown in Figure 5.8. 
The negative and positive step changes in MPP are of equal absolute magnitude, and the 
response of the system to the step changes is similar. The positive step change resulted 
in an overshoot of 2.28 V past the set point at an elapsed time of 48.90 x 10-3 sec. The 
peak-to-peak steady-state ripple was < 100 m V and the elapsed time to the steady state 
was 293.70 x 10-3 sec. The error integral for the transient region was ITAB = 22.53 x 10-
3 and for the steady state region lAB = 15.36 x 10-3 and ISE = 0.63 x 10-3. These metrics 
form the basis for comparison with the new controllers developed such that no expert 
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knowledge is required; the metrics are collated in Table 5.3 and compared to the other 
controllers in Table 5.9 at the end of the chapter. 
J'k (k) 
"dc,err (k) ..... 
( l: ) 
~ ..... -
ld,ref (k) 
----_ ... _._---_._._-----_._.-
Va,ref (k) 
-_._---. 
Vq,ref (k) 
.. _----.. 
Figure 5,7. Detail of controller block showing two-loop PI implementation. Setting 
Iq,re/ = 0 eliminates phase errors between reference and controlled currents. 
Table 5.2. PI controller gains tuned with expert knowledge. 
ControUer Proportional Gain (Kp) 
PI-l (Vdc) 
PI-2 (ld) 
PI-3 (lq) 
Source: al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998). 
1.0 
20.0 
20.0 
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Integral Gain (Ki) 
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30.0 
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Q) 
0) 
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Figure 5.8. 
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Simulation results for the conventional MPPT using PI controllers. Chart 
shows the response ofVdc to a positive and negative step change in Vmp (the solid square 
waveform). Good control is achieved. 
Table 5.3. Simulation performance metrics for the PI controller. 
Metric 
ITAE x 10.3 
LAE x 10.3 
ISE x 10.3 
First peak overshoot (vt 
Time to fITst peak overshoot (sec x 10·3)b 
Peak to peak steady state ripple (m V) 
Time to steady state (sec x 10·3)b 
a Difference in amplitude between response and reference. 
b Elapsed time after step input. 
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Value 
22.53 
15.36 
0.63 
2.28 
48.90 
< 100 
293.70 
5.4.3 Optimised PI Control Using Genetic Algorithms 
In this section, the design of the conventional PI controller from the previous section is 
optimised using a GA. The use of GA is now a well-established technique for optimising 
difficult non-differentiable functions (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1992) and has been 
applied to PI controller optimisation by a number of researchers in other fields (see for 
example, Porter and Jones, 1992). The application for PV plant controllers is new. 
A conceptual block diagram of the grid-connected plant appears as three blocks in the 
lower half of Figure 5.9. The first block represents the PI controller described in the 
previous section: It has non-linear dynamic inputs Vdc,ret{k), Vdc(k), Iik), and Iq(k); and 
dynamic outputs Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k). The block also takes the optimised gains for the 
three PI controllers as inputs; Kp, Vdc, Kp,Id, Kp,Iq, Ki, Vdc, Ki,ld, and Ki,Iq. The second block, 
which calculates the modulation index, has Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k) as inputs, and M(k) as its 
output. The final block-labelled plant~ontains the remaining components (including 
solar cells, three-phase inverter, three-phase transformer, d-q to 0.-13, and 0.-13 to three-
phase transforms, and the electricity grid. The plant block has M(k) as its input and 
Vdc( k+ 1), Ii... k+ 1), and Iq( k+ 1) as outputs. 
The top half of Figure 5.9 is an overview of how the PI gains are optimised. Gain 
scenarios are generated by the GA and simulations are run using the plant described in 
the previous paragraph. The objective fitness function in the centre block quantitatively 
measures the control performance during the optimisation process using the integral 
square error. 
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Figure 5.9. Conceptual block diagram of PI controller with GA optimised gains. PI 
controller blocks are from Figure 5.7. 
However, the form of ISE given in Equation (5.18) is a minimisation measure in which 
lower values indicate better performance. The GA objective fitness function requires a 
maximization measure, guaranteed to be non-negative in all instances, and expressed in 
the range [0,1] where higher values indicate better performance. The modified form in 
Equation (5.23) satisfies both requirements: 
(5.23) 
When determining the gain scenarios, the three proportional gains (KpI, K p2, Kp3 ) are 
constrained to upper and lower limits of Umin = 0.1 and Umax = 10, and the three integral 
gains (Kj}, Ki2 , K i3 ) to Umin = 1.0 and Umax = 100. These constraints were arrived at with 
knowledge of the gains used in the conventional PI controllers. It is believed that these 
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constraints will be robust and will not have to be reset for similar systems. If this is 
found not to be the case, and further experimentation does not provide better values, it 
would be possible to use an observer to set the gain constraints. 
The gains are coded as bit strings with a bit length I = 16 for all gains to ensure adequate 
precision. Goldberg (1989) recommended using a high crossover probability, a low 
mutation probability, and a moderate population size. Therefore, the probability of 
crossover Pc = 1 to ensure it takes place, the probability of mutation Pm = 0.01 to 
encourage continued wide problem space coverage, and a population of 30 individuals 
to a maximum of 100 generations were used. The initial values for the first generation 
were randomly generated from a random seed. 
The GA optimisation converged at the end of generation 9, with the individual with the 
highest fitness appearing in generation 8. The optimised gains for PI-l were Kp = 1.6 
and K; = 93.8, and the gains for PI-2 and PI-3 were Kp = 5.0 and K; = 29.6. These results 
are compared in Table 5.4 to those of al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998). The table shows 
both results have similar proportional gains for PI-} and similar integral gains for PI-2 
and PI-3; however, the optimised integral gain for PI-l is significantly greater than theirs, 
and the optimised proportional gains for PI-2 and PI-3, significantly smaller. The large 
difference between these values is due to the method of setting the parameters. AI-
Amoudi and Zhang used expert knowledge (trial and error) to tune their controller. 
They stopped when a good result was obtained, and did not continue to fine-tune the six 
gains to elicit a more optimal performance. The optimised gains from Table 5.4 are 
used in the final two-loop PI controller configuration shown in Figure 5.7 
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Results of the simulations to the step inputs in weather conditions show that the 
controller is able to track the changes accurately in MPP reference voltage; a chart 
showing the response to the step inputs is shown in Figure 5.10. 
The system has similar responses to the negative and positive step changes. The 
positive step change resulted in an overshoot of 3.57 V past the set point at an elapsed 
time of 27.90 x 10-3 sec. The peak-to-peak steady-state ripple was < 50 mV and the 
elapsed time to the steady state was 117.70 x 10-3 sec. The transient region error 
integral was ITAE = 5.48 x 10-3; and the steady state region integrals were 
IAE = 8.51 x 10-3 and ISE = 0.24 x 10-3. The integrals and other metrics for this 
controller are collated in Table 5.5, and are compared to the other controllers in Table 
5.9. 
Compared to the conventional PI controller, the GA optimised PI controller has lower 
transient and steady state error integrals, and reduced steady state ripple. As might be 
expected from the larger integral gains, the overshoot is greater, although the elapsed 
times to maximum overshoot and steady state are both shorter. The model was run 
many times, and was always able to provide a good control function of comparable, or 
better, performance to the conventional model. The significance of the work is that it is 
shown for the first time that it is indeed possible to develop systems for solar cell 
modules that do not require expert set up. 
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Table 5.4. Comparison between genetic algorithm optimised and conventionally 
tuned (Table 5.2) PI controller gains. 
Conventional a Ga Optimised 
Controller (Kp) (Ki) (Kp) (Ki) 
PI-l (Vdc) 1.0 1.5 1.6 94.0 
PI-2 (Id) 20.0 30.0 5.0 29.6 
PI-3 (/q) 20.0 30.0 5.0 29.6 
a Source: al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998). 
Table 5.5. Simulation performance metrics for the GA optimised PI controller. 
Metric 
ITAE X 10-3 
IAE X 10-3 
ISE x 10-3 
First peak overshoot (vt 
Time to frrst peak overshoot (sec x 10-3)b 
Peak to peak steady state ripple (mV) 
Time to steady state (sec x 10-3)b 
a Difference in amplitude between response and reference. 
b Elapsed time after step input. 
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Value 
5.48 
8.51 
0.24 
3.57 
27.90 
<50 
117.70 
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Figure 5.10. Simulation results for the GA optimised PI controller (solid). Chart shows 
the response of Vdc to a positive and negative step change in Vmp (the solid square 
waveform). Conventional PI controller response is shown for comparison (dotted). 
Swifter, more OSCillatory, control is achieved. 
5.4.4 Optimised FL Control 
Fu~con"ollerde~gn 
All fuzzy controllers are constrained by the 'curse of dimensionality' so-called, because 
as the number of states and outputs in a system increase, the required fuzzy rules and 
membership functions increase significantly. Early work with the four-input-two-output 
MIMO control block of the grid-connected plant in Figure 5.5, gave impractically large 
and complex rule bases and poor results. For this reason, the fuzzy controllers 
developed in this and the following section are decoupled into three simpler controllers, 
each with two inputs and one output, thus reducing both the complexity and dimensions 
of the overall FIS. 
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Although PI controllers have just two parameters to adjust and FL controllers have many, 
fuzzy systems may often provide better performance than conventional non-fuzzy 
approaches with less development cost (Tang et al., 1998). The majority of fuzzy 
implementations are the fUZZy-PI type, as fuzzy PID requires implementing a 3-D rule 
matrix, which is very difficult to visualise. In addition, looking up a 3-D rule base 
imposes relatively heavy computational demands (Li and Gatland, 1996). 
Most reported fUZZy-PI designs involve manual iterative processes based on trial and 
error and ad-hoc experience (Li and Ng, 1995). Furthermore, the fuzzy rule matrices are 
often defined in a symmetrical rule matrix of the type proposed by Mamdani and 
Assilian (1975), and rule matrices for nonlinear systems with asymmetric dynamics are 
usually pre-defined with skew-symmetry since asymmetric rule bases are difficult to 
determine heuristically (Ng and Li, 1996). 
In this section, a fuzzy PI controller replaces the conventional PI controller from 
Section 5.4.2. The fuzzy membership functions of the linguistic variables, and a more 
accurate asymmetric rule matrix, are developed using the evolutionary search 
methodology of genetic algorithms. Emphasis is thus directed at techniques not 
requiring trial and error to set up. 
The discrete implementation of a PI controller is shown in Figure 5.11a and the fuzzy 
equivalent is shown in Figure 5.11b; both can be described by 
k 
upJ (k) = K pe(k) + KJ f e(i)~t (5.24) 
;=0 
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An easier to implement derivation-and the one used in this section-is the velocity 
fonnat shown in Figure 5.11 c. The velocity format is derived by differentiating 
Equation (5.24): 
U PI (k ) = U PI (k - 1) + K p~e( k ) + K I e( k )~t (5.25) 
The integral action is provided by accumulating the change in control action ~upAk) at 
the output. In the fuzzy-PI ilnplementation, the error e(k) is differentiated before 
fuzzification and the control signal is accumulated after defuzzification. The 
differentiation can be obtained, including for the case of two consecutive errors, 
providing the sample rate is fast enough compared to the rate of change of error, which 
is the case here. In this application, the sample rate of 3150 Hz is significantly greater 
than the mains frequency of 50 Hz and the relatively slower rate of change of solar cell 
output due to changing environmental conditions. 
Figure 5.12 shows the fuzzy implementation of the control block from Figure 5.5. The 
control block has non-linear dynamic inputs Vdc,ret{k), Vdc(k), IJ...k), and Iq(k)~ and 
dynamic outputs Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k); and consists of three fuzzy PI controllers using the 
velocity format. 
Each controller consists of a central FIS (fuzzification of inputs, application of fuzzy 
control rules, and defuzzification of output) with unit delay operators and comparators at 
both input and output. A Mamdami FIS using MAX-MIN composition and centroid 
decomposition is used. 
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Figure 5.11. Implementations of PI controllers with input error e and output control 
action u. (a) Conventional digital/discrete PI controller. (b) Fuzzy PI with control action 
output. (c) Fuzzy PI with incremental control action output. 
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Figure 5.12. Detail of controller block showing decoupled fuzzy-PI implementation. 
Setting iq,rej = 0 eliminates phase errors between reference and controlled currents. 
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A conceptual block diagram of the grid-connected plant appears as three blocks in the 
lower half of Figure 5.13. The first block represents the FL controller from Figure 5.12. 
Additional inputs to the block are the optimised rule matrices for each the three fuzzy PI 
controllers, as well as their optimised input and output term sets (E, dE, dU), 
corresponding to linguistic variables (E, dE, dU)o The second block, which calculates 
the modulation index, has Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k) as inputs, and M(k) as its output. The 
final block-labelled plant--contains the remaining components (including solar cells, 
three-phase inverter, three-phase transformer, d-q to a-(3, and a-(3 to three-phase 
transforms, and the electricity grid. The plant block has M(k) as its input and Vdc(k+ 1), 
I"k+ 1), and Iq(k+ 1) as outputs. 
~------------
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FL Controlled Plant 
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Rule &Term Set i 
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Figure 5.13. Conceptual block diagram of FL controller with GA optimised term sets. 
Decoupled fuzzy logic controller blocks are from Figure 5.12. 
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The top half of Figure 5.13 is an overview of how the fuzzy rule matrices and teon sets 
are optimised. The GA generates various rule and term-set scenarios and simulations are 
run using the plant described in the previous paragraph. The objective fitness function 
in the centre block quantitatively measures the control performance during the 
optimisation process using the modified ISE from Equation (5.23). Once the GA has 
converged, the optimised rule matrices and term sets are applied to the on-line FL 
controller. 
When constructing the fuzzy rule matrices and term sets, the GA provides the parameter 
values but the algorithm to interpret the values relies on expert knowledge. Fuzzy logic 
controllers saturate outside their universe of discourse (UOD); therefore, the linguistic 
variable UOD limits are set using expert knowledge of the range of errors, change of 
errors, and change in control signals throughout the system. This expert knowledge 
derives from observing the system when controlled by the conventional PI controller. 
Expert knowledge of a different kind is also used in deteonining the overlap of 
membership functions within a linguistic variable. It is important that the UOD of a 
linguistic variable is fully covered by at least two membership functions: If membership 
functions do not overlap then two rules cannot be activated at the same time and the set 
point cannot be reached. In addition, if the functions do overlap, but the "Small~' 
membership functions either side of "About Zero" do not touch at JlAZ = 1, then the 
system will not reach the set point because the only rule activated for small values will 
be IF a IS AZ AND b IS AZ TIIEN ~c IS AZ, resulting in a static control signal. 
As with the GA optimised PI controller (Section 5.4.3), expert knowledge has been used 
to set up the constraints for the model, and the caveat about constraints made in that 
section applies here as well. The intention is that once set up, similar systems can be 
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built and used in a wide variety of environments without any further recourse to expert 
knowledge. This is important for widespread take-up of the technology. 
Each fuzzy PI controller consists of three linguistic variables normalised to the range 
[-1, 1], each having a normalised term set consisting of five membership functions (NB, 
NS, AZ, PS, P B), where NB is negative big, NS is negative small, AZ is about zero, PS is 
positive small, and PB is positive big. Initially, AZ = 0 and the remainder are 
symmetrical about AZ such that NB = -PB, NS = -PS. Membership functions NS, AZ, 
and PS are triangular and NB and P B are trapezoidal; the limits of NB and P B are also 
the limits of the normalised DOD, iRmin = -1 and iRmax = 1. 
The GA generates normalised apex values for the positive fuzzy sets PS and PB, and an 
offset -0.5 < ~ < 0.5 for each of the three normalised term sets (E, dE, dU). It also 
populates the fuzzy rule matrices for each linguistic variable. 
The construction of a term set from the positive apex values and the offset can be 
explained with the aid of Figure 5.14 by considering the general case of linguistic 
variable X with term set X = [NB, NS, AZ, PS, PB] over DOD iR(X). The procedure has 
five steps: 
CD f.1AZ = 1 and f.1ps = 0 at X = 0, 
~ f.1AZ = f.1PB = 0 at f.1ps = 1, 
@ f.1ps = 0 at f.1PB = 1, 
@ NB = -PB, NS = -PS, and iRmin = -91max 
® X=X+~. 
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Figure 5.14. Fuzzy term set construction. The diagram illustrates the jive-step process 
by which the term sets for linguistic variable X in universe of discourse 9l(X) can be 
constructed from the apex values for triangular fuzzy sets PS, and P B. 
The term-set offset AX applied in step ~ allows an asymmetric dimension to the 
membership functions, while the mirroring of PS and PB to NS and NB minimises 
genetic coding. Asymmetric dynamics in the rule matrices are achieved by populating 
the 2-D matrices with the GA. 
The GA is coded with a bit string comprising 2 membership-function values and 1 term-
set offset for each of the 9 term sets, and 25 rules for each of the 3 linguistic variables. 
The 25 rules in each rule matrix map to 5 output membership functions~ the upper and 
lower limits for coding rules are therefore UnUn = 1 and Umax = 5. The membership 
function limits are UnUn = 0 and Umax = 1 to allow the term-set construction algorithm to 
cover the normalised range [-1, 1]. The term-set offset limits are UnUn = -0.5 and 
Umax = 0.5 to ensure the DOD is still populated after applying the offset. 
Following Goldberg (1989), the GA is run with a population of 50 individuals to a 
maximum of 100 generations. Crossover and mutation probabilities are Pc = 1 and 
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Pm = 0.01. The first generations were populated with random values generated from a 
random seed. 
Several optimisation runs were carried out. Each started with different (random) initial 
conditions yet finished with very similar values. In the run presented here, the GA 
converged at the end of generation 31, and the individual with the highest fitness 
appeared in generation 17. The GA optimised membership functions for this run are 
shown in Figure 5.15, and the rule matrices in Table 5.6. These membership functions 
and rule matrices make up the fuzzy inference system and are integrated into the final 
decoupled fuzzy-PI controller shown in Figure 5.12. 
NB NS AZ PS PB 
lIl)(X] 
-1 0 1 
(a) 
NB NS AZ PS PB 
(I~ 'ttM~1 
(1~k<>J~1 
( I'--------.L.II.LL.J.----...II 
-1 0 1 
(b) 
NB NS AZ PS PB 
o 1 
(c) 
Figure 5.15. Fuzzy membership functions after GA optimisation. (a) FL-1 (Vdc). (b) 
FL-2 (fd). (c) FL-3 (lq). p: degree of membership. E: error. dE: change in error. dU: 
change in output. NB: negative big. NS: negative small. AZ: about zero. PS: positive 
small. PB: positive big. 
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Table 5.6. Fuzzy rule matrices after GA optimisation. 
FL-l (Vdc) FL-2 (Id) FL-3 (Iq) 
dE dE dE 
S8 NS AZ PS PB NB NS AZ PS PB NB NS AZ PS PB 
}\'B NB NB Al PB PB NB NS NS PS PB Al PS Al Al AZ 
ss NB NB /I/S PS PS NB NS NS NS AZ NB NB AZ AZ PS 
~ .-tZ .vB NS AZ PB PS PB AZ AZ PS PS NB NS AZ PS PB 
PS .\'B PS Al NB AZ PS NS AZ AZ PS AZ NS NS AZ PS 
PB NB AZ AZ AZ NS NB PS NS PS AZ NB AZ AZ PB PB 
Legend. E: error. dE: change in error. dU: change in output. NB: negative big. NS: negative small. AZ: about zero. 
PS: positive small. PB: positive big. 
Results of the fuzzy logic simulation 
Figure 5.16 shows the response of the system to step inputs in weather conditions. The 
controller is able accurately to track the changes in MPP reference voltage. 
Both negative and positive step changes produced similar system responses. The 
positive step change resulted in an overshoot of 3.55 V past the set point at an elapsed 
time of 51.40 x 10-3 sec. The peak-to-peak steady-state ripple was < 120 mV and the 
elapsed time to the steady state was 247.20 x 10-3 sec. The transient region error 
integral was IT AE = 19.64 x 10-3, and the steady state region integrals were 
lAB = 56.74 x 10-3 and ISE = 9.05 x 10-3. The integrals and other metrics for this 
controller are collated in Table 5.7, and are compared to the other controllers in Table 
5.9. 
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Table 5.7. Simulation performance metrics for the GA optimised FL controller. 
Metric 
ITAE x 10-3 
IAE x 10-3 
ISE x 10-3 
First peak overshoot (vt 
Time to first peak overshoot (sec x 10-3)b 
Peak to peak steady state ripple (m V) 
Time to steady state (sec x 10-3)b 
: Difference in amplitude between response and reference. 
Elapsed time after step input. 
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Figure 5.16. Simulation results for the GA optimised FL controller (solid). Chart shows 
the response of Vdc to a positive and negative step change in Vmp (the solid square 
waveform). Conventional PI controller response is shownfor comparison (dotted). The 
response is more OSCillatory than the conventional controller. 
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If a fuzzy rule base is mapped to its discrete space state, intuitively, the state trajectory 
of the controlled system follows a path through the matrix of control rules. Movement 
from rule( t) to rule( t + 1) will depend on the system response to the control-variable 
fuzzy subset at time (t). 
Where the path through the rule base causes movement from one subset of a control 
variable to a logically adjacent subset (e.g., from NB to NS), a smooth system response 
could be expected. However, where movement is to a logically non-adjacent control-
variable subset (e.g., from NB to PS), a more oscillatory response could result. 
The rule matrices in Table 5.6 confirm this expectation, especially the reglon 
surrounding the central steady-state AZ consequent for matrix FL-l (the matrix for the 
outer voltage-loop controller), which has several logically non-adjacent control-variable 
subsets. 
It can be seen that the GA optimised FL controller is more oscillatory than the 
conventional PI controller, especially in the transient region, and also has slightly higher 
steady-state ripple. However, despite the more oscillatory response, the GA optimised FL 
controller has similar transient error integrals and slightly shorter times to achieving 
steady-state. The amount of overshoot and elapsed time to maximum overshoot are 
slightly greater. If the oscillations need to be reduced to fine tune a specific controller, 
then the metric weightings can be adjusted, either by attempting manually to 'tweak' the 
parameters of the fitness function, thereby requiring an input of expert knowledge, or 
automatically, which would require the addition of an additional layer of complexity to 
the fitness function. 
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The GA-FL model was run several times with different initial conditions; the final values 
were similar, and achieved a satisfactory control function without further inputs of 
expert knowledge. 
5.4.5 Neuro-Fuzzy Control 
This section describes the first known implementation for the control of solar cell arrays 
by neuro-fuzzy controllers known as ANFIS (adaptive network-based fuzzy inference 
system) (Jang, 1993). These replace the PI controllers from the conventional controller 
in Section 5.4.2. The neuro-fuzzy system is an adaptive network functionally equivalent 
to a first-order Sugeno FIS (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985). It uses a hybrid-learning rule 
combining back-propagation gradient descent, and a least-squares algorithm to identify 
and optimize the system's linear and non-linear parameters respectively. As before, the 
motivation is to remove the need for expert knowledge in tuning the controllers whilst 
achieving good performance. 
The ANFIS training and testing data sets use measured input-output data from the 
conventional PI controller. Data sets were collected for each of the three ANFIS 
subsystems. Each data set consists of 5000 randomly selected patterns collected under 
randomly changing input conditions, and each pattern consists of two input and one 
output value. The data sets for ANFIs-l consisted of (Vdc,err, dVdc,err, d1d,ref), ANFIs-2 of 
(ld,err, d1d,err, dVd,ref), and ANFIs-3 of (lq,err, dlq,err, dVq,ref). Prior to training, the data sets 
for each subsystem were normalised to the range [-3,3]. During training, the ANFIS 
attempts to fit the training data to a Sugeno type FIS using 2n rules where n is the number 
of membership functions (see section 3.5.2 for implementation details). It is desirable to 
avoid an excessive computational overhead by selecting as few membership functions as 
are necessary to train the network successfully, and to ensure that over fitting of the 
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networks does not occur, by training until the root mean squared error of test data starts 
to increase. 
For each ANFIS subsystem in Figure 5.17, three membership functions are associated 
with each input, producing a network with 18 non-linear premise parameters updated 
with back propagation, and 27 linear consequent parameters updated with least squares. 
In each network, these parameters lead to 2 3 = 9 rules, of the form IF x IS Aj AND Y IS Bk 
THEN/; = PiX + qiY +ri; where x is the error input (Vdc,err, ld,err, lq,err) for a given network, 
and y is its change-in-error input (dVdc,err, dld,err, dlq,err). Aj is an antecedent fuzzy set for 
the error inputs,j = [1, 3]; and Bk the antecedent fuzzy set for the change-in-error inputs, 
k = [1, 3]. The linear combination of the consequent parameters p, q, and r, i = [1, 9], 
gives the single output from each network; which for ANFIs-1, is the change in reference 
input to ANFIS-2; and for ANFIs-2 and ANFIS-3, are the changes in the d and q 
components of the voltage reference for the subsequent modulation index calculation 
(Figure 5.5). Figure 5.17 shows how the final neuro-fuzzy controllers are integrated into 
the control block from Figure 5.5. The control block has non-linear dynamic inputs 
Vdc,ret{k) , Vdc(k), lelk), and lq(k); and dynamic outputs Vd,ret{k) and Vq,ret{k); and consists 
of the three neuro-fuzzy PI controllers using the velocity format of Equation (5.25). 
Results of the simulations to step inputs in the weather conditions show that the 
controller is able to track the changes in MPP reference voltage accurately; a chart 
showing the response to the step inputs is shown in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.17. Detail of controller block showing decoupled neuro-fuzzy PI 
implementation. Setting iq,rej = 0 eliminates phase errors between reference and 
controlled currents. 
Similar system responses to the negative and positive step changes were found. The 
positive step change resulted in an overshoot of 1.02 V past the set point at an elapsed 
time of 46.30 x 10-3 sec. The peak-to-peak steady-state ripple was < 50 mV and the 
elapsed time to the steady state was 144.40 x 10-3 sec. The transient region error 
integral was ITAE = 4.35 x 10-3, and the steady state region integrals were 
IAE = 7.29 x 10-3 and ISE = 0.17 x 10-3. These integrals along with the other metrics for 
this controller are collated in Table 5.8, and are compared to the other controllers in 
Table 5.9. 
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Table 5.8. Simulation performance metrics for the neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) controller. 
Metric 
ITAE x 10.3 
IAE x 10.3 
ISE x 10.3 
First peak overshoot (vt 
Time to first peak overshoot (sec x 10·3)b 
Peak to peak steady state ripple (m V) 
Time to steady state (sec x 10·3)b 
a Difference in amplitude between response and reference. 
b Elapsed time after step input. 
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Figure 5,18. Simulation results for the neuro-fuzzy controller (solid). Chart shows the 
response of Vdc to a positive and negative step change in Vmp (the solid square 
waveform). Conventional PI controller response is shown for comparison (dotted). The 
response is faster and has less overshoot than the conventional controller. 
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Compared to the conventional PI controller, the neuro-fuzzy controller has lower 
transient and steady state error integrals, and reduced steady state ripple. Although the 
initial steeper slope of its response suggests that the conventional PI controller responds 
faster, the neuro-fuzzy controller has significantly reduced overshoot and hence shorter 
elapsed times to maximum overshoot and steady state. 
The controller was trained with different data, thus testing the method under different 
initial conditions: the results were similar. The controller provided a good control 
function, and did so without the need for additional expert knowledge. 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, several new soft-computing-based control methods for connecting solar 
cells to the electricity grid via three-phase SVM voltage-source inverters were proposed 
and developed. After summarising the theory of SVM and describing the grid-connected 
pv plant used in the simulations, an equivalent circuit of the plant was presented. The 
equivalent circuit and SVM theory were then used to fonnu1ate a mathematical model of 
the plant for use in the simulations. The new soft-computing-based controllers 
developed were a GA optimised PI controller, a GA optimised FL controller, and a neuro-
fuzzy controller. The performances of the new controllers were compared to that of a 
conventional control approach using PI controllers. 
The simulations were evaluated with a number of quantitative measures of control 
performance~ these metrics have been compiled in Table 5.9, and the transient response 
of each controller to the positive step input is shown in Figure 5.19. 
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Comparing the performance criteria obtained for the different controllers: 
• Transient error integrals: The GA-PI transient parameters provided the lowest 
measures overall. However, the ITAE result of 0.004 for the ANFIS controller 
compared to 0.022 for the PI controller demonstrates that the ANFIS controller 
reduced any residual errors faster than the other controllers. This is because the 
ITAE penalizes persistent errors (see for example the excellent transient 
behaviour shown in Figure 5.18 for the ANFIS controller). 
• Steady State Error: The table demonstrates that the ANFIS controller provided 
less steady state errors as measured by both the lAB (0.007 compared to 0.015) 
and ISE (0.0017 compared to 0.0063) criteria. 
• Overshoot: The ANFIS controller had half the overshoot compared to the PI 
controller (1.02V compared to 2.28V). The fastest response was for the GA-PI 
system. Note the speed of all the controllers is believed to be good enough for 
PV control, and thus we can neglect this parameter in terms of any choice of 
system. 
• Steady State Performance: All systems showed good steady state behaviour, 
with the ANFIS and GA-PI system providing less than 50m V peak-to-peak ripple 
compared to 100m V peak-to-peak ripple for the conventional PI system. 
Both the performance metrics and the comparative chart show that all three new 
controllers performed well. Significantly, all three controllers were able to operate 
without further recourse to expert knowledge. This is a major improvement on current 
methodologies, and is also a significant enabler for the widespread adoption of the 
technology. Further, being general in scope, it is an improvement on previously 
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published work, which required expert knowledge (i.e., trial and error) for the setting up 
of the parameter gains of specific systems. 
Based on the performance metrics, the GA optimized FL controller gave results 
comparable to the conventional PI controller, although the comparative chart shows its 
transient response to be more oscillatory and small excursions away from the set point 
are evident. These oscillations can be reduced if required by giving them a higher 
weighting in the metrics used to determine the controllers by the objective fitness 
function. The performance of the neuro-fuzzy and the GA optimised PI controller were 
superior to the conventional PI controller; both had significantly less steady-state ripple, 
and in addition, reached steady state faster and had lower error integrals. 
Overall, the GA optimised PI controller and the neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) controller gave the 
best and comparable results, with the latter being slightly better in terms of transient 
response. It had the lowest transient IT AE, the smallest overshoot, and the second fastest 
settling time; most importantly, however, it had the lowest steady state error integrals. 
The simulation results indicate that the controller meets all the requirements for MPP 
tracking of PV plants where fast response, and minimisation of low-level losses caused 
by oscillations around the reference point, is of particular importance. 
The metric that is of the most importance for this research, however, is the ability for the 
controller to function with reasonable performance without the need for expert 
knowledge. The widespread adoption of the technology requires that systems can be set 
up and be operated reliably in remote and often harsh conditions, and that this can be 
achieved with little or no input from expensive and scarce human resources. Based 
upon this metric, the author believes that the neuro-fuzzy controller showed the most 
promise. On the whole, the responses obtained had the best transient behaviour, and the 
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accuracIes were good. Consequently, it is the neural-fuzzy controller that will be 
pursued further in Chapter 6, where it is combined with the new solar cell models from 
Chapter 4. 
Table 5.9. Simulation performance metrics for all controllers. 
Controller Type 
PI GA-PI GA-FL ANFIS 
Transient E"or Integrals 
ITAE x 10.3 22.53 5.48 19.64 4.35 
Steady State E"or Integrals 
IAE x 10.3 15.36 8.51 56.74 7.29 
ISE x 10.3 0.63 0.24 9.05 0.17 
Overshoot 
First peak overshoot (vt 2.28 3.57 3.55 1.02 
Time to first peak (sec x 10·3)b 48.90 27.90 51.40 46.30 
Steady State 
Peak to peak steady state ripple (mV) < 100 < 50 < 120 < 50 
Time to steady state (sec x 10·3)b 293.70 117.70 247.20 144.40 
a Difference in amplitude between response and reference. 
b Elapsed time after step input. 
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Figure 5.19. Simulation results for all controllers. Chart shows transient region of 
positive step responses. PI: dotted. GA-PI: long dash. GA-FL: short dash. ANFIS: solid. 
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Chapter 6 
Model-Based Control of Solar Cells 
The model-based controllers developed in this chapter are based on the models 
developed in Chapter 4 and the controller of Chapter 5. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
As their name implies, model-based controllers have two principle components: a model 
and a controller. The study of these individual components was the subject of the two 
previous chapters, in which new approaches to modelling and controlling solar cells 
were investigated. 
Two new solar-cell modelling techniques were developed in Chapter 4, using data from 
two PV power-generating plants: Plant A, which had extensive data upon which to draw, 
and Plant B, which only had a few data sets. The new grid-interpolation data pre-
processing technique applied to an RBFN model was shown to give better results than the 
conventional model when more data are available, and when fewer, the new neuro-fuzzy 
coordinate-translation technique gave the better results. New controllers for grid-
connected space-vector-modulated (SVM) solar cells were developed in Chapter 5, and 
their responses to step inputs evaluated. Of the new controllers, the neuro-fuzzy model 
gave the best results. 
In this chapter, having already demonstrated the advantages of certain models and 
controllers over others, the best models from Chapters 4 are combined with the best 
controller from Chapter 5 to form new model based controllers. By "best", it is meant 
the most likely candidates that would enable the widespread adoption of the technology 
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for improving efficiency in PV power plants. The new model-based controllers thus 
formed, are applied in a system context to control Plants A and B connected in 
simulation to the grid. The new model-based controllers are compared to the 
conventional-model PI-controller combination. 
6.2 SIMULATION SETUP 
6.2.1 System Components 
The systems to be simulated are described by the generic system block diagram of 
Figure 6.1. This shows a PV plant connected to the grid using a three-phase SVM power 
converter and three-phase transformer. A controller generates the modulation index for 
the SVM, and a model of the PV plant provides the controller set point. 
Grid 
---
D lout 
.1 -.. I I 1 --I I I I I - - -- ~ 
I I I I I C 3-Phase 3-Phase 
I I I I I PV == Vout Inverter 
, Transformer 
c-lI{llll 
I I I I I Array II ->0. I 3- ,. 
G D Tc 
~ PV 
V
rif M 
~ Controller - SVM 
.. Model ~ 
Figure 6.1. Block diagram of model-based control of grid-connected systems. Solar 
radiation (G) and cell temperature (Tc) are measured and input into both the model and 
the photovoltaic (Pv) array. The controller set point Vre/ is used to generate a 
modulation index Mfor controlling the 3-phase inverter via the space-vector-modulator 
(sVM). 
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Plant A consists 120 modules arranged in four parallel strings of 30 series-connected 
modules. Plant B consists a single string of 36 series-connected modules. The 
characteristics of the modules under standard test conditions are given in Table 4.1. 
6.2.2 Measured Data 
The solar-radiation ambient-temperature weather conditions used as inputs to the plants 
are from the measured data described in Section 4.2.3. The weather data and associated 
I-V curves for Plant A are measured hourly, and for Plant B every 15 minutes. Selected 
weather conditions for Plant A are shown in Figure 6.2, and for Plant B in Figure 6.3. 
The criterion for selecting weather conditions was to ensure full coverage of the useful 
range of solar radiation and temperatures for each plant are obtained. The reason this 
non-contiguous data are used, is that many minutes of weather data exist between the 
selected conditions, and to simulate for the entire data set would require an excessive 
amount of storage space. Therefore, for simulation purposes, each input of the "weather 
profiles" in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is applied for 50 cycles (i.e., for one second) of the grid 
as this was found to be sufficient for steady state to be reached. 
6.2.3 Model and Controller Configuration 
The controller component of the soft-computing model-based control system for both 
plants is the neuro-fuzzy ANFIS controller developed in Section 5.4.5. For Plant A, the 
controller set points are provided by the new RBFN solar cell model developed in Section 
4.3.1. For Plant B, the new ANFIS solar cell model developed in Section 4.3.2 provides 
the set points. Data set selection, model architecture, training methods, and model 
validation, all proceed according to the methods previously developed and described in 
those sections. 
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Figure 6.2. Weather conditions used as inputs to solar cell models and control 
simulations for Plant A. ( a) Solar radiation. (b) Ambient temperature. 
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Figure 6.3. Weather conditions used as inputs to solar cell models and control 
simulations for Plant B. ( a) Solar radiation. (b) Cell temperature. 
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The conventional model-based control of both plants consists of the PI controller 
described in Section 5.4.2, with the set points provided by the conventional model 
discussed in Section 4.2. Controller gains and model parameters are unchanged. 
6.3 EFFECT OF MODELLING ERROR ON SYSTEM OUTPUT 
With reference to Figure 6.1, the model in a model-based controller provides the set 
point (Vrej) for the controller to track. It is therefore axiomatic that the overall accuracy 
of the control function, and hence efficiency of the system, fundamentally depends on 
the accuracy of the model. Accurate and fast tracking response cannot compensate for 
inaccurate set-point generation. 
In Chapter 5, step inputs of weather conditions were applied to PV plants, and both set 
point and feedback were derived from the same modelled I-V curves (see Figure 5.5). 
The simulations followed the approach taken elsewhere, for example, Hiyama and 
Kitabayashi (1997), al-Amoudi and Zhang (1998a), Ro and Rahman (1998). The 
approach is good for developing tracking techniques, but is deficient for simulating the 
response of real plant. 
A more realistic approach is to use the output from both the real PV arrays and the PV 
model in the simulations as shown in Figure 6.1. This is the approach taken in this 
chapter. In this realistic simulation method, measured weather conditions are applied as 
inputs to the system, the set point is provided by the model, and the PV output is found 
from the measured I-Vdata recorded under the input conditions. 
The importance that the modelling component of model-based controllers has in PV 
applications is illustrated in Figure 6.4 using P-V curves from two PV plants. Each chart 
has two P-v curves; the dashed curve is predicted by the model P mocA V), and the solid 
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curve is measured data P meas( V) and so represents actual plant. The MPP of the actual 
plant gives the maximum power P max that can be obtained from the plant. The label MPP' 
is the maximum power P'max that the model predicts can be obtained, and the voltage at 
that point V(P'max) is the controller reference voltage Vrej (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.4). 
The power corresponding to Vrej is Prej (i.e., P(Vrej) or alternatively, P(V(P'max)), and is 
found by projecting a line parallel to the power axis from the modelled curve PmocAV) 
onto the measured curve Pmeas( V). The actual output power P oui..!) obtained (derived 
from Vo and 10 in Figure 6.1) will vary on P measCV) around Prej as a result of the 
controller tracking action in following Vref If the model does not characterise the array 
well (as illustrated in Figure 6.4b) the actual system output power P ouit) will be very 
much less than the maximum obtainable output power P max. 
The simulations described here use the actual output of a PV array as provided by real 
measurement data, and the predicted output from PV models (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.4). 
This is distinct from simulations in previously published work in which the same 
simulated data is used for both model and plant (Figure 5.5), and is therefore not 
exposed to the possibility of inaccurate data being supplied by suppliers. This represents 
a new and much more challenging test for the simulation of PV plants in that it is closer 
to reality, since in real systems, the plants are controlled, and the controller operates on 
the actual PV system output. 
In Part (a) of Figure 6.4, example measured and conventionally modelled P-vcurves for 
Plant A are shown. The MPP' projection shows that an error exists between the voltages 
at the measured and modelled maximum power points V(P max) - V(P'max), but once the 
voltage at the predicted maximum power V(P'max), has been projected onto the measured 
data, only a small error in system output power results (P max - P rej). 
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In Part (b) of Figure 6.4, P-V curves for an additional plant are shown. The plant, 
designated Plant C for the purposes of this discussion, is only introduced at this point to 
serve as a real life example of the errors that can result from inaccurate modelling, and is 
not used in the simulations that follow this section. The plant is a stand-alone PV plant 
in central Saudi Arabia, and serves as the power source for a small desalination plant 
that provides drinking water to a small village in a remote location. The plant consists 
of two parallel strings of 12 series-connected modules of 36 cells, and does not use a 
model-based controller. The modelled P-V curve in Figure 6.4(b), was generated by the 
conventional model using data supplied by the manufacturer. The predicted voltage 
V(P'max) at MPP' for Plant C does not project onto the measured data until well away 
from V(P max), resulting in a large system output error (P max - Prej). 
The examples highlight the disproportionately large role models can play in the overall 
accuracy of a controller. As long as the difference between modelled and measured set-
point voltage is such that the modelled voltage projects onto the plateau of the measured 
P-V curve, then although the corresponding difference between the modelled and 
measured powers is important for system design purposes, it plays little or no role in 
tracking the MPP. 
The error in the predicted control voltage set point is given by: 
(6.1) 
The corresponding error in the predicted output power is given by: 
(6.2) 
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The tracking error induced by imperfections in the controller is given by: 
(6.3) 
where Pre/t) is the value obtained by projecting the reference voltage V(P'max) at MPP' 
from the predicted characteristic curve P mol... V), parallel to the power axis, onto the 
actual array output PmeruCv) as a function of time (see Figure 6.4). 
Analysis of the above three error terms provides information on the relative 
contributions of the model and controller to the overall errors. 
Similarly, the all-important efficiency of the PV plant with respect to its maximum 
possible operating power can be estimated from the simulation results, and is given by: 
(6.4) 
Where P max(t) is the maximum available power from the solar cell as a function of time, 
and P outCt) is the actual power output (see Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.4). 
6.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
This section presents results of the model-based control simulations. The results for 
Plant A are shown in Figure 6.5 for the soft-computing controller, and in Figure 6.6 for 
the conventional system controller. Figure 6.7 shows the soft-computing controller 
results for Plant B, and Figure 6.8 the conventional system results. An error analysis is 
then presented. 
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6.4.1 Plant A - Simulated with RBFN Model and ANFIS Controller 
The simulation for Plant A (many data) used the RBFN model with the new grid-
interpolation pre-processor together with the ANFIS controller, because these gave the 
best modelling results in Chapter 4 and the best control function from Chapter 5. 
Figure 6.5(a) shows the voltage simulation results of the soft-computing model-based 
controller for Plant A for the various weather conditions shown in Figure 6.2. The 
voltage set points V(P'mar) predicted by the RBFN model match the measured voltages 
V(P mar) at the MPP very closely. The ANFIS controller very accurately tracks the 
predicted set points; the overshoots are very small, steady-state values are achieved 
quickly, and oscillations around the operating point are negligible. Figure 6.5(b) shows 
the equivalent power simulation results; the predicted system maximum output P'mar(t) 
very closely matches the measured MPP, and the actual system output power Poult) has 
negligible offset from the measured maximum possible output power P mar(t). 
In Part (a) of Figure 6.6, in which the simulation results for the conventional model-
based controller for Plant A are shown, the voltage set points V(P'mar) predicted by the 
conventional model are consistently much higher than the measured ~P voltage 
V(P mar). The conventional controller is able to track the set point accurately; however, 
there are large overshoots with consequently long settling times to reach steady-state. In 
Part (b), the predicted maximum output powers P'max(t) are much higher than the 
measured MPP values P mar(t), but the actual output powers Poult) are slightly lower. 
This indicates that when the modelled MPP' voltages are projected from the modelled P-v 
curve P mod onto the measured data P meas they do so slightly off the P-v curve plateaux, 
and the prediction error P mar - P'mar is large enough to influence output power. 
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The modelling and control errors compiled in Table 6.1 are derived from Equations (6.1) 
to (6.4). The soft-computing model-based controller had smaller percentage modelling 
and control errors than the conventional model-based controller for each weather 
condition studied. Using the mean percentage errors for discussion purposes: 
• oV - Mean voltage set points. The voltage set points V(P'max) generated by the 
RBFN soft-computing model had a mean difference from the measured data 
V(P max) of 0.16% compared to a mean difference for the conventional model of 
2.520/0. 
• oP - Mean modelled power at the voltage set points. The differences in 
modelled voltage set points from the measured MPP values were reflected in the 
system output power predictions P'max. The mean soft-computing predictions 
differed by 0.51 % from the measured data P max, but the mean conventional 
predictions differed by 5.19%. 
• oPe - Mean controller tracking. The controllers tracked their voltage set points 
accurately, giving rise to mean percentage errors between the system output 
powers Pout and Pre! [the powers projected by V(P'max) onto Pmeas(V)] of 0.01% 
for the soft-computing system, and 0.02% for the conventional system. 
• £ - Mean modelled efficiency. In both the soft-computing system and the 
conventional system, the final system outputs Pout were much more efficient than 
had been expected. Importantly, the new soft-computing controller gave a mean 
efficiency of99.99% compared to 99.54% for the conventional controller. 
These results suggest that the RBFN model can generate controller set points that are 
more accurate than those generated by the conventional model. In addition, they show 
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that very accurate design decisions can be made for plants with many data using the 
RBFN model, whereas the conventional model may be a poor predictor of a system's 
power generation capability. Both controllers followed the set points accurately, but the 
overshoot, settling time, and steady-state oscillation criteria, showed the ANFIS controller 
performed best. Overall, the combined RBFN-ANFIS model-based controller provided the 
better solution for Plant A, mainly as results of improved set-point generation, and 
resulted in negligible output power loss. 
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Table 6.1. Modelling and control errors expressed as percentages for Plant A for the 
weather profile shown in Figure 6.2. 
Conventional System Soft-Computing System 
Weather 
ProfIle 
Input av ap aPe av ap aPe 
1 2.37 4.93 0.01 99.41 0.29 0.06 0.00 100 
2 2.16 5.10 0.02 99.53 0.04 0.91 0.00 100 
3 2.45 5.56 0.02 99.50 0.33 1.03 0.02 99.99 
2.23 4.93 0.03 99.65 0.15 0.45 0.02 100 
5 2.04 4.55 0.01 99.67 0.10 0.41 0.00 99.99 
6 3.24 5.74 0.03 99.21 0.10 0.53 0.00 99.98 
7 2.51 5.84 0.01 99.67 0.04 0.31 0.02 100 
8 3.15 4.82 0.02 99.68 0.27 0.41 0.01 100 
Min 2.04 4.55 0.01 99.68 0.04 0.06 0.00 100 
Max 3.24 5.84 0.03 99.21 0.33 l.03 0.02 99.98 
Mean 2.52 5.19 0.02 99.54 0.16 0.51 0.01 99.99 
OJ!, the mean voltage set points; QP, the mean modelled power at the voltage set points; oP c> the mean controller 
tracking, and 6, the mean modelled efficiency, are defined in Equations (6.1) to (6.4). 
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6.4.2 Plant B - Simulated with ANFIS Model and ANFIS Controller 
The simulation for Plant B (few data) used the ANFIS model with the 2.variable 
coordinate translation together with the ANFIS controller because these gave the best 
modelling results for plants with few data in Chapter 4 and the best control function 
from Chapter 5. 
Figure 6.7(a) shows the simulation results of the soft-computing model-based controller 
for Plant B for the weather profile in Figure 6.3. Most of the voltage set points V(P'max) 
generated by the ANFIS soft-computing model P mocA V) accurately match those of the 
measured voltages V(P max) at the MPp~ there is however, a less accurate, but adequate 
prediction which occurred at weather condition 5, a period of very high temperature and 
solar radiation. The ANFIS controller tracks the set points very accurately with small 
overshoots, fast settling times, and minimal oscillations around the steady-state values. 
In Part (b), the ANFIS model predicts the measured output power accurately, including 
the condition where the set point was less accurate. The actual system output power 
p ou/J) is only marginally less than the measured maximum possible output power 
Pmax(t). 
Figure 6.8(a) shows the equivalent simulation results for the conventional model-based 
controller for Plant B. Although the voltage set points V(P'max) predicted by the 
conventional model P mocA V) are at the approximate magnitude of the measured data 
V(P max), they fail to follow the rise and fall of the measured data. The controller 
manages to track its set point accurately; however, it suffers from large overshoots and 
long times to achieve steady state. In Part (b), the power P'max at the predicted MPP' are 
consistently significantly higher than the measured values P max. The actual system 
output Pout varies between large power shortfalls and acceptable accuracy. This 
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significant influence on the output power indicates that the size of the prediction error 
Pmax - P'max is large enough to cause the modelled MPP' voltages V(P'max) to be projected 
from the modelled P-v curve P moJ V) somewhat below the plateau of the measured p-v 
curves Pmeas( V). 
From Table 6.2, it can be seen that for the most of the compilation, the percentage 
modelling and control errors for the soft-computing model-based controller were smaller 
than those of the conventional model-based controller for each weather condition 
studied. Again, using the mean percentage errors (Equations (6.1) to (6.4)) for 
discussion purposes: 
• SV - Mean voltage set points. The voltage set points V(P'max) generated by the 
ANFIS soft-computing model had a mean difference from the measured data 
V(Pmax) of 1.91% compared to a mean difference of 5.93% for the conventional 
model. 
• SP - Mean modelled power at the voltage set points. The mean difference 
between the measured MPP and that predicted by the model P'max was 3.94%, but 
the poor performance of the conventional model produced a difference between 
its predictions and the measured MPP of21.45%. 
• SP c - Mean controller tracking. Both controllers tracked the voltage set points 
accurately, and gave rise to mean percentage errors between the final system 
output powers Pout and Pre! [the powers projected by V(P'max) onto Pmealv)] of 
0.02% for the soft-computing system, and 0.04% for the conventional system. 
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• E - Mean modelled efficiency. Projecting the predicted voltages V(P'mlR) at the 
MPP' onto the measured data gave errors between the projected Pre/and measured 
P mlR maximum powers of 99.650/0 for the soft-computing model compared to 
96.27% for the conventional model. Note however, that these mean results mask 
the true impact of the results, which is the subject of the next section. 
The error analysis for this plant shows that the controller set points generated by the 
ANFIS model were more accurate than those generated by the conventional model. 
Although both controllers accurately tracked the set points, the overshoot, settling time, 
and steady-state oscillations, indicate the ANFIS controller achieved better performance. 
In addition, the results suggest that useful design decisions can be made for plants with 
few data using the ANFIS model. The results also showed that the conventional model 
can produce unacceptably high power generation design estimations, resulting in a 
significant under performance of the system. Overall, the combined ANFIS-ANFIS model-
based controller provided the better solution for Plant B (few data), mainly as result of 
the increased accuracy in set-point generation. 
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Table 6.2. Modelling and control errors expressed as percentages for Plant B for the 
weather profile shown in Figure 6.3. 
Conventional System Soft-Computing System 
Weather 
ProfIle 
Input av ap aPe av ap aPe £ 
1 2.84 18.01 0.00 99.28 0.17 4.88 0.00 100 
2 5.30 20.24 0.04 97.74 0.14 4.43 0.00 99.98 
3 6.56 21.85 0.01 97.32 0.50 4.14 0.00 99.95 
4 9.16 27.37 0.06 94.02 1.14 1.89 0.01 99.93 
5 13.79 31.36 0.06 85.90 1.64 0.11 0.01 99.81 
6 6.93 22.65 0.12 96.34 5.67 6.74 0.05 98.64 
7 2.29 16.22 0.06 99.63 3.68 4.98 0.04 99.27 
8 0.60 13.90 0.01 99.94 2.32 4.39 0.02 99.60 
Min 0.60 13.90 0.00 99.94 0.14 0.11 0.00 100 
Max 13.79 31.36 0.12 85.90 5.67 6.74 0.05 98.64 
Mean 5.93 21.45 0.04 96.27 1.91 3.94 0.02 99.65 
8V, the mean voltage set points; OP, the mean modelled power at the voltage set pOints; oPe' the mean controller 
tracking, and e, the mean modelled efficiency, are defined in Equations (6.1) to (6.4). 
6.5 ENERGY GAINS FROM THE NEW MODEL-BASED CONTROLLERS 
The real-world impact of using the new model-based controllers can be quantified from 
the total energy generated. 
Figure 6.9 shows the output powers as a function of simulation time for Plant A, for both 
the conventional-model PI-control solution and the RBFN-ANFIS model-based controllers. 
The difference in output powers from the MPP is shown in Figure 6.10. The new soft-
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computing model-based controller is seen to be extremely accurate, leading to increased 
power outputs of around 25W at the sunniest time of the day. If integrated over a typical 
day, it would have provided approximately 0.1 kWh increased energy output, 
representing an increase of 1.5% over the conventional model. Scaling this up to a 
1 MW plant gives a saving of21.7 kWh/day, which at US $0.65 per kWh (International 
Energy Agency, 2001) represents US $5,150 per year, or a projected US $154,500 over 
a 30 year design life. Both the conventional and RBFN model are therefore seen to be 
modelling this particular plant well. Significantly, the new model provides an excellent 
performance improvement over the conventional model, and does so without recourse to 
expert knowledge. The financial cost of implementing these improved methods are 
negligible, as control equipment costs are only around 5% of the total cost of a PV plant 
and the methods are implemented in software. 
Figure 6.11 shows the output powers as a function of simulation time for Plant B, for 
both the conventional-model PI-control solution and the ANFIS-ANFIS model-based 
controllers. The difference in output powers from the MPP is shown in Figure 6.12. 
Again, the new soft-computing controller is seen to be very accurate. It follows the set 
point generated by the ANFIS model so closely that it overlays the maximum possible 
output except at the transients. However, as stated previously, the controller in itself has 
not provided any significant improvement in power output. The increased power output 
has been achieved from better set points that have been derived from the ANFIS model. 
From Figure 6.11, the improved modelling has provided approximately 230W at the 
sunniest time of the day. 
The significance of the improved modelling is probably best illustrated by comparing 
the total integrated power output during a typical day. The models have been run for a 
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typical autumn day using weather data collected on site at Plant B (Saudi Arabia) and 
shown in Figure 6.13. The results shown in Figure 6.14 show the model predictions and 
the measured maximum possible power (as obtained from I-V curve measurements) as 
functions of time. Figure 6.15 shows the corresponding differences in output power 
from the maximum power. 
The results reveal that Plant B was capable of generating 11.23 kWh during the course 
of the day. With the conventional model, the plant would have produced 10.14 kWh and 
with the ANFIS model 11.1 kWh. This represents an additional 0.96 kWh or 8.58% of 
the plant's available output that could have been obtained over the course of the day by 
using the ANFIS model instead of the conventional model. Scaled up to a 1 MW plant, a 
saving of 356.5 kWh/day is obtained, which represents US $84,581 per year, or a 
projected US $2,537,431 over a 30 year design life at US $0.65 per kWh. 
Plant B is a real grid-connected system in operation in Riyadh. The I-V curve 
measurements represent real data that was collected by the author at the same time as the 
weather data. Thus the improvements shown here are not simulations based upon 
theoretical predictions. On the contrary, they represent a true estimate of the real 
efficiency increases obtainable from operating an existing plant with the new modelling 
method developed in this thesis; methods that are employable without expert knowledge. 
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sunniest part of the day. 
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Figure 6.13. Weather profile for a typical autumn day in Riyadh. The weather data 
was measured on site at Plant B at the same time as the I-V data used in Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of the power output from Array B obtainable from the ANFIS 
and conventional models for the weather profile of Figure 6.13. The measured I-V 
readings, from which the power is calculated, were taken while the plant was offline and 
so are true MPP values. The ANFIS model almost overlays the measured maximum power 
obtainable. The conventional model provides less power through the useful part of the 
day. 
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Figure 6.15 Difference between the measured maXimum data and the ANFIS and 
conventional models shown in Figure 6.14 for the weather profile of Figure 6.13. The 
conventional model shows the greatest shortfall, being approximately 300Wat midday. 
6.6 DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the best performing soft-computing models and controllers developed in 
the previous two chapters were combined to form two new soft-computing model-based 
controllers. These new controllers were used to connect two PV plants in simulation to 
the grid via an SVM three-phase inverter and three-phase transformer. 
It was shown that when the models and controllers are applied in a system context in PV 
applications, the model plays the dominate role. The poor performance of the 
conventional model-based controllers was found to be almost entirely due to their 
inability to predict accurate MPP of the plants. The dominant role of the model was 
further emphasised by introducing Plant C. The example of this plant served to 
highlight how the conventional model can lead to drastic overestimation of a PV plant's 
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output, and at the same time, because of the mapping process that occurs in a system 
context, showed how its actual output can be severely reduced. 
The simulation results for both Plants A and B, showed that both of the new soft-
computing model-based controllers could very accurately predict the MPP of PV plants 
and so generate accurate set points for the control stage. Set-point modelling errors for 
the RBFN model used in Plant A were an order of magnitude less than those of the 
conventional model, and in Plant B, the modelling errors for the ANFIS model were on 
average less than 20% those of the conventional model. The ANFIS controller was used 
in both plants, and its overall tracking error was less than 500/0 that of the conventional 
controller. 
A measure of the true impact of using the new model-based controllers was achieved by 
calculating their outputs in a typical day. An estimate for Plant A showed a 0.1 kWh 
improvement (a whole day's data was not available). The significance of using the new 
model was that neither expert knowledge nor accurate manufacturing data were 
required. 
The powers obtainable for Plant B with the ANFIs-model ANFIS-controller and with 
conventional-model PI-controller were calculated for a typical day in Saudi Arabia. 
These were compared with real data collected by measuring the I-V curve at the same 
time as logging temperature and solar radiation. The 8.58% improved energy output 
obtainable with the ANFIS model is significant, as scaled up to a 1 MW plant, it 
represents an annual saving of 130 MWh, or in financial terms, US $85 thousand per 
year, which is in excess of US $2.5 million over a 30 year plant design life. The author 
believes that this is a result of the conventional model being a poor fit with Plant B. 
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Interestingly, the conventional model is even worse for Plant C (Figure 6.4b). There is 
an open question as to whether this is a result of poor manufacturing tolerances of the 
solar modules, variations introduced when constructing the PV arrays from the modules, 
or degradation of the modules over time. 
Whatever the cause of the conventional model inaccuracy, the new models provide the 
ability to run PV plants at close to maximum operating efficiency without recourse to 
manufacturer's data, expert knowledge, or expensive resources. This is expected to 
provide a more straightforward route to operating plant at higher efficiencies in 
developing countries. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
This thesis has explored methods to maximise the operational energy output of PV power 
plants using soft computing techniques with particular emphasis on techniques that can 
be applied without expert knowledge and expensive resources. 
7.1 MODELLING 
Solar radiation, temperature, and I-V data were collected for a PV power plant in Saudi 
Arabia (plant B) over a one-month period. These data, together with KACST supplied 
data for an array in Germany (Plant A) were used to compare predictions using the four-
parameter single-exponential model with the measured data. The normalised error 1]rms 
was used to quantify the modelled P-V curves with respect to the measured P-V curves. 
The normalised error for Array A (1]rms = 0.054) was significantly better than the 
normalised error for Array B (1]rms = 28.31). A need to improve modelling of PV plants 
was therefore demonstrated. 
A previously reported radial basis function network RBFN was used with the real data for 
both Arrays A and B. The author confirmed conclusions previously reported that the 
RBFN would not train with real data containing banding and non-uniform distributions, 
and could only be trained with mathematically-derived data. 
A new grid-interpolation method was employed with the RBFN model. The model was 
trained for both arrays using the real data. The normalised error for Array A (1]rms = 
0.022) was an improvement over the standard model (1]rms = 0.054). However, the 
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normalised error for Array B (17nns = 61.97) was worse than that obtained with the 
standard model (17nns = 28.31). 
A new two-variable coordinate translation was incorporated into a neuro-fuzzy ANFIS 
model. The resulting network was trained with the real data for both Arrays A and B, 
and gave normalised errors of (17mls = 0.031) for Array A and (17nns = 2.5) for Array B. 
Both were an improvement over the conventional model. 
Further improvements in model accuracy were sought using genetic algorithms. The 
results showed no improvements over the RBFN and ANFIS models. 
In conclusion, RBFN models incorporating grid interpolation provide the most accurate 
modelling for arrays with large data sets. ANFIS models incorporating two-variable 
coordinate translation provide the most accurate models for arrays having sparse data 
such as would commonly be the case with newly installed plant. Neither model depends 
upon manufacturer's data. Both models can be trained with real data with no expert 
knowledge or expensive resources required. 
7.2 CONTROL 
Techniques to avoid having to use trial and error in setting control parameters were 
developed. Three new hybrid control schemes were investigated: (i) a genetic algorithm 
for optimising the gains of the conventional PI controller (the "GA-PI" controller); (ii) a 
genetic algorithm for optimising the parameters of a fuzzy logic controller (the "GA-FL" 
controller); and (iii) a neural network for optimising the parameters of a fuzzy logic 
controller (the "ANFIS" controller). 
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These controllers were compared using standard metrics and the ANFIS controller was 
shown to be the most accurate system for controlling solar cells. The ANFIS controller: 
(i) reduced residual errors faster than the other controllers and gave an ITAE result of 
0.0044 compared to 0.0226 for the PI controller; (ii) gave less steady-state errors as 
measured by both IAE (0.007 compared to 0.015 for the standard controller) and ISE 
(0.0017 compared to 0.0063 for the standard controller); and (iii) had the smallest 
overshoot, being half the overshoot compared to the standard controller (1.02V 
compared to 2.28V). All controllers showed good steady-state behaviour, with the 
ANFIS and GA-PI controllers having 50mV peak-to-peak ripple compared to 100mV 
peak-to-peak ripple for the conventional-PI controller. 
Significantly, all three controllers were able to operate without recourse to expert 
knowledge. This is a major improvement on current methodologies, and is also believed 
to be a significant enabler for the widespread adoption of the technology. 
7.3 MODEL BASED CONTROL 
The grid-interpolation RBFN model with the ANFIS controller were used to simulate the 
control of Plant A (many data), and the two-variable ANFIS model with the ANFIS 
controller was used to simulate the control of Plant B (few data). 
The simulations compared the predicted output data with real measured I-V data from 
Plants A and B. The inputs to the model included the solar-radiation and ambient-
temperature weather conditions that were measured at the same time as the I-V data. 
The simulation results for Plant A showed: (i) voltage set-point errors of 0.016% 
compared to 2.520/0 for the conventional model; (ii) system output power prediction 
errors of 0.51 %, compared to 5.19% for the conventional model; (iii) mean power 
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tracking errors of 0.01% for the ANFIS controller compared to 0.02% for the 
conventional PI controller; and (iv) a mean power efficiency of 99.99% for the new 
RBFN-ANFIS model-based controller compared to 99.540/0 for the conventional model-
based controller. The combined RBFN-ANFIS model-based controller provided a better 
solution than the conventional model-based controller for Plant A (many data) and 
resulted in negligible output power loss. 
The simulation results for Plant B showed: (i) voltage set-point errors of 1.91% 
compared to 5.93% for the conventional model; (ii) system output power prediction 
errors of 3.94% compared to 21.45% for the conventional model; (iii) mean power 
tracking errors of 0.02% for the ANFIS controller compared to 0.04% for the 
conventional PI controller; and (iv) a mean power efficiency of 99.65% for the new 
ANFIS-ANFIS model-based controller compared to 96.27% for the conventional model-
based controller. Overall, the combined ANFIS-ANFIS model-based controller provided 
the better solution for Plant B (few data). 
The overall plant efficiency of Plant B was compared to the maximum power obtainable, 
the latter being derived from the simultaneous measurements of I-V, temperature, and 
solar radiation data. The results reveal that the plant was capable of generating 
11.23 kWh during the course of a typical autumn day in Saudi Arabia. With the 
conventional model, the plant would have produced 10.14 kWh, and with the ANFIS 
model, 11.1 kWh. This represents an additional 0.96 kWh, or 8.58% of the plant's 
available output, that could be obtained over the course of the day by using the ANFIS 
model instead of the conventional model. Scaled up to a 1 MW plant, an annual saving 
of 130 MWh could be obtained; the equivalent of US $2.5 million over a 30 year design 
life. An estimate for Plant A (for which a full day's data was not available) was 
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0.1 kWh, or an improvement of approximately 1.5%. Significantly, both models 
provide significant efficiency improvements over the conventional models, and do so 
without recourse to expert knowledge. 
7.4 OVERALL SIGNIFICANCE 
It has been demonstrated that soft computing can be used to increase efficiencies and so 
help maximise the operational energy output ofpv power plants. 
The relevance of the soft-computing based modelling and control techniques developed 
in this thesis can be viewed from several perspectives. 
Scientifically, the results are significant because they provide the first reported 
demonstration that soft-computing techniques can be applied to training solar networks 
with real data over a full range of expected operating conditions (For Plant A, solar 
radiation ranged from 187 W/m2 to 839 W/m2, and cell temperatures from 7.5 °C to 43 
°C~ and for Plant B, solar radiation ranged from 22.4 W/m2 to 969 W/m2, and cell 
temperatures from 21.4 °C to 42 °C). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that 
controllers can be designed that can cope with system variations without requiring 
expert knowledge. The results are believed to be of general interest to the scientific 
community for the control of many other systems including wind turbines, 
uninterruptible power supplies, and satellite systems. 
Technically, the results clearly demonstrate improved efficiency, as well as increased 
accuracy in tracking, system mapping, and plant design, that can be obtained through 
adopting a soft-computing approach to model-based controllers in pv grid-connected 
power-generating systems. 
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Commercially, an approach that is flexible, and which does not have to be customized 
for each installation removes an important hurdle for mass production. Use of these 
models also enables accurate estimates of facility requirements with commensurate 
financial savings. 
However, perhaps the most important perspective comes from the potential impact of 
the work on developing countries, many of which benefit from an abundant supply of 
free power and yet have critical skill shortages and infrastructure shortfalls. The 
potential impact for these countries, summarised in the table below, of having passive, 
remote power systems of increased efficiency, that do not require expensive consultants 
and equipment for installation and maintenance cannot be underestimated. 
Table 7.1. Demonstrable advantages of the soft-computing model-based controllers. 
Demonstrated with 
Difficulty in setting 
up the model 
Difficulty in setting 
up the controller 
Increased energy 
production 
Comments 
RBFN-ANFIS 
Plant A - many data, modelled 
well with the conventional 
approach 
Automatic with no need for expert 
knowledge or specialist equipment 
Automatic with no need for expert 
knowledge or specialist equipment 
0.1 kWh or 1.50/0 per day 
ANFIS-ANFIS 
Plant B - few data, modelled 
poorly with the conventional 
approach 
Automatic with no need for expert 
knowledge or specialist equipment 
Automatic with no need for expert 
knowledge or specialist equipment 
0.96 kWh or 8.58% per day 
Both models will provide significant performance improvements when 
the conventional model does not characterise the solar-cell arrays 
adequately. 
The choice of model is dictated by the quality and quantity of data. 
The RBFN model should be chosen when the quantity of data is 
sufficient. It is anticipated that the ANFIS model should be chosen for 
new plant. 
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The author believes that with the combination of the above benefits, the technology is 
ready to go from the research lab into pilot schemes in developing countries. 
Retrofitting a PV powered cooling system for an agricultural greenhouse in Saudi Arabia 
using this technology is planned. Beneficiaries will include water pumping for 
agriculture, desalination plants, rural electrification, as well as the PV plant supply and 
installation industry generally. 
7.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
The hybrid soft-computing-based modelling techniques developed within this work have 
proven to be powerful tools for developing accurate models of solar cells. The 
techniques were developed in a grid-connect context, but are generic, and the 
appropriate technique could be applied to any PV plant; future work could see the 
models applied to dc-dc power conditioners in stand-alone systems. 
The research was directed at small- to medium-scale plants, but it would be worthwhile 
investigating ways in which the model-based controllers could be scaled to higher-
power plants. One approach could be to implement them in a distributed controller 
context, this would allow for differences in solar-cell-array characteristics, and also 
allow different areas of a PV plant to respond independently to time-varying global 
disturbances, such as passing clouds. 
Finally, the simulations in this thesis assumed a three-phase grid with constant voltage, 
constant frequency, and constant unity power factor. Further work could usefully be 
directed towards modelling a poor-quality grid characterised by unstable voltages, 
frequency fluctuations, and grid phase jumps. 
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SUMMARY 
In this work, a radial basis function network model of solar cells is developed and validated against 
measured da~a. A gri~-i~terpolation based data pre-processor is developed to prepare the training data 
from non-umformly dlstnbuted measured data obtained via normal operation of the solar cells. Simulation 
results show that the pre-processor facilitates training, and that the resulting model is accurate under 
conditions sufficiently represented by the training data. The model matches measured data. more accurately 
compared to conventional solar cell models. Copyright © 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
KEY WORDS: modelling; neural networks; photovoltaic cells; simulation 
INTRODUCTION 
Solar cell models predict the current-voltage (1- V) response of solar cells to given 
environmental conditions. Many different solar cell models have been proposed, ranging from 
detailed models of the internal physical processes involved to simple idealized models 
(Rauscbenbach, 1980). While detailed models can be used for system design purposes, it has 
been found that simple models work well, with the model parameters being calculated from 
manufacturer-supplied technical specifications under standard test conditions (Duffie and 
Beckman, 1991). 
In recent years, a number of solar cell models exploiting the numeric capabilities of neural 
networks have been proposed. Hiyama et al. (l995a,b) proposed a back-propagation (BP) 
network to predict a solar cell's optimum operating voltage from network inputs of time and the 
open circuit voltage of a monitoring cell. De Medeiros Torres et al. (1998) implemented a similar 
scheme in a maximum power point tracking controller. Hiyama and Kitabayashi (1997) used a 
BP network to predict the maximum power output of solar cells using inputs of solar radiation, 
ambient temperature, wind velocity and time. AI-Amoudi (1999) showed that a radial basis 
function network (RBFN) applied to simulation data generated by a mathematical model of 
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solar cells trained faster, and had an accuracy superior to a BP network model trained with the 
same data. 
Data generated from mathematical formulae using random inputs will be free from 
measurement noise and spread homogenously throughout the problem space. Data obtained 
from field measurements may not cover the entire problem space, and will almost certainly be 
neither homogenous nor noise free. It may be difficult, or even impossible, to train a neural 
network over the full range of expected operating conditions using measured data. This paper 
describes an RBFN modelling strategy for solar cells, based around a grid-interpolation pre-
processor, that is unaffected by the vagaries of measured data. 
MEASURED DATA 
The model developed in this work is trained with, and validated against, data from a solar array 
consisting of a single module of 40 cells. The data are hourly I - V curves taken over a 2-year 
period. Each I - V curve is made up of 30 I - V pairs and instantaneous values of solar radiation 
and cell temperature. Values of solar radiation range from 187 to 839Wm-2, with cell 
temperatures from 7.5 to 43°C. All I-V curves with measurement defects (Le. irregular curves 
having no physically accepted explanation) were discarded. The training data are taken from the 
initial6-month period, and a data set consisting of 100 I-V curves, randomly distributed across 
operating conditions from the remaining data collection period, is used to validate the model. 
The dimensionless normalized error metric, 1'/, is introduced to quantify two power-voltage 
(P- V) responses with a common x-axis of J P- V pairs and 1'/ is defined by 
""'} (~easured _ ~mulated)2 
L..tJ=l ~j ~j 
11 = ----!.-------~-
J 
where Q} is the jth P- V pair normalized to the range [0,1] against the measured power: 
p. _ pm.easured 
Q J mIn 
j = p!!!:easured _ pl1l;easured 
max mm 
MODEL ARCHITECTURE 
(1) 
(2) 
The RBFN, proposed by Moody and Darkin (1989), performs functional mappings using 
locally tuned receptive fields. The RBFN is a fully connected feed-forward network consisting of 
an input layer, a single hidden layer and a linear output layer. The input layer distributes the 
inputs to the hidden layer-there are no weights between the input layer and the ?idden l~yer. 
The hidden layer contains radial basis function neurons, and thus produces locahzed, radIally 
symmetric, non-linear mappings, where the activation decreases ra~idly with .dist~nce from the 
function's centre. Neurons in the linear output layer sum the weighted activatIOns from the 
hidden layer neurons. ..
Given that G is solar radiation, Tc is the cell temperature, V IS the solar array ternunal voltage 
and I is the solar array output current, the solar cell array is modelled using the RBFN depicted 
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Figure 1. Radial basis function network model. (a) Model architecture. (b) Gaussian activation function 
response for (J = 0.03 and It = 0.01. 
in Figure lea), using the Gaussian radial basis function ri.) of Figure l(b): 
( IIX - Jlj 1l2) rix) = exp 2a} (3) 
where Jlj is a vector with the same dimensions as input vector x and is the centre of the receptive 
field of the jth radial basis function, (Jj is the width of ri.) and J is the number of neurons in the 
hidden layer (1 <j < J). 
The network performs the mapping F(X) = Z where the input to the network is X = [G Tc V]T, 
and the output is Z = I. The nth input pattern Xn corresponds to output Zn (l < n < N): 
J 
zn(xn) = L Wjrixn} + b 
)=1 
(4) 
where w) is the weight from ri.) to the output layer, and b is the output layer bias. 
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.T~ai~ing the network involves finding the basis function centres, weights and biases to 
ffilmffilze the sum of squared error between the network outputs z and the target outputs t: 
SSE = ~ I: [tn - zn(xn)f (5) 
11 
The process has two stages: In the first stage, unsupervised training based on orthogonal least 
squares (Chen et al., 1991) fixes the basis function centres on input vectors, and incrementally, 
the vec~or that reduces the SSE the most is added to the network. The second stage uses the 
pseudomverse method (Broornhead and Lowe, 1988) to calculate directly the weights between 
the basis fWlctions and the output layer: 
w = [RTRrlRt (6) 
~here R = [rl rn· .. rN] is a J x N matrix, t = [tl tn ... tN]T, and rn is the hidden layer output for 
mput vector Xn. 
A global basis function width the value of which ensures that the basis functions overlap, but 
do not cover the entire input space is used. 
GRID-INTERPOLATION PRE-PROCESSOR 
A common method of measuring J - V curves is to sweep between open circuit and short circuit 
conditions while sampling the current and voltage at a set rate. When a number of I-V curves 
taken under a range of solar radiation and cel1 temperature conditions are plotted together, 
vertical 'banding' becomes apparent, widely spaced near short circuit conditions and 
progressively denser towards open circuit conditions. Figure 2(a) shows an example of the 
banding effect and non-uniform data distribution for 80 I-V curves. Using these data, it is 
generally not possible to train a network successfully since R TR tends to become nearly singular 
as the number of basis function centres increases, causing matrix [RTRr1 to be ill-conditioned: 
Figure 2(b) shows typical simulation results from such a network. Applying various techniques 
such as varying the training parameters, changing the size and composition of the training data, 
and averaging or adding noise to the training data, does not materially change the outcome. 
Randomly selecting [G, Tc, I, V1 vectors from the measured data to produce data sets, such as 
the example in Figure 3(a), enables a network to be trained, even though data sets randomly 
selected from non-uniformly distributed data sources are themselves non-uniformly distributed. 
The poor data distribution in the example is caused by the preponderance of low solar radiation, 
low temperature weather conditions, aggravated by the time-sliced nature of the data 
acquisition method, and as the simulation in Figure 3(b) shows the paucity of training data 
in some regions results in a network unable to generalize I well for all values of V. 
A grid-interpolation pre-processor has been devised to overcome the problem of banding and 
variable data density in measured 1-V curve data. The solar-radiation-cell-temperature space is 
divided into a grid, and a measured G-Tc pair is assigned to each cell in the grid. The G- Te 
pairs selected are those with minimum Euclidean distance from the cell centres. If the measured 
data does not cover the entire G-Te space, not every cell in the grid will be populated. Each 
populated cell has an associated I-V curve, since each measured G-Te pair has a measured [-V 
curve 'attached' to it. The selected G-Te pairs, with their attached I-V curves, are used to 
generate data sets for training and testing the network. Each pattern has four fields: measured 
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Figure 2. Example using measured J- V curve data. (a) Banding and variable data density. (b) Simulation 
results. 
solar radiation and cell temperature from the grid, and a randomly selected [-V pair from its 
attached 1- V curve-not by randomly selecting a measured value, but by generating a random 
value of V, and then interpolating between the measured values for the corresponding value of [. 
The process is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The grid-interpolation pre-processor is applied to the measured I-V curve data from 
Figure 2. In the example, a grid of 25 W m -2 x 5°C is used, giving 360 cells, 162 of which are 
populated. The result, illustrated in Figure 5(a), shows that the technique has effectively 
eliminated banding and variable data density, and that the new data set is smaller with 
equivalent coverage. Figure 5(b), shows the solar-radiation--cell-temperature problem space and 
the G-Tc value assigned to each cell of the grid. 
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Figure 3. Example usmg randomly selected I-V pairs. (a) Banding and variable data density. 
(b) Simulation results. 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
The training and test data sets, each, consist of 500 patterns prepared using the grid-
interpolation pre-processor, Training the RBFN model for the solar array to a sum of squared 
error target of 5 x 10-3 produces a network with 136 basis functions with a global width (spread 
constant) (J = 0.5. 
Simulations of the trained RBFN model are run for each of the solar radiation and cell 
temperature conditions in the validation data set, and I-V and P- V curves are generated, The 
normalized error metric 11 is used to quantify the modelled P- V curves with respect to the 
measured P- V curves. The results show that the RBFN model closely follows the measured 
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Figure 4. Pattern selection from the solar-radiation-cell-temperature grid. 
data with 84% of I - V curves having a value of 11 < 2 x 10-3, and an average normalized error 
~ = 1.19 X 10-3 . Example J- Vand P- V curves are shown in Figure 6 for 11 = 0.1 x 10-3,11 = 
2 x 10-3 and 11 = 4 X 10-3• The simulation results are summarized in Table I and a frequency 
distribution of 11 is charted in Figure 7. 
CONVENTIONAL MODEL COMPARISON 
The four-parameter single-exponential (conventional) model is simulated for comparison 
purposes using the RBFN validation data and quantified with 11. The defining equation for the 
conventional model is (Duffie and Beckman, 1991) 
[ ( V +fRs) 1 f = fG - 10 exp A-I (7) 
where f is the output current, fG is the light generated current (a function of incident 
solar radiation and cell operating temperature), fo is the strongly temperature dependent 
reverse saturation current, V is the tenninal voltage and Rs is the series resistance. The 
term A is a dimensionless curve fitting parameter, A = mkT /q, in which m is a 
non-ideality factor, k is Boltzman's constant, T is absolute temperature and q is electric 
charge. 
The results show that the conventional model has an average normalized error 
ij = 3.36 x 10-3, and 500/0 of f - V curves have a value of 11 < 2 x 10-3• The simulation 
results are compared to the RBFN model in Table I and the 11 frequency distribution chart of 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 5. Results of applying the grid-interpolation pre-processor to measured I-V curve data. 
(a) Elimination of I-V data banding and variable data density, (b) Solar-radiatlon-<;ell-temperature 
population density. 
CONCLUSION 
A radial basis function network was developed to model the response of a solar cell array over 
a range of environmental conditions. To overcome the problems associated with measured data, 
a method based on grid-interpolation was developed as a data pre-processor. The resultant 
RBFN model performed well, and showed that the grid-interpolation pre-processor can 
successfully eliminate data banding and non-uniform data density in measured data. It was 
shown that the model can achieve lower normalised errors than the four-parameter single-
exponential model. 
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Table I. Summary of normalized errors for the conventional and RBFN models. 
Minimum 11 x 10-3 
Maximum" x 10-3 
Average Tf x 10-3 
Sum 11 X 10-3 
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Figure 7. Normalized error frequency distribution for the conventional and RBFN models. 
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Neuro-Fuzzy-Based Solar Cell Model 
Mohammad AbdulHadi, Member, IEEE, Abdulrahman M. AI-Ibrahim, and Gurvinder S. Vrrk 
Abstract-This work de§cribes a hybrid soft-computing mod-
eling technique that facilitates the modeling of newly installed 
solar cells, or solar cells with few historical measured data, over 
a range of expected operating conditions. The technique uses 
neuro-fuzzy models to predict solar cell short-circuit current 
and open-circuit voltage, followed by coordinate translation of a 
measured current-voltage response. The model can be extended 
beyond the bounds of measured data by incorporating a priori 
knowledge derived from theory and manufacturer's data. The 
solar cell model is developed and validated against measured data. 
The model requires fewer data than pure neural network models, 
and matches measured data mon accurately than conventional 
solar cell models 
Index Terms-Fuzzy neural networks, modeling, photovoltaic 
cells, simulation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
M ANY different solar cell models are available for pre-· dicting the current-voltage (I-V) response of solar cells 
for given environmental conditions. Some of these model the in-
ternal physical processes of solar celis, while others are simple 
idealized models [1]. In most cases, simple models, in which 
mcxlel parameters are calculated from manufacturer-supplied 
data obtained under standard test conditions, are suitable for 
system design purposes [2]. 
The rising interest in soft computing techniques has led to 
a number of solar cell models that make use of the numeric 
capabilities of neural networks or the symbolic capabilities of 
fuzzy logic. In [3] and [4], a back-propagation (BP) network to 
predict a solar cell's optimum operating voltage from inputs of 
time and the open-circuit voltage of a monitoring cell was pro-
posed, and a BP network with the same configuration was im-
plemented in a maximum-power point tracking controller [5]. 
A BP network, with inputs of solar radiation, ambient tempera-
ture, wind velocity, and time, was used to predict the maximum 
power output of solar cells [6]. A method of using a fuzzy re-
gression model has been described [7] that uses a combination 
of measured and calculated data to predict the model parameters 
of the conventional single-exponential solar celllllodel. Using 
data sets generated by a mathematical model of solar cells, it 
has been shown that a radial basis function network model can 
train faster, while producing a more accurate model than a BP 
network model trained with the same data [8]. 
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Unlike the conventional model, in which manufacturer-sup-
plied parameter values are used, neural-network models rely 
solely on measured data and are therefore very expensive. Al-
though an abundance of data may be available at existing plants, 
historical data are not available in new installations, and any 
test and commissioning data are unlikely to cover the full range 
of expected operating conditions. This paper describes a neuro-
fuzzy-based method of modeling solar cells that requires sig-
nificantly fewer data than for previous neural-network models, 
and by incorporating a priori knowledge, is able to extrapolate 
beyond the measured data space. 
ll. MEASURED DATA 
In this work, models are developed for two solar cell arrays. 
Array A is a single module of 40 solar cells. Its data are I-V 
curves, taken hourly, over a two-year period, with solar radiation 
ranging from 187 to 839 W 1m2 , and cell temperatures from 
7.5 to 43°C. Data for training the network are taken from one 
week selected at random from the initial six-month period. An 
independent data set consisting of 100 I-V curves, randomly 
distributed across operating conditions from the remaining data 
collection period, is used to validate the model. 
Array B is a string of 14 series-connected modules of 36 solar 
cells. Its data consist of I-V curves, taken at 5-min intervals, 
over a two-month period. Values of solar radiation range from 
22.4 to 969 W 1m2 , with cell temperatures from 21.4 to 42°C. 
Data taken at half-hourly intervals during a single day are used 
for training the network; the remaining data for that day are not 
used. The validation data of 100 I-V curves are independent of 
the training data and are randomly distributed across operating 
conditions from the remainder of the two-month period. 
For both arrays, all I-V curves with measurement defects 
(Le., irregular curves having no physically accepted explana-
tion) were discarded. 
In the work that follows, the dimensionless normalized error 
metric 'rJ is used to quantify each simulated power-voltage 
(P - V) response against its corresponding measured response. 
Since simulated power values are calculated for each of J 
elements in a measured voltage vector and the minimum 
measured power is zero, 'rJ is defined as 
J (P. ..9.L)2 ~ It:: - Pmax 
J=1 (1) 
'rJ = J 
where P. is the maximum power in a measured power vector, 
p. is them; element of the measured power vector, and Q j is 
the corresponding element in the simulated power vector. By 
scaling against P max and dividing the sum-squared error term 
by J, the metric is independent of the length of the measured 
vector and the magnitude of its elements. 
0885-8969/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE 
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III. ADAPTIVE NETWORK-BASED FUZZY INFERENcE SYSTEM 
Neural network models are data based whereas fuzzy logic 
models are based on expert knowledge; in a situation in which 
both data and knowledge of the underlying system are available, 
a neuro-fuzzy approach is able to exploit both sources. The 
neuro-fuzzy system used here is the adaptive network-based 
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [9]. The system is an adaptive 
network functionally equivalent to a first-order Sugeno fuzzy 
inference system [10]. The ANFIS uses a hybrid-learning 
rule combining back-propagation, gradient-descent, and a 
least-squares algorithm to identify and optimize the Sugeno 
system's parameters. The equivalent ANFIS architecture of a 
first-order Sugeno fuzzy model with two rules [11] is shown 
in Fig. 1. The model has five layers and every node in a given 
layer has a similar function. The fuzzy IF-THEN rule set, in 
which the outputs are linear combinations of their inputs, is 
Rule 1: IF x IS Al AND Y IS Bl 
THEN h = PIX + qlY + rl 
Rule 2: IF x IS A2 AND Y IS B2 
THEN!2 = P2 X + Q2Y + r2· 
Layer 1 consists of adaptive nodes that generate membership 
grades of linguistic labels based upon premise parameters, using 
any appropriate parameterized membership function such as the 
generalized bell function 
(2) 
where output Ol,i is the output of the ith node in the first layer, 
x is the input to node i, Ai is a linguistic label ("small," "large," 
etc.) from fuzzy set A = {At, A2 ) Bll B2} associated with the 
node, and { ai, bi , Ci} is the premise parameter set used to adjust 
the shape of the membership function. 
The nodes in layer 2 are fixed nodes designated II, which 
represent the firing strength of each rule. The output of each 
node is the fuzzy AND (product. or MIN) of all the input signals 
02,i = Wi = J-LA;(X) X J-LBi(Y), i = 1,2. (3) 
The outputs of layer 3 are the normalized firing strengths. 
Each node is a fixed rule labeled N. The output of the ith node 
is the ratio of the ith rule's firing strength to the sum of all the 
rules' firing strengths 
O - Wi . 1 2 3,i = Wi = + ' Z = , . 
Wl W2 
(4) 
The adaptive nodes in layer 4 calculate the rule outputs based 
upon consequent parameters using the function 
where Wi is a normalized firing strength from layer 3, and 
{Pi, qi, r i} is the consequent parameter set of the node. 
The single node in layer 5, labeled :E, calculates the overall 
ANFIS output from the sum of the node inputs 
2:wifi 
05,i = ~ wifi = _i __ 
L... LWi 
i i 
(6) 
x 
f 
y 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 
Flg. 1. .Archi~ of an ANFIS equivalent to a first-order Sugeno fuzzy 
model wah two mputs and two rules [11]. 
Training the ANFIS is a two-pass process over a number 
of epochs. During each epoch, the node outputs are calculated 
up to layer 4. At layer 5, the consequent parameters are cal-
culated using a least -squares regression method. The output of 
the ANFI~ is calculated and the errors propagated back through 
the layers In order to determine the premise parameter (layer I) 
updates. 
IV. COORDINATE TRANSLATION TECHNIQUE 
Ideally, the shape of I-V curves as determined by the ex-
ponent of the four-parameter-single~exponential model is con-
stant, although its position in the coordinate system varies ac-
cording to operating conditions. The defining equation for the 
model is [2] 
[ ( V +IRs) 1 I :;;;: IG - 10 exp A - 1 (7) 
where I is the output current, IG is the light generated cur-
rent (a function of incident solar radiation and cell operating 
temperature), 10 is the strongly temperature-dependent reverse 
saturation current, V is the terminal voltage, and Rs is the se-
ries resistance. The term A is a dimensionless curve fitting pa-
rameter A = mkT / q, in which m is a nonideality factor, k is 
Boltzman's constant, T is absolute temperature, and q is elec-
tric charge. 
Coordinate translation is a method of exploiting the constant 
shape of I-V curves to predict the I-V characteristic of solar 
cells at unknown light intensities. In [12], a known I-V curve 
was translated parallel to the current axis by an amount equal to 
the difference in light generated current on the current axis, and 
parallel to the voltage axis by an amount equal to the product of 
the internal series resistance and the difference in light-gener-
ated current on the voltage axis. 
The translation equations are derived from (7) by introducing 
two light levels G1 and G2 , with corresponding light-generated 
currents IGI and IG2. Since V is the independent variable in 
(7), the following relationships can be chosen: 
V~ :;;;:V{ 
1G2 = 1Gl - fl.IG 
(8) 
(9) 
where V~ = V2 + I2 Rs and V{ :=: VI + 11 Rs· Substituting into 
(7) gives 
I, =IGI - Io [exp (VI +jIR.) -1] (10) 
r. = IaI - Ala - Ia [exp (V2 + j2R. ) -1]. (11) 
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Fig. 2. Coordinate translations in response to a decrease in solar radiation with 
constant cell temperature. 
Subtracting (10) and (11) gives the translation of the coordi-
nate system parallel to the current axis, and combining (8) and 
(12) gives the translation of the coordinate system parallel to the 
voltage axis 
12 =11 - D..IG 
V2 = V1 - D..IGRs. 
(12) 
(13) 
The coordinate translations are illustrated in Fig. 2, which 
shows the translations performed in response to a decrease in 
solar radiation of tlG with cell temperature remaining constant. 
V. HYBRID MODEL 
A. Implementation 
Implicit in the preceding coordinate translation technique are 
three factors: i) the observation that the shape of a solar cell's 
I-V curves remains essentially the same for different environ-
mental conditions, ii) the assumption that cell temperature is 
constant, and iii) the requirement that the value of Rs is known. 
Output current and terminal voltage are, however, both tempera-
ture dependent, and it is rare for manufacturers to supply values 
of R8 • Methods of estimating Rs do exist, but they are essen-
tially exercises in curve fitting. It is possible to fmd many values 
of Rs to satisfy the conditions in (7) and accurately model an 
I-V curve, including the physically meaningless cases where 
Rs is negative [2J. 
The position of an I-V curve in its coordinate system is de-
fined by its intersection with the x and y axes [Le., its open-cir-
cuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current (lse) conditions]. It 
follows, therefore, that neural networks can be trained to predict 
Isc and Vac from environmental data, and coordinate translation 
on a reference I-V curve can be used to predict the I-V charac-
teristics of solar cells at unknown light intensities and cell tem-
peratures without requiring knowledge of their apparent series 
resistances. 
Any I-V curve having a "good" appearance (i.e., not ex-
hibiting signs of partial shading, noticeable noise, or varying 
621 
Reference 
Environmental I-V Curve ANFIS Conditions ~ 1 ~ G and Tc VOl: Coordinate r---- Predicted If Translation I-VCwve Environmental ANFIS Conditions -----. 
109(G) and Tc Isc 
Fig. 3. Block diagmm of the hybrid ANFIS-coordinate-translation model. 
solar radiation intensity) and a suitably large Isc and Voc can be 
used as the reference curve upon which coordinate translation is 
performed. The reference curve wiil have known values of solar 
radiation (Gref ), cell temperature (Tc,ref), short-circuit current 
(lse,ref), and open-circuit voltage (Voc,ref). 
Generalizing (12) and (13), and using Vae and lsc as the 
working coordinates, gives the translation to be performed on 
the reference curve's coordinates 
AI = [se,ref - lsc 
A V = Voc,ref - Vac. 
(14) 
(15) 
The model incotporates two ANFIS, each with two member-
ship functions as input variables and one output variable; each 
input variable has two fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The first ANFIS 
predicts lsc from inputs of G and Te. and the second predicts 
Voe from inputs of Te and the natural logarithm of solar radia-
tion (log(G)). These are followed by the coordinate translation 
stage, which calculates AI and A V from the predicted values 
of lse and Voe , and applies the offsets to each point on the ref-
erence curve. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Extrapolation beyond the boundaries delineated by a neural 
network's training data cannot be guaranteed to return valid out-
puts,-which effectively precludes their use in plants with incom-
plete coverage of the problem space. Depending on the spread 
and density of coverage, the ANFIS modeling surfaces may be 
characterized by abrupt changes, and simulation results in those 
areas will be poor. A method is developed that uses measured 
data, manufacturer's data, and the theoretical response of solar 
cells to cbanges in solar radiation and cell temperature, to in-
crease the accuracy of returned outputs in areas not fully repre-
sented by the training data. 
Expert knowledge about solar cells includes the theoretical 
relationships lsc ex G. 1BC ex Tc. Vac ex loge G), and Voc ex 
Tc- 1. Theoretically then, the ANFIS models can be visualized 
as three-dimensional spaces bisected by planar modeling sur-
faces, where the slopes of the surfaces petpendicular to the axes 
are the short-circuit-current coefficients of cell temperature and 
solar radiation, and the open-circuit-voltage coefficients of cell 
temperature and solar radiation. Using such a priori knowledge 
to estimate theoretical values for the extremities of the universe 
of discourse, and adding the values obtained to the training data, 
can lead to smoother modeling swiaces, both in regions with 
few data, as well as outside the boundaries of the measured data. 
Using the short-circuit-current coefficients of solar radiation 
and cell temperature and the open-circuit-voltage coefficients of 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of ANFIS training method using a priori knowledge. 
solar radiation and cell temperature, eight values of I sc and Vac 
are estimated for each array and added to their training data. 
The coefficients of cell temperature are inferred from the 
manufacturers' data sheets, and the coefficients of solar radia-
tion are estimated using least-squares fit on measured values 
of Isc and Voc , taken from the training data sets, that have 
closely matching cell temperatures. Values of Isc and Vac are 
found for Tc,min[Gmin , Gmid , Gmax] , Tc,mid[Gmin~ Gmax], and 
Te,max[Gmin , Gmid , Gmax]. Fig. 4 shows the training method 
diagrammatically. 
For Array A, the inferred coefficients of cell temperature 
are J1.Isc,Tc = 1.5 X 10-3 and !-LVoc,Tc = -0.09, and the esti-
mated coefficients of solar radiation are J.LIsc,G = 2.4 X 10-3 
and J.Lvoc,log(G) = 1.024. For Array B, the inferred coef-
ficients of cell temperature are J.LIsc,Tc = 0.4 X 10-3 and 
f1.voc,Tc = -1.21, and the estimated coefficients of solar 
radiation are J.LIsc,G = 4.1 X 10-3 and J.Lvoc,log(G) = 11.438. 
B. Simulation Results 
The training data set for Array A comprises 54 measured pat-
terns and eight calculated patterns. and for Array B of 21 mea-
sured patterns and eight calculated patterns; all variables are 
normalized to the range [0.1, 0.9J for a universe of discourse of 
[0,1]. The number of patterns is deliberately limited in order to 
test the modeling technique more fully. The measured I-V ref-
erence curves are randomly selected from I~V curves within 
the training data periods, and their open-circuit voltages and 
short-circuit currents are not included in their training data sets. 
Each data set is trained for 100 epochs with an initial step size 
of 0.1. Afiertraining, Array A has an lsc ANFIS with a final root 
mean squared error value of 1.35 x 10-3 and a Voc ANF1S with 
a final value of 4.49 x 10-3 , and Array B an lac ANFIS with a 
final root mean squared error value of 3.71 x 10-3 and an Voc 
ANFIS with a final value of 2.43 x 10-3 . 
Simulations of the hybrid ANFIS-coordinate-translation 
models (neuro-fuzzy) to generate I-V and P - V curves are run 
for each pattern in the validation data sets, and the modeled 
p -V curves are quantified with respect to the measured P'-V 
curves using (1). 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION REsULTS 
Array A Array B 
Neuro-Fuzzy Conventional Neura-Fuzzy Conventional 
Min '11 x 10-3 0.04 0.17 0.05 8.34 
Max '11 x 10-3 8.25 19.06 33.18 93.63 
Average 11 x 10-3 2.05 3.36 2.76 41.93 
Sum '11 x 10-3 205 336 276 4193 
%11 < 2 x 10-3 59 50 72 0 
% 11 < 20 x 10-3 97 26 
Example I-V and P-V curves are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) 
for Array A and in Fig. 5(c) and (d) for Array B. The examples 
are selected to illustrate a range of values of "I. The ones shown 
are for environmental conditions where the neuro-fuzzy models 
have "I = 0.1 X 10-3, 'fl = 2 X 10-3, and "I = 4 X 10-3• 
The summary of results in Table I shows that both models 
closely follow the measured data. The model for Array A has an 
average value fi = 2.05 X 10-3 and 59% of its simulated I-V 
curves have values of'fl < 2 X 10-3 • The model for Array B 
has an average value r; = 2.76 X 10-3 and 72% of its simulated 
I-V curves have values of'fl < 2 X 10-3 • 
C. Model Comparison 
For comparison purposes, the four-parameter-single-expo-
nential (conventional) model is simulated using the validation 
data sets and quantified with 'fl. The results show that Array A 
models well with the conventional technique. It has an average 
normalized error fj = 3.36 X 10-3, and 50% of its simulated 
I-V curves have values of 'I] < 2 X 10-3• Array B, however, 
does not model well with the conventional technique. It has an 
average normalized error fj ::: 41.93 X 10-3, and none of its 
simulated I -V curves has a value of'fl < 2 X 10-3 • 
Taking a value of "I an order of magnitude greater for Array 
B, shows that 97% of the simulated I-V curves from its neuro-
fuzzy model have values of 1] < 20 X 10-3 and 26% of the 
conventional model simulations have values of "I < 20 X 10-3 • 
A summary of the comparative simulation results is included in 
Table I, and simulated I-V and P-V curves, corresponding to 
the example neuro-fuzzy curves, are included in Fig. 5. 
D. Application Outline 
Although the neuro-fuzzy model can be used in many situ-
ations where more traditional soft-computing or conventional 
models may be used, the context in which it is envisaged to 
be used are situations in which very little information or data 
are available about the system being studied or controlled, es-
pecially complex situations in which system parameters change 
with time. Such situations can often be handled effectively by 
"black box" modeling techniques such as this one, since the 
modeling technique can form part of an adaptive solution that 
uses on-line data to configure itself in response to changes in 
system parameters. 
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tracking controller. 
An example situation is shown in Fig. 6, in which an adaptive 
neuro-fuzzy model provides the set point for a maximum-power 
point tracking controller. The figure shows a solar array con-
nected to a three-phase dc-ac inverter. The controller provides 
control signals to a three-phase modulator that generates the in-
verter switching signals. The reference signal for the controller 
(Vdc,ref) is the maximum-power point identified from the I-V 
curve generated by the neuro-fuzzy model for the given environ~ 
mental conditions. In a simple set up, the model may be used in 
a stand-alone, open-loop, nonadaptive manner. It may also be 
used to greater effect adaptively, in which case application-spe-
cific adaptive rules can use the I-V curve, the reference signal, 
and the solar cell output voltage (Vdc) to determine how on-line 
data can be used to adapt the model. The model may recon-
figure itself to compensate for changing system parameters and 
to identify and increase its accuracy in areas not adequately rep-
resented by the training data. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
A hybrid ANFlS-coordinate-translation model was devel-
oped to model the response of solar cell arrays over a range 
of environmental conditions. The method was able to model 
plants with few data by combining measured data with expert 
knowledge of solar cells responses, making it an effective 
modeling technique for solar cells with few historical data such 
as newly installed solar cells. The model was able to achieve 
lower normalized errors than the four-parameter-single-expo-
nential model, and required an order of magnitude fewer data 
to train than other neural-network models. 
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Appendix B 
Summary of Modelling and Control Code 
The main modelling and control codes developed during the course of this research are 
summarised here. 
In the interests of brevity and clarity, the many routines and functions for operator input~ 
data input and output; data formatting; plotting, annotating, and interacting with charts; 
displaying results, progress, and status~ parameter checking; error handling; debugging; 
and so on; have all been omitted. What remains are the core algorithms and methods 
used in the development of the final models and controllers. 
Gone also is most of the accumulated documentation, as it is now redundant, consisting 
as it did, of embedded development notes, and ideas and comments of interest only to 
the author. However, while the remaining documentation of the actual code is minimal, 
its structure and the choice of variable names, means that for the most part the code is 
self-documenting. Short, one or two character alphanumeric variable names are 
generally limited to the more trivial support functions. Places where certain key 
activities such as data input and output should take place are indicated. The code was 
written for Matlab Student's Edition 4.2, hence the absence of long file names. 
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1.1 INDEX OF SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS 
1.1.1 Functions Developed During the Course of this Research 
Conventional model 
cm-mes 
RBFNmodel 
rbm-grd 
rbm-tm 
rbm-mes 
ANFIS model 
nfm-tm 
nfm-gen 
nfm-mes 
GA-RBFN model 
rbm-ga 
rbm-gaff 
Script to demonstrate conventional model against measured data. 
Script to demonstrate grid-interpolation preparation ofRBFN training data. 
Script to demonstrate training ofRBFN solar-cell model. 
Script to demonstrate RBFN model against measured data. 
Script to demonstrate training neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) solar cell models. 
Script to demonstrate adding additional data using a priori knowledge. 
Script to demonstrate neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) model against measured data. 
Script to demonstrate GA training ofRBFN solar-cell model. 
Fitness function for rbm-ga. 
GA-ANFlS model 
nfm-gav 
nfm-gai 
nfrn-gaffv 
nfm-gaffi 
PI controller 
pIC 
pid 
pimodix 
pivect 
svmtime 
svmsq 
Script to demonstrate GA optimisation ofvoc neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) solar-cell 
model. 
Script to demonstrate GA optimisation of isc neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) solar-cell 
model. 
Fitness function for nfm-gaffv (voc ANFIS). 
Fitness function for nfm-gaffi (isc ANFIS). 
Script to demonstrate PI control of plant. 
Returns PID controller output. 
Returns modulation index for SYM inverter using PI control. 
Returns real time inverter vectors in switching sequence for PI controller. 
Returns switching intervals for SYM invereter. 
Returns switching sequence for SYM inverter. 
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B5 
B6 
B7 
B8 
B9 
B9 
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Bll 
BI2 
B13 
BI4 
BI5 
BI6 
BI6 
BI7 
BI8 
BI8 
BI9 
BI9 
invopbs 
inv2srrf 
Ret~rns output of inverter model using SYM with PY source (binary search 
verSion). 
Converts inverter 3-phase output to synchronously rotating reference frame 
currents. 
GA-PI controller 
pic-ga 
pic-gaff 
svrnplant 
FL controller 
fic 
fpi 
Script to demonstrate GA tuning ofp! controller. 
Fitness function for tuning SYM inverter PI controller. 
Returns plant output over entire simulation. 
Script to demonstrate FL control of plant. 
Fuzzy PI controller for SYM controller. 
GA-FL controller 
fic-ga 
fic-gaff 
fic-mf5 
fic-mf 
Script to demonstrate GA optimisation of fuzzy sets for ftc. 
Fuzzy fitness function for fic-ga. 
Returns FIS ndU = f(nErr, ndErr). 
Returns term set with trap/triltriltriltrap membership functions. 
ANFIS controller 
nfc-tm Script to demonstrate training neuro-fuzzy (ANFIS) controller. 
ANFIS model-ANFIS controller 
mod2meas 
General 
interpxy 
intxybs 
limit 
Isqfit 
msort 
nsee 
nvect 
trimneg 
Script to find measured current at modelled MPP. 
Returns value of y at xval. 
Returns value ofy at xval (binary search version). 
Returns x to +/- limits if value outside limits. 
Find equation for straight line using least squares fit. 
Returns vector y sorted with index from X. 
Returns normalised sum squared error between two curves with same x data 
points. 
Returns normalised vector. 
Trims negative coords from x and y. 
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B20 
B21 
B22 
B22 
B23 
B24 
B25 
B26 
B27 
B27 
B29 
B29 
B30 
B30 
B31 
B31 
B32 
B32 
B33 
B33 
B33 
1.1.2 Matlab Functions 
abs 
addmf 
addrule 
addvar 
anfis 
atan 
cos 
det 
dist 
evalfis 
exp 
find 
fix 
fliplr 
floor 
genetic 
genfisl 
isempty 
length 
linspace 
max 
meshgrid 
mm 
newfis 
ones 
rand 
rank 
rem 
simurb 
sm 
slze 
solverb 
sort 
sqrt 
sum 
sumsqr 
trapz 
zeros 
Absolute value and string to numeric conversion. 
Add membership function to a fuzzy inference system. 
Add rule to a fuzzy inference system. 
Add variable to a fuzzy inference system. 
Training routine for Sugeno-type fuzzy inference systems. 
Inverse tangent. 
Cosine. 
Detenninant. 
Distances between vectors. 
Evaluation of a fuzzy inference system. 
Exponential. 
Find indices of the non-zero elements. 
Round towards zero. 
Flip matrix in the left/right direction. 
Round towards minus infinity. 
Tries to maximize a function using a simple genetic algorithm. 
Generate fuzzy inference system matrix using generic method. 
True for empty matrices. 
Number of components of a vector. 
Linearly spaced vector. 
Largest component. 
Generation of X and Y arrays for 3-D plots. 
Smallest component. 
Create new fuzzy inference system. 
Matrix of ones. 
Matrix of uniformly distributed random numbers and matrices. 
Number of linearly independent rows or columns. 
Remainder after division. 
Simulate radial basis network. 
Sine. 
Matrix dimensions. 
Design radial basis network. 
Sort in ascending order. 
Square root. 
Sum of the elements. 
Sum squared elements of matrix. 
Trapezoidal numerical integration. 
Matrix of zeros. 
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1.2 CODE LISTINGS 
1.2.1 Conventional Model (Chapter 4) 
cm-mes 
% cm-mes - script to demonstrate conventional model against measured data 
% 
clear all 
% load measured iv curves (g, tc, isc, voc, i(), v()) 
% load manufacturer's module data 
% data usually given at stc (standard test conditions) 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
uIsc 
uVoc 
iscstc 
vocstc 
impStc 
vmpstc 
nc 
ns 
np 
- short circuit current coefficient of temperature (A/cm2/K) 
- open circuit voltage coefficient of temperature (V/cell/K) 
- short circuit current at stc (A) 
- open circuit voltage at stc (V) 
- current at max power (A) 
- voltage at max power (V) 
number of cells in series in the array 
- number of modules in series 
- number of modules in parallel 
% physical constants 
eg = 1.12; % energy bandgap for silicon (eV) 
% zero C in K zeroC = 273: 
% reference conditions (stc) 
gstc = 1000i % stc insolation (W/m2) 
tcStc = zeroC + 25: % stc cell temperature (K) 
% convert coeffs from module to array 
% note - manufacturer's units vary, may not be per cell or cm2 
uVoc = uVoc * nc * nSi 
uIsc = uIsc * npi 
% calculate model parameters at stc 
igStc = iscStci 
aStc = «uVoc * tcStc) - vocstc + (eg * nc)) / «(uIsc * tcstc) / igStc) - 3); 
ioStc = igStc * exp(-vocstc / aStc)i 
rs = ( (aStc * log(l - (impStc / igStc))) - vmpstc + vocstc) / impstci 
rsh = inf; 
% set iv curve voltage increment and termination criterion 
dV = 0.5: 
dImax = O.Oli 
% for each weather condition in measured data 
for j = 1 : length(g) 
% convert to K 
tk = tc(j) + zero; 
% calculate model params at operating condition 
ig = (g(j) / gstc) * (igStc + (uIsc * (tk - tcstc))); 
io = ioStc * «tk / tcSte) A3) * exp«(eg * nc) / aStc) * 
(1 - (teste / tk))); 
a = aste * (tk / tcSte): 
iConv = []: 
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end 
vConv 
iCalc 
vCalc 
=: [); 
ig; 
=: 0; 
while iCalc >=: 0; 
end 
dl =: dlmax; 
% solve each icalc with raphson-newton 
while dl >=: dlmax: 
e =: exp((v + (iCalc * rs» / a); 
f =: 
ff 
(iCalc(l + (rs / rsh») - ig + (].'o * (e 
1 + (rs / rsh) + ((rs / a) * io * e): 
dl =: f / ff: 
iCalc =: iCalc - dl; 
end 
iConv =: [iConv, iCalc); 
VConv =: [VConv, vCalc]: 
vCalc = VCalc + dV: 
[VConv, iConv] = trimneg(vConv, iConv); 
vocConv vConv(length(vConv»: 
iscConv = iConv(l); 
% plot charts 
% use pause to view and cycle 
% save results 
1.2.2 Rbfn Model (Chapter 4) 
rhm-grd 
- 1» + (vCalc / rsh); 
% rbm-grd - script to demonstrate grid-interpolation for rbfn training data 
% 
clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load measured iv curves (gMeas, tcMeas, ipvMeas(), vpvMeas(» 
% set grid and data set dimensions 
gGrid = gMin : 25 : gMax; 
tcGrid = tcMin : 5 : tcMax: 
setSize = 500; 
j = 0; 
while j < setsize 
% generate a random point in uods 
gRand = rand * gMax; 
tcRand = rand * tcMax: 
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vRand = rand * vocMax; 
end 
% find location (cell in grid) of gRand/tcRand in gGrid/tcGrid 
gl = max(gGrid(find(gGrid < gRand))); 
g2 = min(gGrid(find(gGrid > gRand})}; 
tc1 = max (tcGrid (find (tcGrid < tcRand))); 
tc2 = min(tcGrid(find(tcGrid > tcRand))); 
% check if any gMeas are in cell 
gix = find((gMeas >= gl) & (gMeas < g2}); 
if -isempty(gix) 
end 
% check if any tcMeas are in cell 
tcix = find((tcMeas(gix) >= tc1) & (tcMeas(gix) < tc2)); 
if -isempty(tcix) 
end 
% valid measured g/tc data exists so interpolate for current 
ilnt = interpxy(vMeas(gix(tcix), :), iMeas(gix(tcix), :), vRand); 
% only append to data set if vRand resulted in a valid current 
if ilnt >= 0 
end 
gGint = [gGint, gMeas(gix(tcix)}]; 
tcGint = [tcGint, tcMeas(gix(tcix))]; 
vGint = [vGint, vRand]; 
iGint [iGint, ilnt]; 
j = j + 1; 
% plot charts 
% save data set 
rb~-trn 
% rbm-trn - script to demonstrate training of rbfn solar-cell model 
% 
clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load grid-interpolated data set (gGint, tcGint, iGint, vGint) 
% set normalising limits 
nMin = O.li 
nMax = 0.9; 
% normalise data sets 
nTc = nvect(tcGint, tcMin, tcMax, nMin, nMax); 
nG = nvect(gGint, gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax); 
nI = nvect(iGint, iMin, iMax, nMin, nMax); 
nV = nvect(vGint, vMin, vMax, nMin, nMax); 
% set rbfn training 
df = 10; 
me length(nG); 
eg = 0.005; 
sc = O.lSi 
tp = [df me eg sc); 
params (tp) 
% display frequency (in neurons) 
% maximum number of neurons 
% sum-squared error goal 
% spread constant 
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% off-line rbfn training 
[wl, bl, w2, b2, nr, tr] = solverb([nG: nTc: nV], nTc, tp): 
% plot charts 
% save data set 
rbm-mes 
% rbm-mes - script to compare rbfn model against measured data 
% 
clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load normalised uod limits (nMin, nMax) 
% load rbfn model weights and biases (wl, bl, w2, b2) 
% load measured iv curves (gMeas, tcMeas, ipvMeas(), vpvMeas()) 
% iv curve voltage increment 
dV = 0.5: 
% for each weather condition in measured data 
for j = 1 length (gMeas) 
end 
vCalc 0; 
iCalc = 0; 
vRb = [); 
iRb = [); 
while ((iCalc >= 0) & (vCalc <= vocMax)): 
end 
% normalize input pattern 
p = [ nvect(gMeas(j), gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax)) 
p [pi nvect(teMeas(j), teMin, teMax, nMin, nMax)): 
p = [pi nveet(vCalc, voeMin, voeMax, nMin, nMax)); 
% evaluate network 
nIOut = simurb(p, wl, bl, w2, b2): 
iCalc = nvect(nIOut, nMin, nMax, iseMin, iscMax); 
iRb [iRb, iCale); 
vRb [vRb, vCale]; 
vCale = vCale + dV; 
[vRb, iRb) = trimneg(vRb, iRb); 
voeRb 
iseRb 
vRb(length(vRb}}: 
iRb(l}; 
% plot charts against measured data 
% use pause to view and cycle 
% save results 
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1.2.3 Antis Model (Chapter 4) 
nfm-trn 
% nfm-trn - script to demonstrate training neuro-fuzzy (anfis) 
% solar-cell models 
% 
clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load training data (gMeas, tcMeas, iscMeas, vocMeas) 
% load generated data if exists (gNew, tcNew, iscNew, vocNew) 
% set normalising limits 
nMin 0.1; 
nMax = 0.9; 
% normalise data sets 
nTc:::: nvect([tcMeas, tcNew), tcMin, tcMax, nMin, nMax): 
nG:::: nvect([gMeas, gNew) , gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax); 
nLogG:::: nvect(log([gMeas, gNew)), log(gMin), log (gMax), nMin, nMax); 
nIsc :::: nvect([iscMeas, iscNew], iscMin, iscMax, nMin, nMax); 
nVoc:::: nvect([vocMeas, vocNew), vocMin, vocMax, nMin, nMax); 
iscData:::: [nG nTc nIsc); 
vocData:::: [nLogG nTc nVoc); 
% set anfis options 
numMfs :::: 2; 
mfType = 'gbellmf': 
numEpochs :::: 100; 
stepSize = 0.1; 
% off-line anfis training 
inputFis = genfis1(iscData, numMfs, mfType); 
[iscFis, iscTrainErr, iscStepSize) :::: anfis(iscData, inputFis, [numEpochs nan 
stepSize]); 
inputFis :::: genfis1(vocData, numMfs, mfType); 
[vocFis, vocTrainErr, vocStepSize] = anfis(vocData, inputFis, [numEpochs nan 
stepSize)): 
% plot charts 
% save trained anfis 
nfm-gen 
% nfm-gen - script to demonstrate adding additional data using 
% a priori knowledge 
% (1) find coefs of g and tc against isc and voc 
% (2) calculate a grid of iv values to add to training data 
~ o 
clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load measured training data (gMeas, tcMeas, iscMeas, vocMeas) 
% load manufacturer's panel data (uVoc ursc) 
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% (1) find coefs of g and tc against isc and voc 
% find short circuit coef of solar radiation from selected data 
[uIscG_c, uIscG_m] = lsqfit(gMeas, iscMeas)i 
% find open voltage coef of natural log of solar radiation 
% using subset of data with spread of g at nearly constant tc 
% set upper and lower tc limits accordingly 
logGMeas = log(gMeas); 
ix = find(tcMeas > 28) & (tcMeas < 29)); 
[uVocG_c, uVocG_m] = lsqfit(logGMeas(ix), vocMeas(ix)); 
% use coefs of tc from manufacture's data sheet 
uVocTc m = UVOCi 
uIscTc m = uIsc; 
% (2) calculate a grid of iv values to add to training data 
% use first lsqfit coord as datum 
gDatum = gMeas(ix(l)); 
tcDatum = tcMeas(ix(l))i 
iscDatum iscMeas(ix(l))i 
vocDatum = vocMeas(ix(l)); 
% find min voc and isc in pin by dG then dTc 
isc2 uIscG m * (gMin - gDatum) + iscDatum; 
voc2 uVocG m * (log (gMin) - log(gDatum)) + vocDatum; 
isc2 = uIscTc m * (tcMin - tcDatum) + isc2; 
voc2 = uVocTc m * (tcMin - tcDatum) + voc2; 
% make xy grid matrix 
% set matsize to suit 
matsize = 6; 
gVect = linspace(gMin, gMax, gMatSize)i 
logGVect = linspace(log(gMin), log(gMax), matSize); 
tcVect = linspace(tcMin, tcMax, matSize); 
[gNew tcNew] = meshgrid(gVect, tcVect); 
[logGNew tcNew] = meshgrid(logGVect, tcVect); 
iscNew zeros(size(gNew))i 
vocNew = zeros(size(logGNew)); 
% fill grid with calculated values 
iscVect = (uIscG m * (gVect - gMin) + isc2); 
vocVect = (uvocG=m * (logGVect - log(gMin)) + voc2); 
for j = 1 : matSize 
iscNew(:, j) = (uIscTc_m * (tcVect - tcMin) + iscVect(j)) 'i 
vocNew(:, j) = (uVocTc_m * (tcVect - tcMin) + vocVect(j)) 'i 
end 
% plot charts 
% save data 
nfm-mes 
% nfm-mes - script to demonstrate neuro-fuzzy (anfis) model 
~ o 
% 
against measured data 
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clear all 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load normalised uod limits (nMin, nMax) 
% load trained anfis models (iscFis, vocFis) 
% load measured reference iv curve (iRef(), vRef()) 
% load measured iv curves (gMeas, tcMeas, iscMeas, vocMeas, ... 
% ipvMeas(), vpvMeas()) 
% for each weather condition in measured data 
for j = 1 : length (gMeas) 
end 
% evaluate networks 
nG = nvect(gMeas(j), gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax)i 
nTc = nvect(tcMeas(j), tcMin, tcMax, nMin, nMax); 
nIsc = evalfis([nG, nTc] , iscFis); 
iscOut = nvect(nlsc, nMin, nMax, iscMin, iscMax); 
nG = nvect(log(gMeas(j)), log (gMin), log (gMax), nMin, nMax); 
nVoc = evalfis([nG, nTc], vocFis)i 
vocOut = nvect(nVoc, nMin, nMax, vocMin, vocMax): 
% coordinate transforms 
dIsc = iscRef - iscOut: 
iCalc = iRef - dIsc; 
vocRefPrime = interpxy(iCalc, vRef, O)i 
dVoc = vocRefPrime - vocOuti 
VCalc = vRef - dVoc; 
iscCalcPrime interpxy(VCalc, iCalc, 0); 
dIsc = iscCalcPrime - iscOut; 
iCalc = iCalc - dIsc; 
vocCalcPrime = interpxy(iCalc, vCalc, 0); 
dVoc = vocCalcPrime - vocFis; 
VCalc = vCalc - dVoc; 
[vAnfis, iAnfis] = trimneg(vCalc, iCalc); 
% plot against measured data 
% use pause to view and cycle 
% save results 
1.2.4 Ga Rbfn Model (Chapter 4) 
rbm-ga 
% rbm-ga - script to demonstrate ga training of rbfn solar-cell model 
ga selects which patterns (rbf) are included in the network 
% 
clear all 
global g_Pa 
global g_Ta 
global g_Pb 
global g_Tb 
% training patterns 
% training targets 
% testing patterns 
% testing targets 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
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% load normalised uod limits (nMin, nMax) 
% load two grid-interpolated data sets (gGrid, tCGrid, iGrid, vGrid) 
% normalise data set for training 
nTc = nvect(tcGrid, tcMin, tcMax, nMin, nMax); 
nG nvect(gGrid, gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax); 
nI = nvect(iGrid, iMin, iMax, nMin, nMax); 
nV = nvect(vGrid, vMin, vMax, nMin, nMax); 
g_Pa = enG; nTc; nV]; 
g_Ta nI; 
% normalise data set for testing 
nTc = nvect(tcGrid, tcMin, tcMax, nMin, nMax)i 
nG = nvect(gGrid, gMin, gMax, nMin, nMax); 
nI = nvect(iGrid, iMin, iMax, nMin, nMax); 
nV = nvect(vGrid, vMin, vMax, nMin, nMax); 
g_Pb = enG; nTc; nV]; 
g_Tb = nI; 
% set ga options 
gaOptions = foptions; 
gaOptions(l) = 0; 
gaOptions(2) = 0.001; 
gaOptions(ll) = 200; 
gaOptions(12) = 1; 
gaOptions (13) 0.01 i 
gaOptions(14) 50; 
% get matlab default optimisation options 
% 1 = print statistics (min, max, mean stddev vals) 
% terminator 
% number of individuals per generation 
% crossover probability (0-1) 
% mutation probability (0-0.1) 
% maximum number of generations to model 
% bit-string bounds and bits 
% boolean value determines if pattern used in network 
% sequence is 500 booleans and 1 variable for spread constant 
gaLB = [zeros(l, 63), 0]; 
gaUB = [ones(l, 63) * 255, 1]; 
gaBits = ones (1, (63 + 1]) * 8; 
% [] = random first generation population initialization 
firstGen = []; 
% random seed for initializing first generation 
rand('seed', sum(100 * clock)); 
% decode bestlndiv for ga output 
[bestlndiv, stats, opts, bestFit, firstGen, lastGen] = ... 
genetic('rbm-gaff', firstGen, gaOptions, gaLB, gaUB, gaBits); 
% plot charts 
% save results 
rbm-gaff 
function [fitness] = rbm-gaff(individual); 
% rbm-gaff - fitness function for rbm-ga 
global g_Pa 
global g_Ta 
global g_Pb 
global g_Tb 
% (1) decode individual 
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% member 64 is spread constant 
sc = individual(64): 
% 1st 500 bits are boolean decoder b10to2 = "base 10 to 2" 
% bit count = 62 * 8 = 496 ... + 4 = 500 
nR = b10to2 (individual (1, 1 : 63), [ones(l, 62) * 8, 4]); 
% make data sets 
% 1 = use rbf, 0 = don't use 
nRix = find(nR == 1); 
pattern = g_Pa(:, nRix); 
target = g_Ta(:, nRix); 
% solve non-linear hidden layer by centring an rbf on each pattern 
w1 = pattern'; 
b1 = ones (length (target) , 1) * sqrt(-log(.5)) / SCi 
% (2) need to test for rank deficient individuals 
% evaluate rbf (not rbfn) using training data set 
n = dist(w1, pattern); 
n = n .* (b1 * ones(l, length(n)); 
a1 = exp(-(n .* n)); 
if rank{a1) -= size(n, 1) 
else 
end 
% set rank deficient individuals to min fitness 
fitness = 0.001; 
% (3) finish training and test network 
% solve linear output layer of network 
Cpr, pc] = size(a1); 
x = target / [a1; ones(l, pc)]; 
w2 = x(:, 1 : pr); 
b2 = x(:, pr + 1); 
% evaluate rbfn with test data set 
iOut = simurb(g_Pb, wI, b1, w2, b2); 
sse = sum«iOut - g_Tb) A 2) ; 
fitness = 1 - sse; 
if fitness >= 1, fitness = 0.999; end 
if fitness <= 0, fitness = 0.001; end 
if isnan(fitness) , fitness = 0.001; end 
1.2.5 Ga Antis Model (Chapter 4) 
nfm-gav 
% nfm-gav -
g. 
o 
% 
% 
clear all 
script to demonstrate ga optimisation of neuro-fuzzy 
(anfis) solar-cell model 
ga finds values of uVocG, uVocTc and vocDatum 
global g_LogG 
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global g_Tc 
global g_Voc 
global g_LogGDatum 
global g_TcDatum 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load training data (gMeas, tcMeas, iscMeas, vocMeas) 
g_LogG = log(gMeas)i 
g_TC = tcMeas; 
g_Voc = vocMeas; 
g_LogGDatum = log(1000); 
g_TcDatum = 25; 
% set ga options 
gaOptions = foptions; 
gaOptions(l) = Oi 
gaOptions(2) = 0.001; 
gaOptions(ll) = 100; 
gaOptions(12) = 1; 
gaoptions(13) = O.Oli 
gaOptions(14) = 50; 
% get matlab default optimisation options 
% 1 = print statistics (min, max, mean stddev vals) 
% terminator 
% number of individuals per generation 
% crossover probability (0-1) 
% mutation probability (0-0.1) 
% maximum number of generations to model 
% bit-string bounds and bits 
% sequence is uVocG, uVocTc, vocDatum 
gaLB = [ 5, -1.5, 15*14]; 
gaUB = [20, -0.9, 25*14]; 
gaBits = [24, 24, 24]; 
% [] forces random first generation population initialization 
firstGen = []i 
% random seed for initializing first generation 
rand('seed', sum(100 * clock)); 
% decode bestIndiv for ga output 
[bestIndiv, stats, opts, bestFit, firstGen, lastGen] = ... 
genetic('nfm-gaffv', firstGen, gaOptions, gaLB, gaUB, gaBits); 
% plot charts 
% save results 
nfm-gai 
% nfm-gai - script to demonstrate ga optimisation of neuro-fuzzy 
% (anfis) solar-cell model 
% ga finds values of uIscG, uIscTc and iscDatum 
% 
clear all 
global g_G 
global g_Tc 
global g_Voc 
global g_GDatum 
global g_TcDatum 
% load uod limits (gMin, gMax etc) 
% load training data (gMeas, tcMeas, iscMeas, vocMeas) 
g_G = gMeasi 
g_Tc = tcMeas; 
g_Voc = vocMeasi 
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g_Datum = 1000; 
g_TcDatum = 25; 
% set ga options 
gaOptions = foptions; 
gaOptions(l) = 0; 
gaOptions(2) = 0.001; 
gaOptions(ll) = 100; 
gaOptions(12) = 1; 
gaoptions(13) = 0.01; 
gaOptions(14) = 50; 
% get matlab default optimisation options 
% 1 = print statistics (min, max, mean stddev vals) 
% terminator 
% number of individuals per generation 
% crossover probability (0-1) 
% mutation probability (0-0.1) 
% maximum number of generations to model 
% bit-string bounds and bits 
% sequence is ulscG, ulscTc, iscDatum 
gaLB = [ 5, -1.5, 15*14]; 
gaUB = [20, -0.9, 25*14]; 
gaBits = [24, 24, 24]; 
% [] forces random first generation population initialization 
firstGen = []; 
% random seed for initializing first generation 
rand('seed', sum(100 * clock»: 
% decode bestlndiv for ga output 
[bestlndiv, stats, opts, bestFit, firstGen, lastGen] = ... 
genetic('nfm-gaffi', firstGen, gaOptions, gaLB, gaUB, gaBits): 
% plot charts 
% save results 
nfm-gaffv 
function [fitness] = nfm-gaffv(individual); 
% nfm-gaffv - fitness function for nfm-gaffv (voc anfis) 
% 
global g_LogG 
global g_LogGDatum 
global g_TcDatum 
global g_Tc 
global g_Voc 
% (1) decode individual 
% individual = [uVocG uVocTc vocDatum] 
uVocG = individual(l): 
uVocTc = individual(2): 
vocDatum = individual (3) ; 
% (2) calculate and test parameters 
% find voc by dG then dTc 
vocGa = uVocG * (g LogG - g_LogGDatum) + vocDatum: 
vocGa = uVocTc * (g_TC - g_TcDatum) + vocGa; 
vocMax = max(max(vocGa, g_Voc»; 
sse = sum(((vocGa - g_Voc) / 1000) A 2) ; 
fitness = 1 - sse; 
if fitness >= 1, fitness = 0.999; end 
if fitness <= 0, fitness 0.001: end 
if isnan(fitness) , fitness = 0.001: end 
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nfm-gaffi 
function [fitness] = nfm-gaffi(individual); 
% nfm-gaffi - fitness function for nfm-gaffi (isc anfis) 
% 
global g_G 
global g_GDatum 
global g_TcDatum 
global g_Tc 
global g_Voc 
uIscG = individual (1) ; 
uIscTc = individual (2) ; 
IscDatum = individual(3); 
% find isc by dG then dTc 
iscGa uIscG * (g_G - g_GDatum) + iscDatum; 
iscGa = uIscTc * (g_Tc - g_TcDatum) + iscGa; 
iscMax = max(max(iscGa, g Isc)); 
sse = sum ( «iscGa - g Isc) / 1000) A 2) ; 
fitness = 1 - sse; -
if fitness >= 1, fitness = 0.999; end 
if fitness <= 0, fitness 0.001; end 
if isnan(fitness), fitness = 0.001; end 
1.2.6 Pi Control (Chapter 5) 
pic 
% pic - script to demonstrate pi control of plant 
% 
clear all 
% 
~ 0 
% 
load 
load 
load 
measured data (g, tc, isc, voc, imp, vmp, ipv(), vpv()) 
circuit values (acPeak, resistance, inductance, capacitance) 
pi gains (vdcGain(), ideGain(), iqeGain()) 
~ 0 
~ 0 
load initial state (modIx, idc, vdc, vdcErr, vdcInt, ide, ideRef, ideErr, ... 
ideInt, iqe, iqeRef, iqeErr, iqeInt, iabc(), eabc(), wt, vdeRef, vqeRef) 
% simulation timings 
fm = 50; 
fc = 3150; 
ns fc / fro; 
ts 1 / (2 * fc); 
dt = ts / 56; 
numCycles = 50; 
sampleTiroe = 0; 
% open results file 
for w = 1 : length (g) 
% mains frequency 
% sampling frequency 
% number of data samples per mains cycle 
% period of _half_ sampling frequency 
% time increment in current accumulator 
% to run each weather condition 
% accumulated 
for cycle = 1 : numCycles 
for sample = 1 ns 
for hs = 0 1 
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end 
end 
end 
end 
[ideRef, vdcErr, vdclnt] : '" 
o pid(vdc, vrnp(w), vdcErr, vdclnt, vdcGain, ts); 
ldeRef = - ideRef; 
[vdeRef, ideErr, idelnt] = ... 
pid(ide, ideRef, ideErr, idelnt ideGain, ts); 
vdeRef = limit(vdeRef, vdc/2); , 
[vqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt] = ... 
pid(iqe, iqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt iqeGain, ts); 
vqeRef = limit(vqeRef, vdc/2); , 
modlx = pimodix(vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc); 
[vz, WZ, tz] = ... 
o pivect(~s, sampleTime, ts, vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc, wt, modlx); 
[ldc, vdc, labc, eabc, sampleTime, wt] = ... 
invopbs (vz, wz, tz, ipv (w, :), vpv (w, :), vdc, iabc, .. . 
sampleTime, fm, dt, [acPeak, resistance, inductance, .. . 
capacitance]); 
[ide, iqe] = inv2srrf(iabc, eabc, wt); 
% format and save results 
% close results file 
pid 
function [pidOut, pErr, iPart] = pid(x, xRef, pErrLast, iPart, gain, ts); 
% pid - returns pid controller output 
% 
% usage: [pidOut, pErr, iPart] = pid(x, xRef, pErrLast, iPart, gain, tS)i 
% 
% output: - pidOut is the controller output 
% - pErr is the present proportional error 
% - iPart is the present integral contribution to the output 
% 
% input: - x is the present plant output 
% - xRef is the reference 
% - pErrLast is the previous proportional error 
% - iPart is the previous integral contribution to the output 
% - gain is a vector of gains [p, i, d] 
% - ts is the sample period 
% 
pGain = gain(l); 
iGain gain(2)i 
dGain = gain(3)i 
pErr = xRef - Xi 
iErr trapz ( [pErrLast, pErr] ) * ts; 
dErr (pErr - pErrLast) / ts; 
pPart = pGain * pErri 
iPart iPart + (iGain * iErr) ; 
dPart = dGain * dErr; 
pidOut = pPart + iPart + dParti 
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pimodx 
fun~tio~ [modlx] = pimodix(vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc); 
: plmodlx - returns modulation index for svm inverter using pi control 
% usage: [modlx] = pimodix(vderef, vqeref, vdc); 
% 
% where: 
% 
- modlx is the modulation index (range 0-.99) 
- vdeRef and vqeRef are the d and q components of the 
% 
% 
% 
reference voltage vector 
- vdc is dc bus voltage 
% based on al-amoudi (1999) 
% 
modlx 
modlx 
modlx 
= sqrt(2) * sqrt(vdeRef A 2 + vqeRef A 2) / vdc; 
limit (modlx, 0.99, 0.01); 
= 2 / sqrt(3) * modlx; 
pivect 
function [va, wa, t] = pivect(hs, sampleTime, 
% pivect -
% 
% 
vdc, wt, modlx); 
returns real time inverter vectors 
for pi controller 
ts, vdeRef, vqeRef, ... 
in switching sequence 
% usage: [va, wa, t] = pivect(hs, tRef, ts, vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc, wt, modlx); 
% 
% outputs: - va switching vector is used to calculate the rate of change 
% of inductor current 
% 
% 
- wa switching vector is used to calculate the rate of change 
of capacitor voltage 
% 
% 
% 
- t is the switching end times vector in real time 
- modlx is the modulation index 
% inputs: - hs is the half cycle 
% - sampleTime is real time at the start of the half cycle 
% - ts is the half cycle sample period 
% - vdeRef and vqeRef are the d and q components of the reference 
% voltage vector 
% - vdc is dc bus voltage 
% - wt is the phase angle of the grid 
% 
% phase angle of the reference voltage vector (vref) always in range 
% 0-2*pi (0-360), ie the position of the rotating reference frame 
gama = rem(wt + 2 * pi + atan(vqeRef / vdeRef), 2 * pi); 
% find which pi/3 (60) sector phase angle is in (0-6) 
sect = floor«(gama / pi * 3) / 1) + 1; 
% find relative position within the sector 0-pi/3 (0-60) 
alpha = gama - (sect - 1 ) * pi / 3; 
% calculate switch time intervals according to relative position 
[to, ta, tb, t7] = svrntime(ts, alpha, modlx); 
% use intervals to generate 3-phase switching sequences for this half cycle 
% note: odd and even sectors have different sequences 
[va, wa, t] = svrnsq(hs, to, ta, tb, t7, sect); 
% convert to real time 
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for k = 2 : length(t) 
t(k) = sum(t(k - 1 
end 
t = t + sampleTime: 
svmtime 
k) ) : 
function [to, ta, tb, t7] = svmtime(ts, a, m): 
% svmtime - returns switching intervals for svm invereter 
% 
% usage: [to, ta, tb, t7] = svmtime (ts, a, m): 
% 
% where: - [to, ta, tb, t7] are the switching intervals 
% - ts is the sample period 
% - a is the position of the rotating reference 
% voltage (sample angle) in radians redefined 
% to the range 0-pi/3 
% - m is the modulation index (range 0-1) 
% 
% based on al-amoudi (1999) 
% 
ta = ts * m * sin((pi / 3) - a): 
tb = ts * m * sin(a): 
to (ts - ta - tb) / 2: 
t7 to: 
svmsq 
function [va, wa, t] = svmsq(hs, to, ta, tb, t7, sect): 
% svmsq - returns switching sequence for svm inverter 
% 
% usage: [va, wa, t] = svmsq(tO, ta, tb, t7, sect): 
% where: - va switching vector is used to calculate the rate of 
% change of inductor current 
% - wa switching vector is used to calculate the rate of 
% change of capacitor voltage 
% - t is the switching end times vector 
% - hs is the half cycle 
% - [to, ta, tb, t7] are the switching intervals 
% - sect is the sector for the rotating reference voltage 
% 
% based on al-amoudi (1999) 
~ o 
vO = [ -1: -1: -1]: 
v7 = [ 1: 1: 1] ; 
v [ 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1 
-1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1 
-1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1] : 
wO = [0: 0: 0] : 
w7 = [0; 0; ° J ; 
w = [1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 
° 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1 
0, -1, 0, 0, 1, 0] ; 
if rem (sect, 2) -- 0 
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a = rem (sect, 6) + 1; 
b = sect; 
else 
a = sect; 
b = rem (sect, 6) + 1; 
end 
if hs -- 0 
va [vO v ( : , a) v ( : , b) v7] ; 
wa = [wO w ( : , a) w ( : , b) w7] ; 
if rem (sect, 2 ) 
-- 0 
t = [to tb ta t7] ; 
else 
t = [to ta tb t7] ; 
end 
else 
va [v7 v ( : , b) v ( : , a) VOl; 
wa = [w7 w ( : , b) w ( : , a) wO]; 
if rem (sect, 2) -- 0 
t [t7 ta tb to] ; 
else 
t [t7 tb ta to] ; 
end 
end 
invopbs 
function [idc, vdc, iabc, eabc, sampleTime, wt] = ... 
invopbs(vz, wz, tz, ipv, vpv, vdc, iabc, sampleTime, fm, dt, circuit); 
% invopbs - returns output of inverter model using svm with pv source 
% binary search version 
% 
% usage: [idc, vdc, iabc, eabc, sampleTime, wt] = 
% invopbs(vz, wz, tz, ipv, vpv, vdc, iabc, sampleTime, fm, dt); 
g. 
o 
% inputs: - vz, wz, and tz are vectors of svm switching parameters 
% - ipv and vpv are vectors of i-v curve currents and voltages 
% - vdc and iabc are the values at (k) 
% - fm is the mains frequency and wt is the angular position 
% - circuit is a vector of [acPeak resistance inductance capacitance] 
% 
% outputs: - idc and vdc are the dc current and voltage at (k+l) 
% 
5l-o 
- iabc and eabc are vectors of 3-phase currents and voltages 
at (k+l) 
% 
- sampleTime and wt are the values at the end of the half cycle 
% based on al-amoudi (1999) 
5l-o 
aCPeak = circuit(I); 
resistance = circuit(2); 
inductance = circuit(3); 
capacitance = circuit(4); 
ia 
ib 
ic 
= 
= 
= 
iabc(I); 
iabc(2); 
iabc(3); 
% volts 
% ohms 
~ 0 henrys 
% farads 
% inductor currents 
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for k = 1 : length (tz) 
va = vz(l, k) ; 
vb = vz (2, k) ; 
vc = vz(3, k) ; 
wa = wz(l, k) ; 
wb = wz(2, k) : 
wc = wz(3, k) : 
endSwitchTime = tz(k): 
% inverter 3-phase volts 
van = (2 * va vb vc) / 3: 
vbn = (2 * vb - vc - va) / 3: 
vcn = (2 * vc - va - vb) / 3: 
% iteration to allow accumulative current calculation 
while (sampleTime <= endSwitchTime) 
wt = (2 * pi * fm * sampleTime): 
if wt >= 2 * pi 
wt = rem(wt, 2 * pi): 
end 
% grid 3-phase volts 
ea = aCPeak * cos (wt) : 
eb = acPeak * cos(wt 2 * pi / 
ec = acPeak * cos(wt + 2 * pi / 
% grid 3-phase currents 
3) ; 
3) ; 
ia = (van * vdc + inductance / dt * ia 
(inductance / dt + resistance); 
ib (vbn * vdc + inductance / dt * ib 
(inductance / dt + resistance); 
ic = (vcn * vdc + inductance / dt * ic 
(inductance / dt + resistance); 
% idc based on previous vdc 
[idc) = intxybs(vpv, ipv, VdC)i 
idc = limit(idc, ipv(l), 0); 
% total inductor current 
ilnd = (wa * ia + wb * ib + wc * ic); 
ea) / 
eb) / 
ec) / 
vdc = vdc + dt * (idc - ilnd) / capacitance; 
vdc = limit(vdc, vpv(length(vpv»), .001); 
sampleTime = sampleTime + dt; 
end 
end 
sampleTime = max(tz); 
iabc = [ia, ib, ic]; 
eabc = [ea, eb, ec]; 
function [ide, iqe] = inv2srrf(iabc, eabc, wt); 
% inv2srrf - converts inverter 3-phase output to synchronously 
% rotating reference frame currents 
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% 
% usage: [ide, iqe] = inv2srrf(iabc, eab ) c, wt ; 
% 
wt is the angular position % input: 
% iabc and eabc are vectors of 3 h 
-p ase currents and voltages at (k+1) 
% 
: output: ide and iqe are the synchronously rotating reference frame currents 
% based on al-amoudi (1999) 
% 
ia = iabc(l); % inductor currents 
ib == iabc(2); 
ic == iabc(3) ; 
ea eabc(l)i % inductor voltages 
eb eabc(2); 
ec == eabc(3)i 
% 3 to 2 phase grid voltage conversion 
eds == 
eqs == 
sqrt(2 / 3) * (1 / s qrt (2) ) 
ea - (1 / sqrt(6)) * eb - (1 / sqrt(6)) * ec; 
* eb - (1 / sqrt(2)) * ec; 
% 3 to 2 phase grid current conversion 
ids = 
iqs = 
sqrt(2 / 3) * (1 / sqrt (2) ) 
ia - (1 / sqrt(6)) * ib - (1 / sqrt(6)) * ic; 
* ib - (1 / sqrt(2)) * iCi 
% stationary reference frame (srf) to synchronously 
% rotating reference frame (srrf) conversion 
ide = ids * cos(wt) + iqs * sin(wt); 
iqe == -ids * sin(wt) + iqs * cos(wt); 
1.2.7 Ga Pi Control (Chapter 5) 
pic-ga 
% pic-ga - script to demonstrate ga tuning of pi controller 
clear all 
% set ga options 
gaOptions = foptions; 
gaOptions(l) = 0; 
gaOptions(2) = 0.001; 
gaOptions(ll) = 10; 
gaOptions(12) = 1; 
gaoptions(13) = 0.01; 
gaOptions(14) = 25; 
% get matlab default optimisation options 
% 1 = print statistics (min, max, mean stddev vals) 
% terminator 
% number of individuals per generation 
% crossover probability (0-1) 
% mutation probability (0-0.1) 
% maximum number of generations to model 
% bit-string bounds and bits for gains 
% sequence is prop-vdc, integ-vdc, prop-ide, integ-ide 
gaLB = [0. 1, 1. 0, O. 1, 1. 0] ; 
gaUB = [10, 100, 10, 100]; 
gaBits = [16, 16, 16, 16]; 
% (] forces random first generation population initialization 
firstGen = (]i 
% random seed for initializing first generation 
rand('seed', sum(100 * clock)); 
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% decode bestlndiv for ga output 
[bestlndiv, stats, opts, fitness, firstGen 1 tG ] -
t ' ( , ' ' as en -gene 1C p1c-gaff', firstGen, gaOptions gaLB UB··· , 
% plot charts 
% save results 
% load gains into pic.m to evaluate 
pic-gaff 
function [fitness] = pic-gaff(individual); 
, , ga , gaBlts); 
% pic-gaff - fitness function fo t' , r unlng svrn lnverter pi controller 
% 
% usage: [fitness] = pic-gaff(individual); 
% 
% individual encodes pi gains for vdc and ide (iqe set to ide) 
% 
vdcGain = [individual(1:2), 0]; 
ideGain = [individual (3:4) , 0]; 
iqeGain = ideGain; 
[time, vdc, vrnp, err] = svrnplant(vdcGain, ideGain, iqeGain); 
% fitness based on integral of absolute error 
iae = trapz(time, abs(err)); 
fitness = 1 / (1 + iae); 
if fitness >= 1, fitness = 0.999; end 
if fitness <= 0, fitness 0.001; end 
if isnan(fitness) , fitness = 0.001; end 
svmplant 
function [tOut, vdcout, vrnpout, errout] = svrnplant(vdcGain, ideGain, iqeGain); 
% svrnplant - returns plant output over entire simulation 
% modified from pic (pi control) 
% usage: [tOut, vdcOut, vrnpout, errout] = svrnplant(vdcGain, ideGain, iqeGain); 
% 
% outputs: tOut, vdcOut, vrnpout, errOut are column vectors of sample times, 
dc voltage, dc voltage reference, and dc voltage errors sampled 
% ns times each mains cycle 
% inputs: vdcGain, ideGain, iqeGain where each gain is pid vector 
% 
% load measured data (g, tc, isc, voc, imp, vrnp, ipv(), vpv()) 
% load circuit values (acPeak, resistance, inductance, capacitance) 
% load initial state (modlx, idc, vdc, vdcErr, vdclnt, ide, ideRef, ideErr, ... 
idelnt, iqe, iqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt, iabc(), eabc(), wt, vdeRef, vqeRef) 
~ 0 simUlation timings 
fm = 50; 
fc = 3150; 
ns = fc / fm; 
ts = 1 / (2 * fc); 
dt = ts / 56; 
numCycles = 50; 
sampleTime = 0; 
% 
% 
% 
,.. 
0 
% 
% 
% 
mains frequency 
sampling frequency 
number of data samples per mains cycle 
period of _half_ sampling frequency 
time increment in current accumulator 
to run each weather condition 
accumulated 
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for w = 1 : length(g) 
for cycle = 1 : numCycles(w) 
for sample = 1 ns 
for hs = 0 1 
[ideR~f, vdcErr, vdclnt] = ... 
, pld(vdc~ vmp(w) , vdcErr, vdclnt, vdcGain, ts),· 
ldeRef = - ldeRef: 
[vdeRef, ideErr, idelnt] = ... 
pid(ide, ideRef, ideErr ;delnt ' 
d 
' ~ , ldeGain, ts): 
v eRef = limit(vdeRef, vdc/2): 
[vqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt] = ... 
pid(iq~, ,iqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt, iqeGain, ts): 
vqeRef = 11mlt(vqeRef, vdc/2): 
modlx = pimodix(vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc); 
[vz, wz, tz] = ••• 
, pivect(hs, sampleTime, ts, vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc, wt, modlx): 
[ldc~ vdc, iabc, eabc, sampleTime, wt] = 
lnvopbs(vz, wz, tz, ipv(w, :), vpv(w, ) d 'b 
end 
end 
end 
sampleTime, fm, dt, circuit); 
[ide, iqe] = inv2srrf(iabc, eabc, wt): 
end 
tOut = 
errOut 
vdcOut 
vmpOut 
[tOut: sampleTime]: 
= [errOut: vdcErr]: 
= [vdcOut: vdc]: 
[vmpOut: vmp(w)): 
tOut tOut - tOut(l): 
1.2.8 FI Control (Chapter 5) 
ftc 
% flc - script to demonstrate fl control of plant 
% 
clear all 
: , v c, la c, ... 
% load measured data (g, tc, isc, voc, imp, vmp, ipv(), vpv()) 
% load circuit values (acPeak, resistance, inductance, capacitance) 
% load fuzzy sets and rules (vdcFis, ideFis, iqeFis) 
% load uods (vdcLimits, ideLimits, iqeLimits) 
% load initial state (modlx, idc, vdc, vdcErr, vdclnt, ide, ideRef, ideErr, ... 
idelnt, iqe, iqeRef, iqeErr, iqelnt, iabc(), eabc(), wt, vdeRef, vqeRef) 
% simulation timings 
fm = 50: 
fc = 3150: 
ns = fc / fm: 
% mains frequency 
% sampling frequency 
% number of data samples per mains cycle 
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ts == 1 / (2 * f c) ; 
dt == ts / 56: 
numCycles = 50: 
sampleTime = 0: 
% p~rio~ of _half_ sampling frequency 
% tlme lncrement in current accumulator 
% to run each weather condition 
% accumulated 
% open results file 
for w = 1 : length(g) 
end 
for cycle = 1 : numCycles 
end 
for sample = 1 ns 
end 
for hs = 0 1 
end 
[ideRef, vdcErr] = 
fpi(vdc, vmp(w), vdcErr, -ideRef, vdcFis, vdcLimits, ts): 
ideRef = - ideRef: 
[vdeRef, ideErr] == 
fpi(ide, ideRef, ideErr, vdeRef, ideFis, ideLimits, ts): 
vdeRef = limit(vdeRef, vdc/2): 
[vqeRef, iqeErr] = ... 
fpi(iqe, iqeRef, iqeErr, vqeRef, iqeFis, iqeLimits, ts); 
vqeRef = limit(vqeRef, vdc/2); 
modIx = pimodix(vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc): 
[vz, wz, tz] = 
pivect(hs, sampleTime, ts, vdeRef, vqeRef, vdc, wt, modIx): 
[idc, vdc, iabc, eabc, sampleTime, wt] = ... 
invopbs(vz, wz, tz, ipv(w, :), vpv(w, :), vdc, iabc, ... 
sampleTime, fm, dt, circuit): 
[ide, iqe] = inv2srrf(iabc, eabc, wt); 
% format and save results 
% close results file 
fpi 
function [u, err] = fpi(x, xRef, errLast, uLast, fis, limits, ts): 
% fpi - fuzzy pi controller for svm controller 
% uses velocity method: du = f(err, derr) 
% 
errMin = limits(l): 
errMax = limits(2): 
derrMin = limits(3); 
derrMax = limits(4); 
duMin = limits(S): 
duMax = limits(6): 
uodMin limits(7): 
uodMax = limits(8); 
err = xRef - x; 
derr = (err - errLast) / ts: 
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nerr = interpxy([errMin, errMax], [uodMin uodM] . 
. t (. ' ax , err), 
nderr = ln erpxy [derrMln, derrMax] [uodMin uodM ] , , ax , derr); 
nerr = limit(nerr, uodMin, uodMax); 
nderr = limit(nderr, uodMin, uodMax); 
ndu_ = evalfis([nerr, nderr], fis); 
du = interpxy([uodMin, uodMax], [duMin, duMax], ndu_); 
u = uLast + du ; 
1.2.9 Ga FI Control (Chapter 5) 
flc-ga 
% flc-ga -
% 
script to demonstrate ga optimisation of fuzzy sets for fIc 
ga finds rules and sets with mf offset term 
% run optimisation for each controller, 
% ie: pi-1 (vdc) , pi-2 (ide), pi-3 (iqe) 
% 
clear all 
global g_data 
global g_limits 
% load training data (err, dErr, dU) 
% load uod limits (errMin, errMax, dErrMin, dErrMax, dUMin, dUMax) 
errMin min(err); 
errMax = max(err); 
dErrMin = min(dErr); 
dErrMax = max(dErr); 
dUMin = min (dU) ; 
dUMa x = max (dU) ; 
% normalised uod limits 
nMax = 3 
nMin = -nMax; 
g_data = [err, dErr, dU]; 
g_limits = [errMin, errMax, dErrMin, dErrMax, dUMin, dUMax, nMin, nMax]; 
% set ga options 
gaOptions = foptions; 
gaOptions(l) = 0; 
gaOptions(2) = 0.002; 
gaOptions(ll) = 100; 
gaOptions(12) = 1; 
gaOptions(13) = 0.01; 
gaOptions(14) = 50; 
% get matlab default optimisation options 
% 1 = print statistics (min, max, mean stddev vals) 
% terminator 
% number of individuals per generation 
% crossover probability (0-1) 
% mutation probability (0-0.1) 
% maximum number of generations to model 
% bit-string bounds and bits 
~ 2 input + 1 output variable 0 
~ each with 2 +ve mfs, range [0, 3] 0 
% and 1 offset, range [0, 1J 
gaLB = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] ; 
gaUB = [ 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 1] ; 
gaBits = ones(l, 9) * 12; 
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% 24 rule consequents (zero output hardwired) 
% integer part decodes to range [1-5] 
gaLB = [gaLB ones(l, 24)]; 
gaUB = [gaUB ones(l, 24) * 5.999]; 
gaBits = [gaBits ones(l, 24) * 3); 
% [] forces random first generation population initialization 
firstGen = []; 
% randon seed for initializing first generation 
rand('seed', sum(lOO * clock)); 
% decode bestlndiv for ga output 
[bestlndiv, stats, opts, bestFit, firstGen, lastGen] = ... 
genetic('flc-gaff', firstGen, gaOptions, gaLB, gaUB, gaBits); 
% plot charts 
% save results 
% create fis from bestlndiv (as in flc-gaff) 
% load fis into flc.m to evaluate 
flc~aff 
function [fitness] = flc-gaff(individual)i 
% flc-gaff - fuzzy fitness function for flc-ga 
% 
global g_data 
global g_limits 
errMin = g_limits(l); 
errMax = g_limits(2); 
dErrMin = g_limits(3); 
dErrMax = g_limits(4); 
dUMin = g_limits(5); 
dUMax = g_limits(6); 
uodMin g_limits(7); 
uodMax = g_limits(8); 
% convert 9 data to uod 
nerr = interpxy([errMin, errMax], [uodMin, uodMax], g_data(:, i)}; 
nderr = interpxy([dErrMin, dErrMax], [uodMin, uodMax], g_data(:, 2}); 
ndu = interpxy([dUMin, dUMax] , [uodMin, uodMax), g_data(:, 3)); 
fis flc-mf5(uodMax, individual}; 
ndu = evalfis([nerr, nderr], fis); 
sse = sumsqr([ndu - ndu_)); 
fitness = 1 / (1 + sse); 
function [fis] = flc-fis(uod, indiv); 
% flc-fis - returns fis ndU = f(nErr, ndErr) 
% 
a = newfis('fis', 'mamdani'); 
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[mf1 mf2 mf3 mf4 mfS] = flc-mf(uod, indiv(1:3)): 
a = addvar(a, 'input', 'nErr', [-uod * 2, uod * 2J); 
a = addmf(a, 'input', 1, 'sl', 'trapmf', mf1); 
a = addmf(a, 'input', 1, 's2', 'trimf', mf2): 
a = addmf(a, 'input', 1, 's3', 'trimf', mf3); 
a = addmf(a, 'input', 1, 's4', 'trimf', mf4); 
a = addmf(a, 'input', 1, 'sS', 'trapmf', mfS); 
[mf1 mf2 mf3 mf4 mfS] = flc-mf(uod, indiv(4:6)); 
a = addvar(a, ' input' , 'ndErr', [-uod * 2, uod * 2] ) ; 
a = addmf(a, ' input' , 2, ' sl ' , 'trapmf' , mf1) ; 
a = addmf(a, 'input' , 2, , s2 ' , 'trimf' , mf2) : 
a = addmf(a, 'input' , 2, 's3', 'trimf' , mf3); 
a = addmf(a, , input' , 2, ' s4 ' , 'trimf' , mf4); 
a = addmf(a, ' input' , 2, ' sS ' , 'trapmf' , mfS) : 
[mf1 mf2 mf3 mf4 mfS] = flc-mf(uod, indiv(7:9)); 
a = addvar(a, 'output', 'ndU', [-uod * 2, uod * 2]); 
a = addmf (a, 'output', 1, 'sl', 'trapmf', mf1); 
a = addmf(a, 'output', 1, 's2', 'trimf', mf2); 
a = addmf(a, 'output', 1, 's3', 'trimf', mf3); 
a = addmf(a, 'output', 1, 's4', 'trimf', mf4); 
a = addmf(a, 'output', 1, 'sS', 'trapmf', mf5); 
indi v (1 : 9) = []; 
indiv floor(indiv); 
% the 3 is for rule 
% if nErr = zero and ndErr = zero then ndU = zero 
% (middle row in rules, centre of rule matrix) 
newRules = [indiv(1:12) 3 indiv(13:24)]; 
rules [ ... 
110 1 1; 
1 2 0 1 1; 
1 3 0 1 1: 
1 4 0 1 1; 
1 5 0 1 1; 
2 1 0 1 1; 
2 2 0 1 1; 
2 3 0 1 1; 
2 4 0 1 1; 
2 5 0 1 1; 
3 1 0 1 1; 
3 2 0 1 1; 
3 3 3 1 1; 
3 4 0 1 1; 
3 5 0 1 1; 
4 1 0 1 1; 
4 2 0 1 1: 
4 3 0 1 1: 
4 4 0 1 1; 
4 5 0 1 1; 
5 1 0 1 1; 
5 2 0 1 1: 
5 3 0 1 1; 
5 4 0 1 1: 
5 5 0 1 1; 
] ; 
rules(:, 3) = newRules'; 
fis = addrule(a, rules); 
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flc-mf 
function [mf1, mf2, mf3, mf4, mf5] = flc-mf(uod, a); 
% flc-mf - returns term set with trap/tri/tri/tri/trap memb h' f ' 
, ers lp unctlons 
% from lnputs of 2 apex positions and offset away from zero 
% 
a (1: 2) = sort (a (1: 2) ) ; 
b = uod * 2; 
mfl = [-b -b (-a (2) + a (3)) ( -a (1) + a (3) ) ] ; 
mf2 [-a(2) -a(l) 0] + a(3); 
mf3 [ -a (1) 0 a (1)] + a (3) ; 
mf 4 = [0 a ( 1 ) a (2 )] + a (3) ; 
mf 5 [ (a ( 1 ) + a ( 3)) (a ( 2 ) + a (3)) b b]; 
1.2.10 Antis Control (Chapter 5) 
nfc-trn 
% nfc-trn - script to demonstrate training neuro-fuzzy (anfis) controller 
% this is run once for each controller 
% ie: anfis-1 (vdc) , anfis-2 (ide), and anfis-3 (iqe) 
% there is no need for nfc specific code, implement fis with flc 
% 
clear all 
% load training data (err, dErr, dU) 
S!-0 set limits 
errMin = min(err); 
errMax = max(err); 
dErrMin min(dErr); 
dErrMax = max(dErr); 
dUMin = min(dU); 
dUMa x = max (dU) ; 
% normalised uod limits 
nMax 3 
nMin -nMax; 
data [err, dErr, dU]; 
limits = [errMin, errMax, dErrMin, dErrMax, dUMin, dUMax, nMin, nMax]; 
% normalise data sets 
nErr = interpxy([errMin, errMax], [nMin, nMax] , err); 
ndErr = interpxy([dErrMin, dErrMax], [nMin, nMax] , dErr): 
ndU = interpxy([dUMin, dUMax) , [nMin, nMax] , dU); 
trainData = [nErr ndErr ndU]; 
% anfis options 
numMfs = 3; 
mfType = 'gbellmf'; 
numEpochs = 40: 
stepSize = 0.1: 
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% off-line anfis training 
inputFis = genfis1(trainData, nUmMfs, mfType); 
[newFis, trainErr, stepSize) = anfis(trainData, inputFis, [numEpochs nan 
stepSize)); 
% evaluate 
% plot charts 
% save trained anfis 
1.2.11 Model Based Control of Solar Cells (Chapter 6) 
mod2meas 
% mod2meas - script to find measured current at modelled mpp 
% this is to ensure simulation runs at actual (ie: measured) mpp 
% the current at the modelled mpp is often different from 
% measured mpp current 
% 
clear all 
% load mpp data (impConv, vmpConv, impRbfn, vmpRbfn, impAnfis, vmpAnfis) 
% load measured iv curves (g, tc, ipvMeas, vpvMeas) 
for w = 1 : length(g) 
idcConv = interpxy(vpv(w, :), ipv(w, :), vmpConv(w)); 
idcRbfn = interpxy(vpv(w, :), ipv(w, :), vmpRbfn(w)); 
idcAnfis = interpxy(vpv(w, :), ipv(w, :), vmpAnfis(w)); 
end 
% save results 
1.2.12 General 
interpxy 
function [y] = interpxy(x, y, xval) 
% interpxy - returns value of y at xval 
~ 0 
% usage: [ y] = interpxy(x, y, xval) 
~ 0 
[r, c) = size(x); 
if r > c 
x = x' ; 
y = y' ; 
end 
if x(1) > x(size(x, 2) ) 
x = fliplr(x); 
y = fliplr(y); 
end 
if xval >= x(size(x, 2) ) 
a = size(x, 2) - 1; 
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elseif xval <= x(l) 
a = 1; 
else 
end 
j = 2; 
while x(j) < xval 
j = j + 1; 
end 
a = j - 1; 
b a + 1; 
y = (y(b)-y(a)) * ( (xval-x(a)) / (x(b)-x(a)) ) + y(a); 
intxybs 
function [y] = intxybs(x, y, xval) 
% intxybs - returns value of y at xval (binary search version 
% 
% usage: [y] = intxybs(x, y, xval) 
% 
[r, c] = size (x) ; 
if r > c 
end 
x = x'; 
y = y'; 
if x(l) > x(size(x, 2)) 
x = fliplr(x); 
y = fliplr(y); 
end 
if xval >= x(size(x, 2)) 
a = size(x, 2) - 1; 
elseif xval <= x(l) 
else 
end 
a = 1; 
a 1; 
b = length(x); 
while fix((b - a) / 2) > 0; 
end 
m = a + fix ((b - a) / 2); 
if xval >= x(m) 
a m; 
else 
b m; 
end 
b a + 1; 
y = (y(b)-y(a)) * ( (xval-x(a)) / (x(b)-x(a)) ) + y(a); 
limit 
function [x] = limit(x, xMax, &Min); 
% limit - returns x or limit 
S\-o 
% usage: [x] = limit(x, &Max, &Min); 
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% 
% if omitted, xMin is set to -xMax 
% 
if nargin == 2 
xMin = -xMax; 
end 
if x > xMax 
x = xMax; 
elseif x < xMin 
x = xMin; 
end 
lsqfll 
function [c, m] = lsqfit(x, y) 
% lsqfit - find equation for straight line using least squares fit 
% 
% usage: [c, m] = lsqfit (x, y) 
% 
% where y = mx + c 
% 
(x and yare vectors) 
[xs, ys] = msort(x, 
[r, c] = size(xs); 
if r > c 
xs XS'i 
end 
[r, c] = size(ys); 
if r > c 
ys ys'i 
end 
[r, c] = size(ys); 
surnx = sum(xs); 
sumy = sum(ys); 
sumxy sum(xs.*ys); 
surnx2 = sum(xs.*xs); 
y) ; 
dO = det([c, SUffiX; sumx, sumx2]); 
dl = det([sumx, -sumy; sumx2, -sumxy]); 
d2 = det ([c, -sumYi sumx, -sumxy]); 
c = dl/dO; 
m -d2/dO; 
msort 
function [xs, ys] = Msort(x, y) 
% msort - returns vector y sorted with index from x 
% input vectors can be rows or columns 
% output vectors are rows 
% 
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[r, c] = size (x) i 
[r, c] = size (y) i 
[xs i] = sort (x) i 
if r < c, 
if r < c, 
x = x': end 
y = y': end 
ys = []; 
for j = l:size(i, 1) 
ys (j) = y (i (j ) ) i 
end 
xs = xs'; 
nsse 
function [nsse] = nsse(xl, yl, x2, y2); 
% nsee - returns normalised sum squared error between two curves with 
% same x data points where y2 is the reference curve 
% yl and y2 are normalised to the range 0-1 wrt y2 
% 
% usage: [nsse] =:;: nsse(xl, yl, x2, y2) 
% 
if surn(abs(xl-x2)) > 0 
error('x-axis data points must be the same'); 
end 
yl yl / max(y2)i 
y2 = y2 / max(y2); 
nsse = (sum((y2-yl) .A2)) / (max(size(y2)) * max(y2)): 
nvect 
function [y] = nvect(x, xl, xh, yl, yh): 
% nvect - returns normalised vector 
% 
% usage: [y] = nvect(x, xl, xh, yl, yh) 
% 
y =:;: ((x-xl)*(yh-yl)) / (xh-xl) + yli 
trimneg 
function [x, y] = trimneg(x, y) 
% trimneg - trims negative coords from x and y 
% 
% usage: [x, y] = trimneg(x, y) 
[r, c] = size (x) i 
if r > c 
end 
x = x': 
y = y'; 
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if x(l) > x(size(x, 2» 
x = fliplr (x) ; 
y:::::: fliplr(y); 
end 
while x(2) < 0 
x(l):::::: []; 
y(l) = []; 
end 
x ~ fliplr (x) ; 
y == fliplr (y) ; 
while y(2) < 0 
x(l) =: [J; 
y(l) = []; 
end 
x == fliplr (x) ; 
y = fliplr(y); 
x(l) = 0; 
y(l) = interpxy(x, y, 0); 
x(size(x, 2» = interpxy(y, x, 0); 
y(size (y, 2» = 0; 
if r > c 
end 
x = x'; 
y :::::: Y'; 
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